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Introduction
On the evening of 4 July 1917, at the height of the anti-government uprising, the
Provisional Government's Minister of Justice , Pavel N. Pereverzev.' authorized a
press release accusing the Bolshevik leaders of treasonable activities. The report
published the next day alleged that Lenin had been sent to Russia by the German
government to rally support for a separate peace with Germany and "to undermine
the confidence of the Russian people in the Provisional Government. "2 The money
for his activity was allegedly channeled from Berlin to Petrograd, by way of
Stockholm. In Stockholm the transfer was carried out by the Bolshevik Jakub
Furstenberg (Hanecki) and the Russo-German Social Democrat Alexander Israel
Helphand (Parvus) . The main recipients in Petrograd were the Bolshevik lawyer
Mieczyslaw Kozlowski and Evgeniia M. Sumenson, a relative of Furstenberg
Hanecki. She and Kozlowski ran a trading business as a cover for financial dealings
with Furstenberg, thus making the transfer of German funds look like a legitimate
business transaction.'
The published report referred to two different types of evidence for the
charges . The first accusation-that Lenin was working for the Germans-rested on
the rather shaky testimony of Ensign Dmitrii S. Ermolenko, who alleged that he had
been told about it by German intelligence officers while a prisoner of war in a
German camp. The second charge-that the Bolsheviks were receiving German
money-was better documented by intercepted telegraphic communications between
those involved in the money transactions between Petrograd and Stockholm." To
look into the accusations , the Provisional Government appointed a Special
Investigative Commission, headed by the Procurator of the Petrograd Judiciary
Chamber, Nikolai S. Karinskii. The Commission used the exchange of telegrams as
its main evidence, and after two weeks, on 21 July , formally charged the Bolshevik
leaders with high treason.'
According to the counterintelligence officials who assisted the preliminary
investigation , the telegrams were actually coded correspondence, and "constituted a
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direct proof of the contact exist ing between the Bolsheviks and enemy agents. "6 This
interpretation was then adopted by the Provisional Government in an official
statement, marking the beginning of the legal proceedings against the Bolshevik
leaders:
From the numerous telegrams in the hands of the legal authorities it is
established that a constant and extensive correspondence was carried on
between Sumenson, Ul'ianov (Lenin), Kollontai, and Kozlovskii residing in
Petrograd, on the one hand, and Furstenberg (Ganetskii) and Helphand
(Parvus), on the other. Although this correspondence refers to commercial
deals, shipment of all sort of goods, and money transactions, it offers
sufficient reasons to conclude that this correspondence was a cover-up for
relations of an espionage character.7

Lenin and other Bolshevik leaders flatly denied the charge that commerce was
a disguise for espionage, and that the telegrams could be viewed as coded
correspondence with German agents ." While in public they preferred to focus on
discrediting the less credible evidence against them-such as Ermolenko 's hearsay
testimony/-eprivately they were more concerned with showing that the telegrams
provided no basis for alleging the receipt of German funds. From his hiding place
in Finland, Lenin wrote to Furstenberg-Hanecki in Stockholm, demanding that he
publish all the telegrams and furnish a detailed explanation of each . Although
Furstenberg did not follow his leader's request, Bolsheviks in Stockholm prepared
an interpretation of the telegrams by autumn 1917, when the trial of the Bolshevik
leaders was scheduled to take place."
Thus , both the prosecution and the accused assigned a great deal of
importance to the telegrams. While the former sought to show that the telegrams
confirmed the Bolsheviks had received German money through their Scandinavian
agents, the latter aimed to demonstrate they were no more than innocent business
correspondence. Neither side , however, had the chance to make its case in court,
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because the Bolsheviks seized power from the Provisional Government in October.
The Procurator's Commission was immediately dissolved, and the documents it had
collected remained inaccessible until the Soviet regime collapsed 74 years later. No
trace of the material gathered by the Bolsheviks for their defense has been found .
Moreover, the telegrams have not been subjected to scholarly scrutiny until now.
Soviet historians have generally disparaged the issue of "German money."
When referring to the July campaign, they seem to follow in the footsteps of their
Bolshevik predecessors, discrediting Ermolenko and his testimony, while discounting
the telegrams." And although the recent politics of glasnost' and the events of
August 1991 have ended the monopoly of party historians on the subject, Russian
scholars are just beginning to free themselves from the ideological conformity of the
Communist era, which thus far has precluded any serious discussion of the 1917
"German money" controversy and hence any contribution to its elucidation.
In contrast, the question of German aid to the Bolsheviks has always been the
subject of intense scholarly interest in the West. 12 All major works on the Russian
Revolution (from William H. Chamberlin's classic study published in 1935 to the
1990 volume by Richard Pipes) touch on this theme. But there seems to be no
agreement in the literature on either the extent of the German assistance or the ways
in which it reached the Bolsheviks . Some scholars' conclusions concur with the
allegations made by the Provisional Government-that German funds reached Lenin
through Parvus-Furstenberg-Kozlowski's business, and that the coded telegrams were
simply a cover for those transactions. 13 Others have been more cautious, noting first
that the telegrams' significance is limited to identifying the addresses and surnames
of the individuals who communicated with Furstenberg in Stockholm, and second that
they do only to "suggest the possibility that the Bolsheviks were recipients of funds
supplied by the German government. "14 While circumstantial evidence could be
found to support either view, both are problematic due to the lack of concrete and
reliable documentation.
When dealing with the July accusations, Western historians refer exclusively
to 29 telegrams, which were first reproduced by the former head of the Petrograd
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counterintelligence, Colonel B. V. Nikitin, in his memoirs in the 1930sY These
materials must be treated with caution, however, given both their origin and the fact
that they were not properly analyzed. First, Nikitin reproduced them from notes he
had taken almost two decades earlier, in 1917, when he received the 29 copies from
French intelligence. Second, the French had intercepted them during their
transmission, making it impossible to check the accuracy of the reproduction. And,
finally, Nikitin had insufficient time to examine the documents to the extent they
required, for he received them only shortly before he was removed from the
Bolshevik case. 16 All this may explain the absence of the numbers, the dates and the
times of dispatch in Nikitin's 29 telegrams. Moreover, the numerous mistakes,
inaccuracies and misspellings of names and addresses mentioned in them inevitably
led to erroneous conclusions by those attempting to explain the telegrams' meaning. 17
The only concentrated attempt to date to interpret and systematize the 29
telegrams was made by the emigre historian Sergei P. MeI'gunov in 1940 .tB Yet
considering the aforementioned deficiencies of Nikitin's telegrams, and the limited
sources available to MeI'gunov at the time, the historian could not have adequately
explained the telegrams ' contents. In fact, he did not reach specific conclusions as
to whether the telegrams confirmed the transfer of German money to the Bolsheviks,
determining only that they represent some kind of coded correspondence that could
have served as a cover for suspicious activities. 19
Neither Nikitin's memoirs nor MeI'gunov's study resolved the controversy
over the telegrams' meaning. Instead, they created the impression among subsequent
historians that the Provisional Government considered only those telegrams
reproduced by Nikitin ." It is also believed that Petrograd counterintelligence was
the only agency involved in deciphering the telegrams, and that the main
investigation of Bolshevik-German ties was concentrated under Nikitin's direction.
In fact, it was the Investigatory Commission of the Procurator of the Petrograd
Judicial Chamber (Prokuror Petrogradskoi Sudebnoi Palaty) that supervised the
primary investigation . The main data for the case came through the Procurator's
Commission from the Central Counterintelligence Division of the Main
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Administration of the General Headquarters (Glavnoe upravlenie General'nogo
shtaba) in Petrograd, a body to which Nikitin had practically no connection.
Furthermore, the charges made against the Bolsheviks rested on 66 telegrams, which
were obtained by the Central Counterintelligence Division at the Petrograd Telegraph
Office shortly before the July uprising.
A copy of the 66 telegrams was passed on to Minister of Justice Pereverzev,
who used them on the second day of the uprising to make public the accusations
against the Bolshevik leaders." On that same day, 4 July , Pereverzev passed his
copy on to the well known pro-war socialist Grigorii A. Aleksinskii to have their
entire contents published in the press. They appeared a week later in the Petrograd
journal Be: lishnikh siov" Other copies were sent by Central Counterintelligence
to military agents (attaches) in Scandinavia with instructions to gather data on the
individuals and addresses mentioned in the telegrams. One such copy was found by
this author among the papers of the Russian military attache in Copenhagen, Major
General Sergei N. Pototskii, housed since 1947 in the archives of the Hoover
Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace."
The present work seeks, first , to provide an introduction and an analysis of
the complete texts of the telegrams used by the Provisional Government as the main
evidence against the Bolshevik leaders in July 1917. This will require determining
the telegrams' origin and authenticity, as well as the identity of the people and events
to which they refer. Second, it will evaluate the extent to which the contents of the
telegrams confirm allegations that business transactions between Parvus-Furstenberg
and Kozlowski served as a cover for the transfer of German funds to the Bolshevik
treasury . Finally, this study will lay the foundation for the reassessment of the
"German money" controversy in the historiography of modem Russia.
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The Origins of the Telegrams
In late June 1917, Russian Counterintelligence obtained copies of telegraphic
communications between Bolshevik leaders in Petrograd and their associates in
Stockholm, which led it to suspect dealings with the Germans. Minister of Justice
Pereverzev believed that, with these documents in hand, he was prepared to move
against Lenin and his associates. During the July uprising, he released part of the
information to support his accusation that the Bolshevik leaders were collaborating
with the German government. The case against the Bolsheviks rested mainly on the
exchanged telegrams, whose contents allegedly showed that substantial German funds
were being sent to the party treasury. To determine the truth of these accusations, we
need to examine the sources on which they were based .
While nearly all studies of the Provisional Government period mention the
July accusations, most scholars focus on how they altered the balance of power in
favor of the Government, rather than on their validity . Some Western historians
explain Pereverzev 's decision to make public the compromising material about Lenin
as having been necessitated by the extreme circumstances of the uprising, viewing
it as an effort to save the Provisional Government from a Bolshevik overthrow.
These same historians assume that the basic evidence for the prosecution of the
Bolsheviks consisted of the 29 intercepted telegrams ." Many Soviet historians , on
the other hand, adhere to the view that the July accusations were based on documents
fabricated by Aleksinskii and Counterintelligence." In order to evaluate these
arguments and analyze the telegrams' meaning, it is imperative to examine how the
July accusations were prepared and to establish the origins and authenticity of the
telegrams. Then , an attempt will be made to analyze how Russian Counterintelligence
chose these particular telegrams. To complete the analysis, the content of each
telegram will be explained and interpreted.
It was French Intelligence who first suggested that the Provisional
Government use the telegraphic communications between the Bolshevik leaders and
their associates in Stockholm as evidence against Lenin. During his visit to Russia
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in spring 1917, Albert Thomas, a prominent French socialist and member of the
cabinet, informed leading members of the Provisional government-Kerenskii,
Tereshchenko and Nekrasov-that French intelligence suspected Lenin of having ties
with the Germans. 26 Before his departure in early June, Thomas instructed Pierre
Laurent, a captain of the French military mission in Petrograd, to keep Tereshchenko
informed as new information became available. Soon after that, Laurent reported to
Tereshchenko that French Intelligence had intercepted telegrams between Lenin and
his people in Stockholm, indicating dealings with the Germans." Tereshchenko
thought it necessary to share this information with both Pereverzev, who had already
become suspicious of Lenin after the Bolshevik leader crossed Germany en route to
Russia in April, and with Nikitin, the head of Petrograd Counterintelligence who
assisted the Minister of Justice in gathering information on Bolshevik leaders."
On 21 June, Nikitin received copies of 14 intercepted telegrams, and
immediately began to investigate them. Their contents, however, did not interest
Petrograd counterintelligence as much as the names of their addressees. The
telegrams revealed to Nikitin "names of those beside Lenin who constantly
communicated with Hanecki-a German agent and a trusted man ofParvus. "29 It was
just this kind of evidence that Pereverzev needed to initiate legal proceedings against
the Bolshevik leaders. But as Pereverzev later recalled, given the decline in the
authority of the Provisional Government and the almost certain interference on behalf
of the Bolsheviks by the leaders of the Petrograd Soviet, this could only be done after
making public the information about Lenin's German ties." Yet to do so he first
needed the approval of the Provisional Government, the majority of whose members
knew neither of the telegrams nor of the investigation under way."
Through an agreement between Pereverzev and Tereshchenko, Captain
Laurent was invited to a cabinet meeting on 24 June to introduce the telegrams. In
contrast to French Intelligence, Nikitin, Pereverzev, and most probably
Tereshchenko, the majority of the government's ministers did not consider them
sufficient evidence to bring charges against the Bolsheviks, and decided to put off
publicizing the documents until "a more appropriate moment."
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The decision to withhold the information signified to Pereverzev, first, that
he must proceed on his own, and, second, that the divulgence of the information
must come from someone outside of the government. As a member of the Popular
Socialists (Narodnye sotsialistyy party and a prominent defense lawyer in political
trials under the old regime, Pereverzev had extensive contacts among Petrograd
socialists." In fact, it was from them he obtained most of his information about the
emigre Bolsheviks ' collaboration with Parvus and other socialists affiliated with the
German government. Two of Pereverzev's most important informants during spring
and summer 1917 were Vladimir L. Burtsev, a non-party (and non-Marxist) socialist
and Russia's most renowned specialist in matters of secret police provocation, and
Grigorii Aleksinskii, the one-time Bolshevik Duma deputy who finally split with the
Bolsheviks after they adopted the defeatist position at the start of World War 1.34
Both men were known for their press campaigns accusing the emigre
internationalists of receiving money from the Austrian and German governments to
publish revolutionary literature. 35 Both became bitter opponents of Lenin upon their
return to Russia-Burtsev at the end of 1915, and Aleksinskii in April 1917.
Moreover, neither had any official affiliation with either the Provisional Government
or the Petrograd Soviet. Consequently, as private individuals they could endorse the
publication of the evidence against Lenin, thus allowing Pereverzev to circumvent the
cabinet's decision . It appears that Burtsev preferred maintaining a low profile,
whereas Aleksinskii agreed to publish and publicly endorse the compromising
material at the necessary moment. 36
Meanwhile, Pereverzev had ordered Petrograd counterintelligence to begin
surveillance of the individuals mentioned in the telegrams , and to prepare a list of
Bolshevik leaders to be arrested . Pereverzev also arranged for the cooperation of the
Central Intelligence Division of the Main Administration of General Headquarters in
Petrograd, who he hoped would provide additional information about the Bolsheviks'
Scandinavian links. In contrast to Nikitin 's counterintelligence, whose operations
were limited to the Petrograd Military District, the Central Counterintelligence
Division was receiving information from an extensive intelligence network abroad ,
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supervised by the military attaches , and from the counterintelligence divisions of all
the military districts in Russia . It also worked closely with Military Censorship,
which was charged with overseeing all incoming and outgoing correspondence with
Russia."
On 28 June, Pereverzev took decisive action , using his double authority as
Minister of Justice and Procurator General, the latter position giving him emergency
executive powers within the capital. He placed all cases involving "individuals
suspected of links with the Germans" under the direction of his friend and
subordinate Ivan P. Bessarabov .38 He also requested that Central Counterintelligence
obtain from the Petrograd Telegraph Office any telegrams involving those under
suspicion. This resulted in the gathering of dozens of telegrams over a period of
three months (April, May and June) . They included the telegrams already known
from French Intelligence, as well as the most recent ones sent from Petrograd
through the afternoon of 28 June."
By 1 Jul y, Central Counterintelligence selected from this larger group a set
of 66 telegrams for use specifically in the case against the Bolsheviks. These
contained the names of Bolshevik leaders in Petrograd and their associates in
Scandinavia. A copy of the set, the one that eventually found its way into the Hoover
Archives, was distributed to the military agents in Scandinavia for further
investigation-or , as it was referred to in the professional jargon, "elaboration"
(razrabotka)-the process of identifying and collecting information on the individuals
mentioned in the telegrams. Another copy of the 66 telegrams was passed on to
Pereverzev." Concurrently, the counterintelligence office on the Russian-Swedish
border received orders to detain any of the suspects in case they attempted to cross."
The stage was set for the prosecution of the Bolshevik leaders.
On 4 July , with a Bolshevik uprising in Petrograd in the making, Pereverzev
decided to make public the information about Lenin's German connections . He was
supported by Bessarabov and four other subordinates from the Ministry of Justice.
Historians usually attribute his decision to a desire to preserve the Provisional
Government's tenuous hold on power. He is said to have realized, by late on the
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morning of 4 July , that further delay might be fatal , and to have "decided to let the
neutral garrison regiments still balking at providing support for the Provisional
Government have a look at the evidence .. .against Lenin. "42 It is assumed that these
actions allowed the Provisional Government to discredit its opponents and thus stave
off the Bolsheviks' attempted coup. Although this may be true, evidence of the
careful preparatory work put into the exposure and arrest of the Bolshevik leaders
makes the July uprising look more like a convenient excuse for Pereverzev to go
ahead with his plans. The extent to which the Provisional Government was still in
control at the time of Pereverzev's actions is an issue in need of further study." But
the motives of Pereverzev and his close assistants for subsequently presenting the
case in such a way seem sufficiently clear. It would be one thing if, in publicizing
the material on Lenin, Pereverzev acted in the interest of saving the government; in
such an instance the fact that he violated the government's decision to withhold the
information could be explained as indeliberate and essential due to the emergency
circumstances. But, in fact, Pereverzev had intended to circumvent the decision from
the very outset, asking Aleksinskii to endorse the evidence against Lenin and
continuing to prepare the assault against the Bolsheviks apart from the government.
It appears he fully realized that, once the information was made public, the
Provisional Government would have no other choice but to begin legal action.
By midday of 4 July , Aleksinskii was summoned to the headquarters of the
Petrograd Military District, the stronghold of the pro-government forces, where
Pereverzev gave him part of Ermolenko' s testimony and his set of the 66 telegrams. 44
Aleksinskii was then asked to sign a request to the Committee of Journalists under
the Provisional Government to publish the documents immediately." The request
was also signed by Vasilii S. Pankratov , an old revolutionary and friend of Burtsev,
who headed the Propaganda Section (Prosvetitel 'nyi otdel) of the Petrograd Military
District headquarters. 46
As it turned out, however, that evening neither Pereverzev nor the
Committee of Journalists was able to get a printing press or a typesetter to print the
information. Only later that night did Burtsev and the journalist Evgenii P. Semenov
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succeed in convincing their acquaintances at the editorial office of the pro-war non
party socialist newspaper Zhivoe slovo to print Aleksinskii's materials." But it was
technically impossible to fit all of it into one issue of the small paper. Thus,
Aleksinskii and Pankratov rushed to put together a brief press report on the
documents received from Pereverzev.
Early the next morning, broadsheets containing the report were posted
throughout Petrograd. In a few hours , the report appeared in a special issue of Zhivoe
slovo under the headline "Lenin, Hanecki & Co. Spies. "48 It reproduced excerpts
from Ermolenko's deposition alleging that Lenin was working for the Germans, and
only briefly mentioned the telegrams: "The military censorship has unearthed an
uninterrupted exchange of telegrams of a political and financial nature between the
German agents and Bolshevik leaders. "49 The report also appealed to the Provisional
Government to begin immediately an investigation of the Bolshevik-German ties."
Thus, Pereverzev's bold action to release the information, though causing his own
resignation and that of those directly under him, made it impossible for the
government to further delay the prosecution of the Bolshevik leaders. Over the next
few days a number of them were apprehended , and Lenin and Zinov'ev went into
hiding in Finland." The Provisional Government appointed a Special Investigative
Commission, which soon charged Lenin, Zinov 'ev, Hanecki, Kozlowski, Sumenson,
Kollontai and Parvus with state treason."
The documents Aleksinskii received from Pereverzev had still not been
published in full. His attempts to publish them following the uprising met with sharp
opposition from both the Provisional Government and the Soviet. While cabinet
members argued that the premature disclosure of the evidence could impede the
investigation in progress, leaders of the Soviet, as Tat'iana Aleksinskaia has recalled,
requested that Aleksinskii first check the sources of the evidence." With the
resignations of Pereverzev and Bessarabov (both on 6 July), however, Aleksinskii
lost his influential patronage and was no longer able to validate the telegrams, either
at the Procurator's Commission or at Central Counterintelligence. He thus decided
to approach the problem from the opposite end, inquiring as to whether the telegrams
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had been sent from and received in Stockholm. He turned to his socialist friends in
Sweden, who , after checking with the Stockholm Telegraph Office, confirmed that
the exchanges had taken place. 54
To avoid further complications with the publication of the documents,
Aleksinskii decided to publish them himself. He received funds for the project from
the socialist journalist and playwright Leonid M. Dobronravov, who with Aleksinskii
formed an editorial board of a new patriotic weekly bearing the title Be: lishnikh slov
("Without Verbiage"), a clear indication that the documents being published were
meant to speak for themselves .f Aleksinskii's wife became the third member of the
weekly 's board." The first issue appeared on 11 July, and contained the first 51
telegrams, 37 of which were published that same day in the evening edition of the
moderately conservative newspaper Russkaia volia." Though there is no precise
indication as to how the telegrams wound up in that paper, Aleksinskii's long
standing connections to Russkaia volia lead one to assume that they came from him.
Aleksinskii had worked for the paper until April 1917 and was a long-time
acquaintance of its editor, A.V. Amfiteatrov. In fact, as early as 1915, Aleksinskii
gave Amfiteatrov information on Parvus' contacts with the German government, on
which he relied in his article in the Moscow liberal daily Russkoe slovo"
Aleksinskii published the remaining 15 telegrams on 19 July, in the second issue of
Be: lishnikh slov. 59
Aleksinskii's publication, along with the set sent to the Russian Military
Attache in Copenhagen (in the Hoover Institution Archives) , are the only two
complete sets of the 66 telegrams known in the West. Neither of them has been
analyzed by historians. Both the order and the texts are identical in these sets."
Aleksinskii's copy of the telegrams differs only in a few minor details, such as
typographical errors and the spelling of some of the addresses and surnames ." Both
copies may be considered authentic, and therefore obtained from the same source.f
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How the 66 Telegrams Were Selected
The archive of the Russian military attache in Copenhagen contains 120 of the
telegrams obtained by counterintelligence from the Petrograd Telegraph Office on
28 June, including the 66 used against the Bolsheviks. This larger set seems sufficient
to outline the primary criteria used by counterintelligence in their selection of the
entire group of telegrams and, more specifically, of the 66. The present section will
do so by comparing the text of the telegrams with available counterintelligence
records.
An analysis of the 120 telegrams indicates that a telegram was selected if it
referred to at least one of the individuals suspected by counterintelligence of having
contacts with the Germans . For example, there were several telegrams exchanged by
a certain Hirsch Rung in Helsinki , a Rubinshtein in Petrograd, and a third party in
Stockholm whose name is not indicated .P When these names are compared with the
records from the counterintelligence office on the Russian-Swedish border, it turns
out that Hirsch Rung owned a Helsinki import-export firm that supplied his
Petrograd associate Shaia M. Rubinshtein with German chemicals and textile
products.P' Rung's wife, Anna (nee Rabinovitz) , also took part in the business F
She would travel to Copenhagen and Stockholm to buy the goods and arrange their
transport to Russia, where they would be picked up and sold by Rubinshtein" In
fact, counterintelligence had a special category of suspected "wartime profiteers,"
who during World War I engaged in the illegal import of German goods into Russia.
It would receive information about them from various sources in Russia and abroad,
analyze it, and include their names in so-called black lists. The lists were periodically
updated and distributed to Russian officials stationed outside the country .67
Counterintelligence also focused on the telegrams that mentioned prominent
Russian emigre internationalists, such as lulii O. Martov (Tsederbaum), Mark A.
Natanson (Bobrov) and Anatolii V. Lunacharskii, who, following Lenin's lead,
crossed through Germany in May of 1917. There are telegrams , for instance, sent
by them to their friends and relatives in Petrograd, informing them of their
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forthcoming arrival ." But these relatively few political emigres" were not the only
ones suspected of maintaining contacts with the Germans . Practically all emigres
expressing anti-war views were suspected; their return to Russia was seen as
particularly harmful to the Provisional Government's war effort . Central
Counterintelligence not only knew when such figures departed for Russia, but would
be immediately informed upon their arrival across the border."
Still, Counterintelligence knew few details about the political emigres; its
information was spotty and frequently even inaccurate, leading to mistakes in its
selection of the telegrams. The monitoring of their activities was entrusted to the
Foreign Agency of the tsarist political police." It was only after the February
Revolution and the beginning of the mass return of political emigres to Russia, that
counterintelligence began to pay attention to them. But even then it did not have
adequate access to the archives of the Department of Police, and had to depend
mainly on information from the Allies, which, to compound the problem, was not
always reliable." For example, the Allies suspected Lev Trotsky (Bronshtein) of
having contacts with the Germans. As early as 1916 he was accused of conducting
pro-German propaganda and deported from France. In April of the following year
he was detained for a month by British authorities in Halifax, while en route from
the United States to Russia. Apparently based on this suspicion, Russian
counterintelligence selected two telegrams containing Trotsky's name. Yet the
documents show how little it really knew about him. For if the first was actually sent
by Lev Trotsky from Christiania to his relative in Petrograd on 13 May (New-Style):
A6paMY

)K1f1BATOBCKOMy73

KOHHOrBapJlel7lcK1I1ii1:

[rrpocrrexr)

Ilerpor-pazr, Ilocne MecHtIHOro rtnena y aarnaxan rrpllle3)!(alO
Ilerpor-pan ceMbel7l 18-ro MaR.74 TPOUKl.1i7! (Abram Zhivatovskii.

Konnogvardeiskii [prospekt] Petrograd. After a month in British captivity
arriving in Petrograd with family on 18 May. Trotskii.)
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the author of the second telegram, sent from Copenhagen on 20 June (New-Style) to
the editorial board of the Petrograd pacifist journal Internatsional, was Il'ia M.
Trotskii-whose only offense seems to have been having the famous revolutionary's
last name:
Ilerpor-pazr, Pe.llaKU1I1H ~HTepHaU:1I1oHana.75 rOPllOHy. 76 Y6e.ll1l1TenbHO
onrraueansrx 500 cnon, MHe 1I1X HeKy.lla
ynorpetiwrs. Ilp1l1BeT. TPOUK~Vl. 77 (Petrograd. "International" editorial
board. [Io] Gordon. Earnestly request [that you] not send prepaid 500
words, I have nowhere to use them. Greetings. Trotskii)

rrpOIIlY

He nocurrarr,

A similar mistake was made with the name Balabanov. It is obvious that
Counterintelligence was interested in the well known socialist Angelica Balabanova,
who crossed through Germany with Martov's group in May. But in addition to
telegrams to and from her, Counterintelligence selected telegraphic exchanges
between two of her namesakes, Evgenii Balabanov (an employee at one of the
Russian consulates in Norway) and his mother, Ol'ga Balabanova."
Another group of telegrams sent from Stockholm was addressed to the well
known Russian journalist, playwright and entrepreneur Iosif 1. Kolysbko." By the
time Counterintelligence obtained these telegrams, Kolyshko had already spent a
month in a Petrograd jail, having been accused of conducting propaganda for a
separate peace with Germany, and of receiving money from the Germans to establish
a pro-German newspaper in Russia." Evidently, Counterintelligence had hoped to
gain additional evidence of his German links. Yet sources discussing the investigation
of his case show that the information contained in these telegrams was not used."
It may therefore be assumed that in the case of these and the other telegrams
preserved in the archive of the military attache, the primary criterion for selection
was not their content, but the mere mention of persons suspected of having ties with
the Germans.
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This same "by-name" selection process was apparently used to separate out
the 66 telegrams for the accusation of the Bolsheviks. The main task of
Counterintelligence was to prove the existence of links between the Bolshevik leaders
and their agents in Stockholm suspected of having contacts with the Germans. Of all
of these individuals, Counterintelligence had the most definite information about
Furstenberg-Hanecki." First, it knew that he worked in Parvus' trade firm and was
involved in smuggling German goods to Russia and Scandinavia. Second, it learned
from the telegrams obtained from French intelligence that he was Lenin's main
representative in Stockholm, and that he and the Polish Social-Democrat
internationalist Hanecki were one and the same person.P Finally , even a cursory
look reveals that the 66 telegrams were compiled primarily with reference to
Fiirstenberg-Hanecki: in a majority of them (47) he is either the sender or the
addressee. Moreover, the senders and addressees of the remaining ones were either
correspondents of Fiirstenburg-Hanecki, or correspondents of his correspondents.
Some were communications between his various business associates," while others
were of a more personal nature. 85
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The Telegrams: Texts and Commentary

The 66 telegrams published below were reproduced by Counterintelligence from
telegraphic tape kept in special boxes at the Telegraph Office." All of the obtained
texts were in Russian. It must be assumed, however , that those telegrams sent from
abroad were sent either in a foreign language" or, if the original was Russian,
transliterated into Latin letters. 88 Russian, however, was the original language for
the majority of the texts. These underwent two transliterations during transmission :
they were converted into the Latin alphabet at the sending end, and then back into
Russian when they were received. This process was bound to distort the original
content of the texts. 89 The name of one of Fiirstenberg's business associates, for
example, appeared as "Krereshkovskiy" (Kp3pelliKOBCKJ;!Ji'l) , although the correct
spelling was "Krzeczeckowski. " 90
Such factors may very well have led
Counterintelligence to misidentify some ofthe individuals involved, and subsequently
misinterpret some of the telegrams ' contents. 91
The problem of calendars also figures into the proper interpretation of the
chronology of the telegrams and the events described in them. Counterintelligence
apparently assumed that, since they were exchanged between Petrograd and
Scandinavia, all of the telegrams were dated according to the Gregorian calendar
("New-Style"); in several instances it mistakenly placed telegrams actually dated
according to the Old-Style in chronological order based on their New-Style
equivalent." In fact, however, only those telegrams originating in Scandinavia can
be confidently dated according to the Gregorian calendar , as well as those sent from
Russia dated in July."
The 66 telegrams are listed here in the same order and form in which they
appear in the archive of the military attache. Three telegrams" from the same archive
have been added to the set, as they seem to correspond to it in both date and subject
matter. The Old Russian orthography has been modernized for the present
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publication. Mistakes and typographical errors have been corrected and included,
together with some word endings, in brackets .
To ease comprehension, the texts of the telegrams have been translated into
English, although many nuances are more apparent in the Russian version. The first
line of the telegram contains the point of transmission, followed by the telegram
number." The figure following this indicates the number of words in the telegram,"
followed by the date (day and month)" and the time of transmission, given according
to the 24-hour clock. The next line lists the addressee" and his or her address. Below
this is the text of the telegram, which ends with the name of the sender ."
The telegraph texts and translations in this section are presented on the right
facing pages, with parallel commentary on the left-facing pages, beginning here. The
telegrams are sometimes repeated on subsequent pages to maintain parallel placement
with the discussion of their contents. The annotations to the telegrams are numbered
separately from the paper's other references (which appear as notes on p. 105).
1.
This date is given according to the Julian (Old-Style) Calendar, which in the twentieth century
is thirteen days behind the Gregorian (New-Style) Calendar. Dates on the telegrams, unless otherwise
stated, are given according to the Gregorian Calendar. In these annotations to the telegrams, dates
relating to events in Russia are given according to the Julian (Old-Style) calendar or both, whereas
events occurring outside Russia are given solely according to the Gregorian Calendar.
2.
Evgeniia Mavrikievna Sumen son (nee Rundo) [1880-?], also known as Simonson or Simmon s.
A Russian subject from a Warsaw meshchanstvo family. In early 1915 she moved to Petro grad where
she acted as the local agent for the intermediary firm of the Warsaw busine ssman Fabian Klingsland.
She also managed the fmancial transactions for the Copenhagen-based Handels og-Eksportkompagniet
(Trading and Export Company), whose managing director was the social democrat Jakub S.
Fiirstenberg-Hanecki (see note 6 in this section). From April 1916, Klingsland's firm was authorized
by an agreement with the Trading and Export Company to sell medical supplies from the latter in
Russia. Sumenson was to deposit the profits "in a special account at a Petrograd bank" and to ensure
that the money would be transferred to the company's account at Stockholm's Nya Banken (New Bank).
During this time she resided in the center of Petrograd on Nadezhdinskaia ulitsa (Street), 36 (see next
note), where she rented three rooms in a big five-bedroom apartment. By the end of June 1917 , on the
basis of telegraphic correspondence, Allied counterintelligence had established a link between Sumenson
and her Scandinavian associates, and on July 5/18 she was arrested on charges of German espionage.
She was released on bail on September 20, and her name then disappears from the historical record.
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Telegram Texts

Tenerpaonua

KOHTpOrrb.

Ilerporpan, 28. VI. 171

Telegraph inspection . Petrograd . 28. VI.l7

Telegram 1
Caneruratiaaea. 389/4 18 4/5 16 25.
3

CYMEHCOH,2 Halle>KlllilHCKajl 36 neTpOrpall.
4
HOMep 127 [.J 60Ilbwe MeCjlua 6e3 CBelleHliliii[.J lleHbrlil xpaaae HY>KHbl[.J
5
HOBbliii TeIlerpact>Hbliii aapec CaIlbTw36alleH
6
<I>IOPCTEH6EPr .
Saltsjobaden, 389/4184/5 16 25.
SUMENSON, Nadezhdinskaia 36 Petrograd.
Number 127[.J more than month without informationj.] money extremely necessary'[.]
new telegraph address Saltsjobaden FURSTENBERG.

19

Commentary

.

(Nikitin, Rokovye gody, pp . 112-116; ZhS, 7 July 1917, p. 2; Bjorkegren, Ryska Posten, p. 378;
Incoming no. 4903, 29 June 1917, File 9435 RMP. FSA; Zeman and Scharlau, The Merchant of
Revolution, pp. 197-198; Georges Bonnin, Revue Historique, p. 114; Russkaia volia, 8 July 1917, p.
4; Mel'gunov, Zolotoi nemetskiikliuch bolshevikov, p. 145; GARF , f. 1826, op. 1, d. 16,1. 321 ; d.
18, ll. 135-142).
3.
Nadezhdinskaia Street (presently Maiakovskii Street) ran from Nevskii Prospect, near
Znamenskaia Square (presently Vosstaniia Square), to Kirochnaia Street (presently Saltykov-Shchedrin
Street). Number 36 was a large five-story building, divided by an archway into two parts, each of which
had a separate number; thus, 36 Nadezhdinskaia Street also bore the number 38. There was also access
to Baskov pereulok (lane) from the courtyard of this building (see notes 112, 149). In 1917, the building
housed the well-to-do: bankers, merchants, landlords (see Ves' Petrograd na 1917 g.; A. Dubinin, "Po
ulitse Maiakovskogo" Vechernii Leningrad, 16 April 1990, p. 4).
4.
In order to keep track of the telegrams , Sumenson and Fiirstenberg assigned numbers to them
(see Sumenson's telegram 12).
5.
The full telegraphic address should read "Saltsjobaden, Neglinge bei Stockholm . Stockholm .
Neglinge". Saltsjobaden was a seaside resort near Stockholm. On May 1, 1917 Fiirstenberg moved from
Stockholm to the suburb of Neg1inge. The closest telegraphic office was located in neighboring
Sa1tsjobaden. The Polish Social Democrat Karl B. Radek (Sobelson) (1885-1939), who had recently
arrived from Switzerland with Lenin, and Radek's wife, Roza M . Sobe1son-Radek (nee Aronson)
(1885/6-1939), moved in with the Furstenberg family at their new apartment. See Report V.P.M. no.
781,2 March 1918. SPR. SNA; Ksiega Polakow Uczestnikow Rewolucji Pazdziemikowej. 1917-1920.
Biograjie (Warsaw, 1967), pp. 705-706; Leninskiisbornik, XXI (Moscow, 1933), p. 87; also see Cadres
file no . 8725, "Radek Roza Mavrikievna," in RTsKhIDNI.
6.
Jakub S. Furstenberg (1879-1937); also known as Kuba Hanecki . A prominent Social Democrat
from a Warsaw meshchanstvo family. He participated in Warsaw revolutionary circles starting in the
1890s. In 1901 he joined the Social Democratic Party of [the Kingdom of] Poland and Lithuania
(SDKPiL). He first met Lenin at the Second Congress of the RSDRP (1903), in which he participated
as a representative of the Polish party. From 1907 to 1910 he was a member of the Bolshevik Party
Central Committee and of the Russian Bureau of the Party. After the SDKPiL split in 1912 he became
one of the leaders (along with A. M. Malecki-Rubinstein) of the rozlamowcy faction, which was aligned
with the Bolsheviks . In summer 1912 Fiirstenberg-Hanecki organized Lenin's relocation to Cracow from
Paris, and from that time on became one of his closest and most trusted collaborators. In August 1914
he played a major role in the release of Lenin and other Bolsheviks who had been arrested near Cracow
by the Austrian authorities. In February 1915 he went from Vienna to Zurich, and in June moved to
Copenhagen, where he became managing director of the Trading and Export Company. The
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Telegram 1

Cane'rurafianea, 389/4 18 4/5 16 25.
CYMEHCOH,2 Ha.lle)l(.lllilHCKaJl 36

3

Flerporpan.

HOMep 127\J 60nbwe MeCJlua 6e3 CBe.lleHIilIii[.J .lleHbrlil KpaliiHe HY)I(Hbl[.J
5
HOBbl1ii Tenerpacl>Hbl1ii aztpec CanbTW36a.lleH
6
cI>KlPCTEH6EPr.
Saltsjobaden , 389/4 18 4/5 16 25.
SUMENSON, Nadezhdinskaia 36 Petrograd.
Number 127[.] more than month without information[.] money extremely necessary[.] new
telegraph address Saltsjobaden FURSTENBERG.
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firm was established in the early summer of 1915 by Alexander Israel Helphand (parvus), a German
Social Democrat of Russian-Jewish origins who during the war became an outspoken supporter and paid
agent of the German government. From April 1916 on, the firm was jointly owned by Parvus and
Georg Sklarz , who worked for the German Admiralty and Military intelligence. At the end of January
1917, Fiirstenberg moved to Stockholm. In March and April he was the principal organizer of Lenin 's
return to Russia. He became a member of the Bolshevik Foreign Bureau (FB) in Stockholm in April,
along with Radek and his business associate, the Old Bolshevik Waclaw Worowski (see note 74 in this
section). He returned to Russia several days after the Bolshevik takeover in October. He later occupied
important positions in the People's Commissar iats of Finance, Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade. From
1932 to 1935 he was in charge of the State Administration of Music and Entertairunent. In 1935-1936,
he headed the Administration of Circuses and Amusement Parks of the Moskontsert , and from April 25,
1935 Hanecki was director of the Central State Museum of the Revolution in Moscow. He was arrested
on 26 November 1937 and subsequently shot. See Ksiega Polakow, pp. 303-304; Willi Gautschi, Lenin
als Emigrant in der Schweiz, (Zurich, 1973), p. 327 ; Futrell, Northern Underground , pp. 178-193;
Zeman, Scharlau, op.cit., pp. 196-197,238-240; Teatral 'naia Moskva (Moscow) 1935, 1936. Also see
Outgoing no. 23, 5/18 November, 1917, file S. 11, folder 41b. RMO. FSA; Cadres files no. 133709,
"Ganetskii [Haneck i] Iakov Stanislavovich ," in RTsKhIDNI.
7.

The number of the telegram FUrstenberg received from Sumenson (see note 4 in this section).

8.

That is, a total gross of thermometers. (See Futrell, Northern Underground , p. 188).

9.

This should be in the past tense ("prodali").

10.
Shirokaia Street was located on the Petrograd side of the city between Sytinskaia and Gazovaia
streets. A huge, sharp-cornered building, which resembled the prow of a ship, 48 Shirokaia Street stood
on the comer, and also bore the address 9 Gazovaia Street. From summer 1915, Lenin's older sister,
Anna I. Elizarova (Ul'ianova), lived in apartment no. 24 of this building with her husband, the Old
Bolshevik Mark T. Elizarov . In 1916 Lenin 's younger sister, Mariia (Maniasha) I. UI'ianova , came to
live with them from Moscow. In 1917 Lenin and Nadezhda K. Krupskaia lived in the Elizarovs'
apartment from April 4/17 to July 5/18. Although they had arrived from abroad , they also registered
as having come from Moscow . The telegram is addressed to M. I. Ul'ianova . See T . P. Bondarevskaia ,
et al., Lenin v Peterburge-Petrograde. Mesta zhizni i deiatel'nosti v gorode i okrestnostiakh 1890-1920
(Leningrad, 1980), pp. 267-268; G. Petrov, "Dom na Shirokoi," Belye nochi: Ocherki, zarisovki,
dokumenty , vospominaniia (Leningrad , 1975), p. 157.
11.
After her return from emigration in March 1917, the well known Russian Social Democrat
Aleksandra M. Kollontai (see note 22 in this section) temporarily stayed with her friend , the writer
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Telegram 2

Canerursfianeu. 438/7 28 7/5 10.
CYMEHCOH. Ha.zxe)f(.zxlilHcKafl 36. Ilerpor-pan.
HOMep 128[. ] nonyuan 84/85 7 [ . ] rener-paenpyare xaxoe xonauecrao
TepMorpoc 8 KaKoiii uexe nponare 9 Tor.zxa OTBe4Y CKO.nbKO euie OCTa.nOCb[.]
OT4eTHOCTlil ztaaao HeT[.] rener-paeapyare scer-na yn.n04eHHb1M OTBeTOM.
Saltsjobaden . 438/728 7/5 10.
SUMENSON, Nadezhdinskaia 36. Petrograd.
Number 128[.J received 84/85[.] wire quantity oftermogross at what price to sell then will
answer how much left[.] no records for long time[.] always wire with paid reply.

Telegram 3

Canerurafianea, 388/4 9 4/5 16 25.
YJlb.RHOBOVl. WlilpoKafl 48/9'0
Cane rursfiazreu I1>IOPCTEH6EPr

Ilerpor-paa. HOBbliii Te.nerpalJlHbliii aapec

Saltsjobaden . 388/4 9 4/5 16 25.
Ul'anovoi, Shirokaia 48/9 Petrograd .
New telegraph address Saltsjobaden Furstenberg
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Tat'iana L'vovna Shchepkina -Kupernik (1874-1952), whose apartment was registered under the name
of her husband, the liberal attorney Nikolai Borisovich Polynov (1883-1939). Polynov 's apartment was
located at 12 Kirochnaia Street, which ran out of Liteinyi Prospect, and with Nevskii Prospect joined
with Nadezhdinskaia and Znamenskaia (presently Vosstaniia) streets. See Lenin v Peterburge
Petrograde, p. 315. Also see Yes' Petrograd na 1917g. ; A.M. Kollontai, Gody i liudi. Iz moei zhizni
i raboty. Vospominaniia i dnevniki (Moscow, 1974), p. 251; Dubinin, Yechemii Leningrad, p. 4.
"Knizhka adresov . [Aprel'-iiun' 1917g.)", Leninskii sbornik (Moscow, 1933) vol. XXI, p. 86.
12.
Mieczyslaw J. Kozlowski (1876-1927) was a Polish Social Democrat and lawyer who had
participated in revolutionary circles in Vilnius as early as 1893-1894, and become a member of the
SDKPiL in 1900. In 1901 he worked with the "Iskra" group. He lived in emigration in Paris from 1906
to 1909. He represented the Polish Social Democrats, along with Bronislaw Wesolowski and Joseph
Unszlicht (see notes 97, III of this section), at the Fifth Congress of the RSDRP in London. In 1909
he moved to Petersburg, where he was in close contact with the local SDKPiL group and the Petersburg
Bolshevik committee [PK). From summer 1915, Kozlowski served as legal consultant to Parvus
Furstenberg's firm and was its chief representative in Russia. He often traveled to Copenhagen and
Stockholm on business. After the February Revolution he became a member of the Executive
Committee of the Petrograd Soviet and the chairman of the Bolshevik-controlled Vyborg district Duma .
On July 6 he was arrested by the Provisional Government on charges of being the primary recipient of
German funds for the Bolsheviks in Petrograd. He was released on bail two weeks before the Bolshevik
takeover in October. He later worked in the Commissariat of Justice and the VChK. From 1918 to 1920
he headed the Malyi Sovnarkom; his status declined sharply thereafter. In 1922-1923 he served as the
Consul General in Austria. By the mid-I 920s he was purged from the party and spent the last years of
his life as the chief legal consultant for the Commissariat of Railways. He died of a heart attack on a
Moscow street. See Ksiega polakow , p. 449; Z. S. Sheinis, Soldaty revoliutsii tdeviat ' portretov)
(Moscow, 1978), pp. 197-198; Leninskii sbornik, vol. XXI, pp. 114-115; V. 1. Lenin. Sochineniia,
second ed., (Moscow-Leningrad, 1931), vol. XXI, p. 556 ; Rech', 7 July 1917, p. 2; Zeman, Scharlau,
The Merchant of Revolution, pp. 163-164, 225-226.
13.
Sergievskii Street (presently Chaikovskii Street) ran from the embankment of the Fontanka river
to the Tauride Palace, where the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies was located in
1917. Kozlowski had his law office at 81 Sergievskii Street, which he shared with the well known
Petrograd attorney, the Social Democrat Nikolai D. Sokolov (1870-1928), who was one of the leaders
of the Petrograd Soviet during the February Revolution. In May and June Sokolov was almost never
in his office. He was initially busy speaking to the demoralized soldiers on the front, and was
subsequently hospitalized after a beating by one of his audiences . (N . Zubov , Predsedatel' malogo
sovnarkoma [Moscow, 1975], p. 51; Yes' Petrograd, 1915, 1916, 1917. Also see N. D. Sokolov to
Ekaterina I. Murav'eva . 9 May, 30 June 1917. Collection E. I. Murav'eva, box 5, folder 10. HA).
During World War I, Kozlowski used his office address for all business correspondence with the
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Telegram Texts

Telegram 4
CaJlbTW36a.l1eH 390/4 4/5 10 16 25
nOJlbIHOBOIl1-KOJlJlOHTAII1" Kapouaaa 12 neTpOrpa.l1.
HOBbliii TeJlerpa<l>Hbliii aztpec CaJlbTW36a.l1eH <I>IOPCTEH6EPr
SaLtsjobaden 390 /4 4/5 10 16 25
POLYNOVA-KOUONTA1 Kirochnaia 12 Petrograd.
New teLegraph address SaLtsjobaden Furstenberg

Telegram 5
CaJlbTW36a.l1eH 341/4 9 4/5 16 25
K03JlOBCKOMy12. Cepr-aeacxaa 81 13 neTpOrpa.l1 HOBbliii TeJlerpa<l>Hbliii anpec
CaJlbTW36a.l1eH <I>IOPCTEH6EPr.
SaLtsjobaden 34114 9 4/5 16 25
KOZLOVSKlI, Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
New telegraph address SaLtsjobaden Furstenberg
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Furstenberg firm, while for contacts with the Bolshevik Petersburg Committee (PK) he used his home
address at 32 Preobrazhenskaia Street (presently Radishchev Street), located between Kirochnaia and
Zhukovskii streets . Building number 32 on Rozhdestvenskaia Street stood on the comer of Sapemyi
pereuLok (lane), where it bore the number 23. Sapemyi pereulok connected Rozhdestvenskaia and
Nadezhdinskaiastreets. It appears that for conspiratorial reasons Kozlowski gave the city directory only
the address on Preobrazhenskaia Street, while his second wife, Sofiia B. Vakhtangova (the sister of the
well known Moscow theater director) , gave only the number of the house on Sapemyi pereuLok.
14.
The reference here is probably to Iulii V. Rozenblat (or Rozenblitt), who was a Moscow business
associate of Furstenberg and Kozlowski in the sale of pencils and pharmaceuticals obtained in
Stockholm. It seems that Rozenblat's connection with Sumenson was limited to depositing the profits
due Furstenberg into one of her bank accounts (see telegrams 8, 17). Two of Rozenblat's brothers lived
in Copenhagen during the war and were also engaged in commercial activities with Russia . In the 1920s
Rozenblat lived in Moscow and worked in the editorial offices of the newspaper Ekonomicheskaia
zhizn', See Vsia Moskva, 1917-1927 ; Kraks Yejviser DanmarksHandeLsspejL 1917, part 4 (Personen
Register gor Kjobenhavn); Ksiega Polakow, p. 114. Also see GARF , f. 1826, op. 1, d. 14, I. 130b.
15.
The Petrovka was a street of fashionable shops in the central Moscow business district. The
building on Petrovka (no. 17) indicated in the telegram consisted in fact of two buildings and had the
dual number 17-19 (see Vsia Moskva na 1917 g.).
16.
Before World War I, pencils were mostly exported into Russia from Germany. With the start
of the war Russia found herself virtually without pencils because as a German product they were
prohibited from being imported into the country; pencils consequently became very expensive and an
object of speculation. Beginning in 1916 Furstenberg-Parvus-Sklarz's company also was involved with
the illegal importing of German pencils, which were sent from Stockholm through Finnish territory and
then by rail to Moscow . (Futrell, op. cit., p. 183; A. G. Shliapnikov, Nakanune 1917 goda.
Vospominaniia i dokumenty 0 rabochem dvizhenii i revoliutsionnom podpoL'e za 1914-1917, first ed.
[Moscow, 1920], pp. 201-202. Also see Circular of the Russian Foreign Ministry no. 215,30 May
1917 and Report no. 10668, 1917, Collection Russia. Missiia Norway. General Consulate, folder:
Commerce. Government Policies During WWI. HA).
17.
The reference here is to the Prince Iu. Gagarin & Co. trading house in Odessa , which had
dealings with Furstenberg . Like Furstenberg's firm, Prince Iu. Gagarin & Co. dealt in a wide variety
of goods, from stockings and contraceptives to raw materials, flour, construction materials and
machinery. Princess Ol'ga M. Gagarina was the owner of the company, and its managing director was
the Polish nobleman Kazimir A. Krzeczeckowski, who during World War I often traveled on business
to Scandinavia . Krzeczeckowskideposited payment for goods received from Fiirstenberg in Sumenson's
account, See Adres-Kalendar' Odesskogo GradonachaL'stva na 1915 god (Odessa, 1915); Vsia Odessa.
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Telegram 6
Ca11bTW36a.lleH 439/7 21 7/5 10
P03EH6Jl~TT'4

Ilerpoaxa 17'5 MocKBa.

Tener-paeapyare HeMe.ll11eHHO xakoe K011lillleCTBO n011Yll iii 11 iii 0plilrlilHa11a
KapaH.llaWeiii'6 xakoe npozianj.] TOllHYIO OTlIeTHOCTb npaurnare nlilCbMeHHO
Te11erpacl>Hbliii aztpec Ca11bTW36a.lleH <1>IOPCTEH6EPr.
Saltsjobaden 439/721 7/5 10
Rozenblitt Petrovka 17 Moskva.
Wire immediately quantity received oforiginal pencils [and] quantity sold[.] exact account
send in writing[.j telegraph address Saltsjobaden FURSTENBERG.

Telegram 7
Ca11bTW36a.lleH 427/7 17 17/5 10
rArAP~Hy'7 Oztecca.

Caoeapeaeuao 14 15000 n011YllliI11[. ] nlilCbMa HeT[.] rener-paenpyare -rro
OCTa11bHblMIiI .lleHbraMIiI 1iI11IiI rpY30M[.] renerpaeasra aztpec Ca11bTW36a.lleH
<1>IOPCTEH6EPr.
Saltsjobaden 427/717 17/5 10
GAGARIN Odessa.
Opportunely received 14 15000[.j no letter[.j wire what's [with] remaining money or
freightj.] telegraph address Saltsjobaden FURSTENBERG.
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Adresnaia i spravochnaiakniga vsei Odessy s otdelom Odesskii uezd na 1914 g., (Odessa, 1914); Vsia
Rossiia na 1911-1912 gg. (Kiev, 1912); Box 368, f. I (incoming correspondence, 1916), ColIection
Russia. Posol'stvo US. Russian Supply Committee, Office File. Military agent. HA; File S. 8, f. II,
RMP. FSA. Also see telegram 56 and GARF, f. 1826, op. I, d. 20, 11. 294-5, 303 .
18.

The telegram referred to by Fiirstenberg is missing (see telegram 17).

19.
This telegram was addressed to Lenin, with a duplicate to be sent to Kozlowski's address . The
authors of the telegram were most likely Fiirstenberg-Hanecki and Radek, the only members of the
Bolshevik FB present in Sweden at that time (see note 74 in the section). Part of the text (beginning
with the word "GAAZE" and ending with "otkazat"; was reproduced in Pravda on April 29/May 12,
1917 (Lenin, PSS, vol. 31, p. 467; Vladimir ll'ich. Lenin. Biograjicheskaia khronika , vol. 4, Mart
Oktiabr', 1917 [Moscow, 1973], pp. 127-128). The authors of the telegram ask the Bolshevik Central
Committee's opinion on participation by party representatives in the so-called Third Zimmerwald
Conference. There the leaders of the pacifist minorities of the European socialist parties were to meet
in Stockholm to discuss the position to be taken at the coming All-Socialist Peace Conference (see
telegram 38 for the Bolshevik response to this inquiry. Also see Hildamarie Meynell, "The Stockholm
Conference of 1917," International Review of Social History, vol. V, part 2, 1960, pp. 18,221 ; Rex
A. Wade, The Russian Searchfor Peace. February-October 1917 (Stanford, 1969), pp. 52-54).
20 .
While the leaders of the pacifist minorities of the German and French socialist parties , Hugo
Haase (1863-1919) and Jean Longuet (1876-1938), announced their participation in the upcoming peace
conference, the Spartacus League, a group of German revolutionary Marxists, announced their refusal
to attend .
21 .
The reference is to the upcoming congress of the Swedish Left Social-Democratic Party, which
was to open in Stockholm on May 13. Both Fiirstenberg-Hanecki and Radek would take part in this
congress as representatives of the SDKPiL and the Bolsheviks (Futrell, Northern Underground, pp.
156-157).
22.
The Tauride Palace, built at the end of the 18th century, got its name from its first owner , Count
Grigorii A. Potemkin-Tavricheskii. From 1906 on, the sessions of the Russian State Duma were held
there, and after the February Revolution, it housed the Petrograd Soviet. As a member of the Soviet
Executive Committee, Kollontai had unrestricted access to the telegraphic office belonging to the Soviet,
which was located inside the Tauride Palace (see Outgoing no. 283. 5/18 July, 1917, Coli. Russia.
Missiia Norway. Correspondence MID . Box 9, f. 4. HA; Nikitin, Rokovye gody, p. 59). Aleksandra
Mikhailovna Kollontai (nee Domontovich) (1872-1952) participated actively in the revolutionary
movement starting in the 1890s. Following the split in 1903 between the Mensheviks and the
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Telegram 8
CaJlbTW35aLIeH 434/7 33/32 7/5 10 7
K03JlOBCKOMY CeprllleBcKaSl 81 neTporpaLI.
Tenerpaaaa Hey LIOBJleTBOpIllTeJlbHa[. ]18 LIOJl>KeH 3HaTb CKOJlbKO P03EH6Jlll1TT
nOJlY4l1lJl oplllrlllHaJla xapaaaaurea xaxoe KOJllll4eCTBO npozranj.] 5e305pa311le He
npncunaer HIilKaKoro OT4eTa KYLIa nepesen LIeHbrlll[.] npaexan 5bl Ha 2/3
HeLIeJllil[.] MO>KHO Jllll[.] rener-paenpyare scer-zra ynJl04eHHbiM OTBeTOM.
SaLtsjobaden 434/7 17 17/5 10
KOZLOVSKl1 Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
Telegram unsatisfactory [.j must know how much ROZENBLlTT received of original
pencils quantity sold [.j disgraceful doesn't send any account where transferred money[.]
could I come for 2/3 weeks[.] [is it] possible[?][.] always wire paid reply.

Telegram 9

1905 CTOKrOJlbM 235/9 29 8/5 15 50
Y Jlb.flHOBO~ WlilpoKaSl 48/9
K03JlOBCKOMY Cepr-aesckaa 81 neTporpaLI.
JlEHII1HY[. ]19 f AA3E JlOHf3 Y4aCTBYlOT KOHcI>epeHLI,lIllil CnAPT AKYC OTKa3aJl
20
T04Ka 3LIeWHlIle MOJlOLIble nparnauiamr U.[eHTpaJlbHbliii] K.[OMIilTeT] koar-pecc
21
TplilHaLILI,aTOro [.] CTp04l1lTe 4TO nenare IIlMeHIIl U.K. ofionx CJlY4aSlX.
1905 Stockholm 235/9 29 8/5 15 50
UL'/ANOVOI Shirokaia 48/9
[Fo] KOZLOVSKII Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
[To] LENIN[.] GAAZE LONGE participate conference SPARTAKUS refused period local
youth invite C.[entral]C.[ommittee] congress on thirteenth[.j wire what to do in name of
c.c. both cases.
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Bolsheviks she initially aligned herself with the Bolsheviks (until 1906), but later worked actively with
the Mensheviks until shortl y after the start of the world war. After 1908 she lived in emigration. During
the First World War she most often resided in Scandinavia where, having used her extensive personal
connections, she and Aleksandr Shliapnikov (see note 40 in this section) were responsible for
communications between Lenin and the Petrograd Bolsheviks . She returned to Petrograd in March 1917
and became a member of the Soviet E xecutive Committee. She also became a member of the Bolshevik
Central Committee. In July Kollontai was arrested by the Provis ional Government and accused of
maintaining contacts between the Bolsheviks and agents of the German government. She was released
on bail at the end of August after the intercession of Aleksei M. Gor'kii and Leonid B. Krasin and was
held under house arrest for another month. In October she joined the first Bolshevik government as
People's Commissar for Social Welfare . She later worked in the Comintern and for many years served
as a diplomatic representative in Norway, Mexico and Sweden. See Barbara van Clements , Bolshevik
Feminist. The Life ofAleksandra Kollontai (Bloomington, 1979), pp . 82, 91; Nikitin, op. cit., pp. 108
110; Rech ', 10 September 1917, p. 3.
23 .
Mariia Ivanovna (Stefanovna) Steckiewicz, also known as Vygovskaia, was a Russian-Polish
socialist and an old friend of Purstenberg-Hanecki and Mariia I. Ul' ianova . During the war she lived
in Petrograd at various addresses and under various names . In 1916, for example, she lived with a
longtime business associate of Fustenberg, the Polish commercial agent Victor D. Moraciewic, and
sometimes used his name . During this time Steckiewicz traveled to Scandinavia on several occasions
as a courier for the Bolshevik organization. In March 1917 she made a special trip to Stockholm to
arrange Lenin's return to Russia. Later, she continued her trips to Stockholm as a contact between
Lenin and the Bolshevik FB . In 1918 she moved to Moscow, where she maintained close relations with
Lenin 's family, and from 1920 she lived with the Ptirstenbergs in their Kremlin apartment. See
Incoming no. 304, 1910, Coil. Okhrana . HA ; Pototskii to Ogenkvar Fedorov, 9 August 1917 . ColI.
Pototskii, box 7 , f. 24. HA . Also see Incoming no. 26061, 12 September 1917 and Incoming no. 9850 ,
28 September 1917, file 3059, Incoming no. 2532,27 January 1917, delo 9, file 3337. RMP. FSA ;
Yes' Peterburg, 1912, 1913; Yes' Petrograd, 1915-1917 ; la. Ganetskii , 0 Lenine. Otryvki iz
vospominanii (Moscow , 1933), pp . 58-60; Lenin. Biograjicheskaia khronika , vol. 8, p. 464; M . I.
Ul'ianova, 0 V.I. Lenine i sem'e Ul'ianovykh. Vospominaniia. Pis 'ma. Ocherki (Moscow , 1978), p .
139; Shliapnikov , Nakanune, p. 184; lu. Dashkov , Po Leninskim mestam Skandinavii. Zhurnalistkii
poisk . (Moscow, 1971), p. 191; idem , U istokov dobrososedstva . I: istorii Rossiisko-Finliandskikh.
revoliutsionnykh sviazei (Moscow, 1980), p. 15; Karl H . Wiiks' diary, 1917-1918, Arbetarrorelsens
Arkiv . Stockgolm. Arkivfragment Wiik Karl H . Dagboksanteckningar, p. 35; GARF, f. 1826, op. 1,
d. 20, n. 331-331 ob.
24 .
On May 6/19, while crossing the Swedish border during one of her trips to Stockholm,
Steck iewicz was detained by Russian Counterintelligence at the Finnish border town ofTornio . A search
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Telegram 9
1905 CToKroIlbM 235/9 29 8/5 15 50
Y .nbJlHOBO~ Wl;1pOKa51 48/9
K03.nOBCKOMY Ceprl;1eBCKa51 81 neTpOrpa,ll.
19
.nEH\;1HY[.J
rAA3E .nOHr3 Y4aCTBYIOT KOHcIlepeHUl;11;1 CnAPTAKYC OTKa3aIl
20
T04Ka 3,lleWHI;1e MOIlO,llble npar-naiuaicr U.[eHTpaIlbHbIIl1J K.[oMI;1TeTJ KOHrpecc
rpaaanuaror-o" [. J CTpo41;1Te 4TO zienare I;1MeHI;1 U.K. ofioax CIlY4a51X.
1905 Stockholm 235/9 29 8/5 15 50
UL'!ANOVOI Shirokaia 48/9
[FoJ KOZLOVSKll Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
[FoJ LENIN[.] GAAZE LONGE participate conference SPARTAKUS refused period local
youth invite C.[entraIJC.[ommitteeJ congress on thirteenth[.] wire what to do in name of
C.C. both cases .

Telegram 10
1874 CToKroIlbM 256/10 43 9/5 19 30

KO.n.nOHTA~ \;1cnOIlHI;1TeIlbHblll1 KOMI;1TeT TaBpI;14eCKI;1I11. 22
K03.nOBCKOMY Ceprl;1eBCKa51 81[.J Pe,llaKUI;151 npaB,llbl neTpOrpa,ll.
23
CTEUKEB\;14 o robpana T opaeo see czienana Ill;14Hblll1 06bICK[.] nporecryare
rpebyare HeMe,llIleHHOIl1 BblCblIlKI;1 HaM orobpaaasrx Bell.lell1[.f4 He nOIlY41;1Ill;1 HI;1
25
O,llHOrO nI;1CbMa[.] nYCTb BOIlO,ll51
renerpaeapyer npacnare 111;1 KaKOM
26
paaaepe TeIlerpaMMbl zrns npaB,llbl[.J rAHEUK\;1~.
Stockholm 256/10 439/5 19 30
KOLLONTAI Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet Tavricheskii,
KOZLOVSKII Sergievskaia 81[.J Redaktsiia Pravdy [.]Petrograd.
Stetskevi ch searched everything confiscated Tornio[.] protest insist immediate forwarding
to us of the confiscated items[.] received [we] not a single letter[.] have Yolodia wire [us]
whether [weJ should send telegrams for Pravda and what should be their length[.]
GANETSKII.
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.

of Steckiewic z led to the discovery of a April 2 1IMay 4 letter from Lenin to Haneck i and other
correspondence, which was forwarded for examination by the military censors. Protests over this
incident were published in the Swedish Social-Democratic newspaper Politiken and in Pravda ; the first
19 words of the telegram and a letter of protest from Steckiewicz were published in the latter. See
Pravda , 2/15 May, 1917, p. 1 and 5/18 May, 1917, p. 3. Also see Lenin, PSS, vol. 49 , pp. 438-439
and vol. 32 , pp . 103-104 ; Leninskii sbornik, vol. II , p .450. For the Russian Counterintelligence
account of this episode, see File 9434 , RMP. FSA .
25.
Volodia was the diminutive for Vladimir Il'ich Lenin (Ul'ianov). Furstenberg-Hanecki wanted
to avoid using Lenin's full name except when it was absolutely necessary . Only a handful in the party
from the Old Bolshevik group would have referred to Lenin as Volodia .
26.
In his memoirs , Boris V. Nikitin, the chief of Petrograd counterintelligence in 1917, came to the
hasty conclusion that the phrase about the length of the telegram was actually an encoded inquiry about
the amount of German funds to be sent to the Bolsheviks in Petrograd (Nikitin, op. cit., p. 114; also
see Pipes, The RussianRevolution , pp. 410-412). Instead, it appears that Hanecki was referring to the
number of words appropriate for a short news item in the information section of Pravda. It should also
be noted that, probably in order to avoid confusion in the dating of telegraphic reports from its
correspondents in Stockholm, beginning with issue 35 (May IIApril 18, 1917) Pravda began to carry
both the Old- and New-Style dates . But in contrast to the majority of Russian newspapers , Pravda
placed the New-Style date before the Old-Style one .
27.
Although the telegram is not dated, there is reason to believe it was sent before May 16/29 (see
telegrams lla , 19).
28 .
Zoia Leonidovna Shadurskaia (1873-1939) was a Russian socialist and a lifelong friend of
Kollontai. In the telegrams her name was probably mistakenly given in the masculine form as a result
of retranslation from the French . Like Kollontai, she began her revolutionary activity in the 1890s and
was also active in the feminist movement. During the Revolution of 1905 she cooperated actively with
the Bolsheviks. In 1911 she emigrated from Russ ia. During World War I she lived in Paris and , like
Kollontai , adhered to the Zinunerwald program. In the very beginning of May 1917, she left Pari s for
Christiania (Oslo) and then returned to Russia in July , whereupon she became a Bolshevik . In 1921,
together with Kollontai and Shliapnikov she joined the Workers ' Opposit ion. Later, with the help of
Kollontai, she was appointed to Soviet trade delegations in Paris, Berlin and Stockholm. She escaped
the Purges, and died in Leningrad after a long illness. See Incoming no. 23 , 1903. Index XllIc(1) F.lc,
Coll. Okhrana . RA; Kollontai, Izbrannye stat'i i rechi, pp. 411-412 ; idem ., Vstrechi s proshlym.
Sbornik neopublikovannykh materialov Tsentral'nogo gosudarstvennogo arkhiva literatury i iskusstva,
first ed . (Moscow, 1970), p. 153,171 ; G. A. Aleksinskii to M . D. Orekhov, June 1916. Ms. Coli. ,
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Telegram 10
1874 CToKro11bM 256/10 43 9/5 19 30

KOJlJlOHTA~ VlCn011HlilTe11bHbl1ii KOMlilTeT TaBplo14ecKIo1Iii. 22
K03JlOBCKOMY Ceprlo1eBCKajl 81 [. J PeJJ:aKLJ,Io1j1 npaBJJ:bl fle'tpor-pan .
23
CTEUKEBVl4 orofipana Topaeo ace CJJ:e11a11101 11lo14Hbilii 06bICK[.J nporecryare
rpebyare HeMeJJ:11eHHoiil BblCbl11KIo1 HaM orofipaaasrx Belllelii[. J24 He n011Y410111lo1 HIo1
OJJ:Horo n\llCbMa[.J nYCTb B0110JJ:j125 renerpaeapyer npacnare
11101 KaKOM paaaepe Te11erpaMMbl JJ:11jl flpaenei]. J26 r AHEUKVl~.
Stockholm 256/10 43 9/5 19 30
KOILONFAl1spolnitel'nyi Komitet Tavricheskii,
KOZLOVSKl1 Sergievskaia 81[.] Redaktsiia Pravdy [.]Petrograd .
Stetskevich searched everything confiscated Tornio[.] protest insist immediate forwarding
to us of the confiscated items[.] received [weJ not a single letter[.] have Volodia wire [usJ
whether [we] should send telegrams for Pravda and what should be their length[.]
GANETSKl1.

Telegram 11
neTporpaJJ: rOCYJJ:.[apCTBeHHajlJ nyMa 138660 13 4 15

27

WAnYPCKOMy28 Jlannc 74 6y11bBap WapoH 29 naplo1)f<.
Bce 611arono11Y4Ho[.J 6e3noKolOcb azipecya nlo1CbMO TaHe. 30
KOJlJlOHTA~.

Petrograd Gosud.[arstvennaial Duma 138660 13 4 15
SHADURSKl1 Lalis 74 Bul'var Sharon Paris.
Everything is fine[.] [1J worry [.] address letter [toJ Tania. KOILONFAl.
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G.A. Aleksinskii. Box 2, folder: Correspondence. May-June, 1916, CUBA; Izvestiia TsK KPSS
(Moscow) no. 10, 1989, p. 63.
29.
Boulevard de Charonne. Shadurskaia 's address in Paris . It was located in the 20th district , in the
eastern part of the city, where many Russian political emigres then lived.
30.

Tat'iana (Tania) Shchepkina-Kupernik (see note II in this section).

31.
Erika H. Rotheim, a friend of both Kollontai and Shadurskaia, was a German living in
Christiania (Oslo). Shadurskaia lived in her apartment in May-July 1917. During 1914-1917 Rotheim's
address was used by Lenin and Furstenberg-Hanecki for correspondence with Russia. (Kollontai, Iz
moei zhizni i raboty , p. 175; Bjorkegren, Ryska Posten , p. 359 . Also see Outgoing no. 1687. 10/23
December, 1914. XIllb(1 ). CoIl. Okhrana. HA.)
32.
Vera Leonidovna Shadurskaia (stage name: Iureneva) (1876-1949), Zoia Shadurskaia's sister and
a well-known dramatic actress. In 1917 she lived in Petrograd with her mother (E. A. Shadurskaia) at
4 Kovenskii pereulok and maintained contact with Kollontai.
33.
Kovenskii pereulokjoined Nadezhdinskaia Street with Ligovskii Prospect, crossing Znamenskaia
and Preobrazhenskaia Streets along the way.
34.

Zoia Shadurskaia.

35.

Should read Erika, that is, Erika Rotheim.

36.

See telegram I (note 4 in this section).

37.
This probably refers to 70,000 rubles which Sumenson deposited in her account at the Russo
Asiatic Bank (see note 124 in this section). The trading associates of Furstenberg and Klingsland in
Russia were supposed to deposit the profits from the sale of goods they received from Stockholm into
Sumenson's account at the Petrograd branch of the Azov-Don Conunercial Bank . Sumenson would then
transfer some of this money into another one of her accounts at the Russo-As iatic or Siberian Banks.
It appears that as soon as the total reached 100,000, Sumenson would transfer it to Furstenberg's
account at the Nya Banken . See telegrams 7, 56, 51. 64. Also see Russkaia volia, 8 July. 1917. p. 4;
Zeman. Scharlau, The Merchant of Revolution, pp . 197-198.
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Telegram lla
10-ro Ma51 1917 r .
Kli1p04Ha5l 12 neTporpa.n n0J1bIHoB0I11-K0J1J10HTAI11.
XpIi1CTli1aHIi15l 385 10 19 10/5 13 55.

Ocraioce Xpli1CTli1aH1i11i1 y 3Pli1KIi1 31 C4acTnli1Ba C006Ulli1 Bepe 32
KOBeHCKIi1ii1 33 4 MaMe[.J nli1wli1 06HIi1MaeM.

3051,34

3PIi1K. 35

May 10,1917
Kirochnaia 12 Petrograd POLYNOVA-KOILONTAI.
Christiania 385 10 19 10/5 13 55.
Remaining in Christiania at Erika'sj.] Happy[.] Inform Vera Kovenskii 4 [and] mamal.]
writej.] [we] hug. Zoia, Erik.

Telegram 12
neTporpa.n. 374201 20 10/5 13 35.
~~PCTEH6EPr

CToKronbM CanbTW36a.neH.
HOMep 86[.J nonyvuna Bawy TenerpaMMy 127[.J36 ccsmaioce MOIO
rener-paaay 84/85[.J cer-oaas onnre saecna naaauere TbIC5I4 BMeCTe
ceMb.neC5lT. 37 CYMEHCOH .
Petrograd. 374201 20 10/5 13 35.
Furstenberg Stockholm Saltsjobaden.
Number 86[.] received your telegram 127{.] refer my telegram 84/85 {.] today [l]
deposited again twenty thousand together seventy. SUMENSON.
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38.
The reference here is probably to Iakov Ioselevich Melamed (b. 1886), who was from a
meshchanstvo family in Elizavetgrad. In 1907 he emigrated to France. There he became acquainted with
Shliapnikov (see note 40 in this section) . He came back to Russia as a political returnee in June 1917,
after having spent some time in Stockholm (see Questionnaire [oprosnoi list] no. 74, 16/29 June, 1917,
File 9074, RMP. FSA ).
39 .

That is, Maria Steckiewicz (Vygo vskaia).

40 .
Party pseudonym of Aleksandr Gavrilovich Shliapnikov (1885-1937), a longtime Bolshevik and
metalworker. In 1908-1914 he lived in France, where he was active both among the Russian socialists
in exile and in the French labor movement. From 1914 to 1916 he was the key figure in establishing
and maintaining channels of communication between Lenin in Switzerland and the Bolshevik Russian
Bureau in Petrograd, often travelIing to Scandinavia and England . Shliapnikov was aware of and
apparently suspicious of the commercial activity of Furstenberg-Hanecki, Kozlowski and Worowski,
yet this did not prevent him from working closely with them in party matters. After the February
Revolution he became a member of the Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet . This position
enabled him to secure the entry of Lenin and other Bolsheviks into Russia. In the first Bolshevik
government Shliapnikov held the post of People's Commissar for Labor. In 1921 he was one of the
founders of the Workers' Opposition. During the 1920s and 1930s he was alternately purged from and
readmitted to the party . He was arrested in 1936 but despite his ordeal in prison, he refused to
cooperate with his NKVD interrogators , and was shot 3 September 1937. See A. G. Shliapnikov,
"Avtobiografiia, " Entsiklopedicheskii slovar ' Granat, vol. 41, part Ill, p. 244; Incoming no . 489 , 1915
and Outgoing no. 221, 2/15 March , 1916, Incoming no . 281 , 1 June, 1916 . ColI. Okhrana, HA;
Incoming no. 15 March 1917, File 9435, RMP. FSA; Izvestiia TsK KPSS, no . 10, 1989, p. 68; Znanie
Sila, April, 1989 , p. 58. Also see telegram from Belenin (Shliapnikov) to Tornio, Incoming no . 249,
15 March 1917, File 9435, RMP. FSA; Z. 1. Sheinis, Put' k vershine second ed. (Moscow , 1987) , p .
41.
41.
This refers to the International Peace Socialist Conference (also known as the Stockholm Peace
Conference), at which the leaders of the socialist parties of the belligerent countries were to discuss
possible peace terms with representatives of the neutral countries sometime in the summer of 1917.
Lenin strongly oppo sed participation in any gathering sponsored by "patr iotic " socialists, and his
position was adopted by the Bolshe vik Central Committee (see Len in, PSS, vol. 49, p. 438 ; Meynell,
The Stockholm Conference , part I, pp. I, 18-19).
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Telegram 13
Flerpor-pazi 110560 11 10/5 18 52
<I>HlPCTEH6EPr CanbTW36a.lleH Croxr-onea.
Mol7t 6ara)l( y MEJlAMEnA[.t 8 npauinvrre C Maplilel7t. 3 9 6EJlEH~H.40
Petrograd 170560 11 10/5 18 52
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden Stockholm.
My baggage [left with] MELAMED[.] send [it] with Mariia. BELEN/N.

Telegram 14
KoneHrareH 105/11 30 11/5 15 6.
OTB.[eT] Ynn .[a4eH] 100 JleHliIHy r naae couaanacrauecicoa napraa
neTpOrpa.ll.
"nonlilTliIKeH" pa.lllilKanbHa.fl raaera naHliIliI npocvrr Sac Tenerpa4>liIpOBaTb saure
MHeHliIe 0 npezrcronuiee kourpecce Me)l(.llyHapO.llHOM COLl,liIanlilCTliI4eCKOM B
41
CToKronbMe liI pyccxae ycnoaas oxouuereneuor-o Mlilpa. nonlilTliIKeH.

Copenhagen 105/11 3011156
Rep[ly] pd 100 [words] [.] [To] Lenin head socialist party Petrograd.
Denmark radical newspaper "Politiken" requests you wire your opinion about the
upcoming congress international socialist in Stockholm and Russian conditions lfor] final
peace. Politiken.
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42.
The Third Zimmerwald Conference was scheduled to meet in Stockholm on 31 May 1917. After
several postponements, however, the Conference met 5-12 September 1917 (see Lenin , PSS, vol , 31,
pp. 546-7 ; MeynelI, op. cit., part 1, p. 14).
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Telegram 15
neTpOrpaJl. 183560 13 12/5 10 30
$ffiPCTEH6EPf CanbTW36aJleH CToKronbM
nplilwmt fipouncpy nonecxyio XPOHIiIKY 3arpaHIiI4HYIO CTaTblO
nonecxyio 610nneTeHb Me>KJlYHapOJlHbl~. K03JlOBCKII1Ii1.
Petrograd. 18356013 12/5 10 30
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden Stockholm
Send Polish brochurej.] foreign chroniclel.] Polish article[,] international bulletin.
KOZLOVSKIl.

Telegram 16
neTporpaJl 3160 12 14/5 16 48
$ffiPCTEH6EPf CanbTW36aJleH WBeu,IiIj1.
KaKo~ JleHb UIl1MMEPBAJlbnOBCKA~ KOH~epeHu,IiIj1 Tenerpa~IiIPY~Te 4neHY
IiICnOnHIiITenbHoro KOMIiITeTa KOJlJlOHTAIi1. 42
Petrograd 316012 14/5 1648
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden Sweden.
Which day ZlMMERWALD conference wire member executive committee KOLLONTAI.
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43 .

.

See telegrams 6, 8.

44.
The author of the telegram was Jakub Pilrstenberg-Hanecki, who arrived as a political returnee
on May 14/27, 1917 at Beloostrov (the railway frontier station between Russia and Finland about 15
miles north of Petrograd ). Therefore, the date of this telegram - 15 May - is given according to the
Old-Style Calendar. Furstenberg remained in Russia until June 9/22 . See Outgoing nos. 300,301 , 13
May 1917 and Incoming no. 417,1917 , delo no. 16, File 13690. RMP . FSA. Also see Vorobtsova ,
op. cit., pp. 32, 35.
45.

That is, Mieczyslaw Kozlowski.

46.
The reference here is to Fiirstenberg 's younger sister Francheska (Frania ) Landau-Furstenberg.
She resided with her family in Petrograd, and together with her husband took part in her brothers'
import-export business. See note 105 in this section; Files 2946, 2952, RMP . FSA; Coli. Russia,
Missiia Norway . General Correspondence,HA; Ves' Petrograd na 1917 g . Also see GARF , f. 1826,
op. 1, d.14, I. 94.
.
47 .
This probably refers to telegrams in which Kozlowski expressed concern s about Furstenberg
Hanecki 's safety in Petrograd because of his close association with Parvus , who had been widely
regarded as an agent of the German government. Kozlowski was also aware (for instance, from the
incident with Steckiewicz at Tornio) that Counterintelligence already had Fiirstenberg under surveillance
(see telegrams 24 and 24a in this section).
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Telegram 17

Cane rursbanea lil3 MOCKBbl 528. 25 14/5 12 7
Cp04Ha.R JlKOBy <1>IOPCTEHSEPr. Cane-rurafianeu
Ilonyuan 0plilrlilHaIl Tb1C.R4a 1leB.RTbCOT CeMb1leC.RT rpaMM[.] npozran nsecra
n.RTb.zteC.RT xapaazreurea rpanuare ceMb .Rl.LllilKOB lil epaxr Ha ztsaztuare uiecre
ece npoaan." P03EHS.nv1TT.
Saltsjobaden from Moscow 528, 25 14/5 12 7
Urgent Iakov FURSTENBERG. Saltsjobaden
Received original thousand nine hundred seventy grams[.J sold two hundredfifty pen cils
thirty seven boxes and freight for twenty six sold everything. ROZENBLrIT.

Telegram 18

Ilerpor-pazr , 310640 14 15/5 1 5 OTB. [eT ] ynn. Iaueu] 80
44

<1>IOPCTEHSEPr. CaIlbTW36a1leH . Ilpaexan 6IlaronoIlY4Ho [ . ] Benoocrpose
45
4 6ceMb.RMlil[
O)l(lil.ztaIllil Me4lilcIlaB <1>paH.R
.] TeIlerpaMMbl K03.nOBCKOrO
COBceM HeOCHOBaTeIlbHbl.47
Petrograd, 3106401415/5 1 5 Otv.fetl upl.[achen180
FURSTENBERG, Saltsjobaden.
Arrived safely[.J [In] Beloostrov [was] met [by] Mechislav Frania [with] famili es[.]
KOZLOVSKI'S telegrams entirely groundless.
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48.

.

References are to Z . Shadurskaia and E. Rotheim .

49 .
19 Skjalgsonsgaten, Christiania was Rotheim 's home address (see Telefon katalog, Kristiania ,
1917).
50 .

That is, sovet deputatov (the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies).

51.

This refers to the Third Zimmerwald Conference.

52.

This is a reference to Ptirstenberg-Hanecki's trip to Russia.

53.
This refers to the departure from Stockholm to Russia of a group of 257 Russian political
emigres and their families . The group came to Stockholm from Zurich on 15 May 1917 and included
the well known Russian socialists Pavel B. Akselrod, Lunacharskii, Martov , Aleksandr S. Martynov
and Natanson. A day before, at the Swedish port of Malmo, the group was met by the secretary of the
Stockholm Committee for the Return of Political Emigres to Russia, Joshua Reller (b. 1884), who was
a Bund sympathizer and an acquaintance of Fiirstenberg -Ranecki. On 18 May, roughly the same group
left Stockholm for Russia , and arrived in Petrograd on May 22/June 4. See Biuleten' ispolnitel 'noi
komissii Tsentral 'nogo Shveitsarskogo Komiteta dlia vozvrashcheniiapoliticheskikn emigrantov v Rossiiu
(Zurich) , no. 6, 30 May 1917 and no. 7, 30 June 1917. Also see Report V.P.M . no. 510,16 May
1917. SPR. SNA; Spisok no. 191,4/17 May 1917, delo no.16, File 2874, RMP. FSA.
54.
"Grisha" was the party pseudonym of Grigorii Mikhailovich (Mot'kovich) Sokolinskii, a longtime
Bolshevik who lived in Geneva during World War I and was in close contact with Lenin. Sokolinskii
came to Stockholm with his wife, Gitlia Leibovna Sokolinskaia, with the group of 257 emigres from
Zurich (see Index XVIb (6) F .2, 1915 Coli. Okhrana, RA; Spisok no. 191. 4/17 May 1917, delo no.
16, file 2874. RMP. FSA). Those referred to by Ptirstenberg-Hanecki in the telegram as "Tania " and
"Adol'f' were not in the list of 257 emigres. So they either traveled from Zur ich to Stockholm under
different names, or came to Stockholm from another location. Nevertheless , Hanecki , as a member of
the Stockholm emigre committee, could have included them on the train to Russia with the 250 "Swiss"
in order to avoid unnecessary questioning at the Russian border (see, for example, Outgoing no. 548,
1 April 1917, file 13690, delo no. 16, 1917, file 2874, RMP. FSA; Dashkov, U istokov dobrososedstva,
pp. 147-148).
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Telegram 19
~3

[lerpcrpana 17660 17 16/5 16 58

48
49
WAllYPCKOMY POTeiiiM 19. 3pJ1liIHr CKb$lJlbrCOHCraTe XplilCTlilaHlil$l.
)I(.lllil MeH$l B XplilcTlilaHlillil npaezty [n ]o zrenaa 24 Ma$l[.] u,eJlYIO KOJlJlOHTAi1I.
From Petrograd 17660 17 16/5 16 58
[FoJ SHADURSKII Rotheim 19. Erling Skjalgsonsgaten Christiania.
Wait for me in Christiania [1J arrive [on] business 24 May {.] kisses KOUONIAI.

Telegram 20
~3 CTOKrOJlbMa

308/18 21 18/5 10 25

KOJlJlOHTA~ COB.llen 50 [lerporpan,

52
KOHcflepeHu,lil$l51 OTJlO>KeHa nOJlOBlilHY lilIOH$l[.] Ha .llH$lX e.lly flerpor-pan].]
53
250 uraeauepues cer-ozma OTCIO.lla ye3>KaeT Me>K.llY HlilMlil rplilwa 54 TaH$l
Aaonee] .] r AHEUK~~.
From Stockholm 308/18 21 18/5 10 25
KOUONIAI Sovdep Petrograd.
Conference postponed [until] middle [of] Junej.] any day now coming to Petrogradj.] 250
Swiss leave from here today among them Grisha Tania Adol'j[.] GANETSKII.
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55 .

.

Party pseudonym of Purstenberg-Hanecki.

56.
Degtiamaia Street ran from Nevskii Prospect to Bol'shaia Bolotnaia Street which ended at the
Sinopskaia embankment of the Neva river. In May Kollontai moved to 25 Degtiamaia and Shliapnikov
also used this as his address until she left in early July. The apartment belonged to V.A. Gol'dberg , an
employee of the Petrograd branch of the Warsaw Mavrikii Nelken bank. It may be that Kollontai was
connected to Gol'dberg through the large Nel'kin (Nelken) family, many of whose members took part
in the Russian-Polish revolutionary movement. Moreover, in 1915-1916 Parvus-Furstenberg's firm were
business partners of the director of the "Mavrikii Nelken" Bank, Felix Nelken (see Telegram 50; Ves'
Petrograd, 1915-1917; Vsia Rossiia na 1912 g., p. 233. Also see Incoming no. 694,5 June 1917 and
Outgoing no. 699, 21 June 1917, Coil. Rossiia. Missiia Norway. Consulate in Bergen. Correspondence.
HA; Incoming no. 521, 17 April 1917, file 13690, RMP. FSA; Outgoing no. 1657,7/20 December
1914. Index XVlb(7), f. 2, ColI. Okhrana, HA) .
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Telegram 21
CTOKrOIlbM, 447/18 14 18/5 14 30
K03JlOBCKOMY CeprlileBCKa.fl 81
CYMEHCOH Ha,/le)f(,/lIilHCKa.fl 36 Flerpor-pan Ha ,/lH.fIX e,/lY Ilerpor-pan
55
,/leHb coo6LUY KY6A .
Stockholm. 447/181418/5 1430
[Fo] KOZLOVSKII Sergievskaia 81
SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36 Petrograd
Any day now going to Petrograd[.] will inform [which] day [.] KUBA.

Telegram 22
vb llerpor-paaa 098570 12 21/5 12 16
WAnYPCKOMY POTrei:iiM 19 CKb.flIlbrCOHcraTe XpliICTlilaHIiI.fI
Mo.fl noeaznca onare OTIlO)f(eHa[.] xor-na Tbl npaeaeurej.]
56
KOJlJlOHTA~ nerT.fIpHa.fl 25 KB. 5.
From Petrograd 098570 1221/5 1216
[Fo] SHARDURSKII Rotheim 19 Skjalgsonsgaten Christiania
My trip again postponed[.] when are you coming[.]
KOLLONTAl Degtiarnaia 25 apt. 5.
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.

57.
The reference is to the Third Zirnmerwald conference. The author of the telegram was Lenin,
which is confirmed in his Biographical Chronicle (Lenin. Biograjicheskaia khronika, vol. 4, p. 163).
58.
Two delegates were to have represented the Bolsheviks at the Third Zimmerwald Conference:
Worowski , who was in Stockholm, would have been the representative of the FB, and another delegate
was to have been sent from Petrograd. As reflected in the telegrams, Kollontai was to have acted as the
second delegate (see telegrams 16, 19, 22, 27) . According to the Soviet historian Iuliia Vorobtsova
however, Nikolai A. Semashko (Aleksandrov), the future People's Commissar of Public Health, was
to have served as the delegate from Petrograd (Vorobtsova, Deiatel'nost ' zagranichnogo biuro TsK,
pp. 128-131). While it is true that Semashko participated in the September conference (see note 42 in
this section), in May 1917 he was still in emigration in Bulgaria and could not have been named as the
Petrograd delegate. (See Lenin, PSS, vol. 31, p. 546. Also see file 9071. RMP. FSA ; V. V. Anikiev,
"Zhumal iskhodiashchikh dokumentov TsK RSDRP(b) za 1917 g. " Istochnikovedenie istorii sovetskogo
obshchestva. Vypusk II (Moscow, 1968), p. 98). Upon his return from Stockholm at the end of
September, Semashko conveyed to the Central Committee the offer of Karl V. Moor , a Swiss Social
Democrat and an agent of the German and Austrian governments, to provide funds to the Bolsheviks.
See H. Schurer, "Karl Moor - German Agent and Friend of Lenin", The Journal of Contemporary
History, vol. V (April 1970), pp. 131-152; Leonhard Haas, Carl Vital Moor. Ein Leben fiir Marx und
Lenin (Zurich, 1970), p. 169; Leninskii sbornik (Moscow-Leningrad, 1930), vol. XIII, pp. 281-282.
Also see B. Nikolaevskii, "Na zare Kominterna: Rasskaz 'tovarishcha Tomasa ,''' Sotsialisticheskii
vestnik (New York) , no. 1, April, 1964, pp. 128, 140.
59.
That is, the credit paid by the sender in Petrograd for a responding telegram limited to 10 words.
This indicates that this sum was drawn from profits of the firm in Petrograd. Evidently, Lenin always
sent his telegrams to Fiirstenberg-Hanecki in the same way ("uplachennym otvetom"). See, for example,
Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, p. 412.
60.
The reference is to M. Kozlowski, who served as the legal consultant of the Parvus -Fiirstenberg's
Export firm .
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Telegram 23
~3

Ilerpor-pazra 48160 21 21/5 16 10.

<I>IOPCTEH6EPf Cane nuatianea Crokr'onea.
C030BIIlTe KaK MO)l(HO 60Ilbwe neeux Ha npe,llcTO.HIlIYIO KOHlIlepeHLI,IIl1057 Mbl
58
nocernaea
oco6oro
,lleIleraTa[.J
TeIlerpaMMbl
nOIlY4eHbi
cnacafio

npoaonxaare
YJlb51HOB 3~HOBbEB
From Petrograd 4816021 2115 16 10.
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden Stockholm.
Summon as many possible leftists for upcoming conference we 're sending special
delegate[.] telegrams received thank you [.] continue UL'1ANOV ZINOVlEV

Telegram 24
~3 neTpOrpa.lla 113401 18 22/5 15 2

OTB.[eTJ YnIl.[a4eHJ 10

59

Cp04Ha.H <I>IOPCTEH6EPf CTOKrOIlbM

Cane'rurafiaztea.
60

HOMep 89[.J IOPlllCKOHCYIlbT npocar Hill nozi KaKIilM BIIl.llOM He
npaeaxare],J )I(,lllllTe nIllCbMa[.J CYMEHCOH.
CYMEHCOH Ha,lle)l(,llIllHCKa.H 36.
From Petrograd 11340118 22/5 15 2
Rep.[ly] Pd. 10 Urgent FURSTENBERG Stockholm Saltsjobaden.
Number 89[.] Legal consultant requests on no account come[.] await letter[.]
SUMENSON. SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.
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61.
This should read posle (after). The reference here is to Pur stenberg-Hanecki 's departure from
Saltsjobad en for Peu·ograd. On May 23 he was still in Stockholm (see telegram 26) but on May 13/26
he crossed the Swedish-Finnish border.
62 .
Haparanda is a Swedish town on the border with Finland. It was a crossing point between
Sweden and Finland .
63 .
The reference is probably to a telegram from Sumen son (no. 24), and also to Kozlowski 's
teleg rams, which are mentioned in telegram 18. Giza Furstenberg is the author of this telegram .
Furstenberg waited at the Swedish-Finnish border, and then cros sed it with the engineer Solomon Krol',
another member of the Stockholm emigre committee. It may be that Giza Furstenberg gave the
telegram s from Sumenson and Kozlowsk i to Krol' to pass on to her husband (see Outgoing nos. 300,
301 , 13 May 1917 and Incoming no. 417, 1917, delo 16, file 13690, RMP. FSA; also see Report no.
B. 229 , 2 February 1918. SPR. SNA).
64 .

That is, the sovet deputatov,

65.

Friedrich W. Adler (1879-1960 ) was a leading figure in the Austrian Social Democratic Party

(Sozialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei in Osterreich), and served as its secretary in 1911-1914 and again
in 1918-1923 . He became a symbol of the anti-war movement when he shot and killed Karl von
Sturgkh , the Austrian prime minister , in 1916. He was initially given a death sentence (in May 1917),
which was later reduced to life imprisonment . However, at the outbreak of the Austrian revolution a
year later he was released from prison .
66.
On the day this telegram was dispatched Hanecki sent another telegram to Pravda that contained
the full text of Adler's speech at his trial. Excerpts of this speech were published in Pravda a week later
(see Coli. Pototskii. Box 28, file 20 , p. 44. HA. Vorobtsova, Deiatel'nost' zagranichnogo biuro TsK,
p. 40). In Petrograd, the Bolsheviks organized protest meetings in respon se to Adler 's death sentence;
Lenin and Zinov'e v spoke at one of these meetings (see Pravda, 25/12 May , 1917, p. I).
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Telegram 24a
25-ro Ma.R 1917r.
CYMEHCOH Halle>KllLilHCKa.R 36.
K03JlOBCKOMY Ceprweecxaa 81, Ilerpor-pezr.
Cane'ruratiazreu 2108/25 24 25/5 13 5
61
TeIlerpaMMbl npLilwIlLil eCIlLil aueanal.] 6YlleT cy660Ty yTpOM
2
63[
XanapaHlla[.t nepezrana eMy BaWLiI TeIlerpaMMbI .] npepaare
nyTeweCTBLiI.R He MO>KeT .
May 25,1917
SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.
[1"0] KOZLOVSKIl Sergievskaia 81, Petrograd.
Saltsjobaden 2108/25 24 25/5 13 5
Telegrams arrived if [his] departure[.] [He] Will be Saturday morning [in] HapararuJa[.]
gave him your telegrams[.] cannot interrupt trip.

Telegram 25
CTOKrOIlbM 72/23 23 22/5 20 45

r

COBllen[YTaTOB KOJlJlOHTA 111 Ilerpor-paa.
ADJlEp65 nponauec 6IleCT.RI.1.lYIO peue npar-osopea caepra aercernaea Ilpaazte
6
nOllpo6HYlO TeIlerpaMMy[.t nycre coazten ... ztpyr-ae npaceutasrr Molii aztpec
npoTecTbl n03llpaBIleHLiI.R. rAHEUK~II1.
Stockholm 72/23 23 22/5 20 45
Sovdep[uties] KOUONTA1 Petrograd.
ADLER gave spectacularspeech senten ced death [we're] sending Pravda detailed telegram
[.] have sovdep... others send my address protests congratulations. GANETSKIl.
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67.
On Sunday, May 14/27 Fiirstenberg crossed the Finnish-Russian border at Beloostrov (see
telegrams 37, 53).
68.
The reference here is probably to agreement between the Bolsheviks and the SDKPiL on their
participation in the Third Zinunerwald Conference . It was agreed that Hanecki and Radek would
represent the SDKPiL (see notes 37, 53).
69.
This is probably a reference to the trip made by Fiirstenberg-Hanecki ("Kuba ") to Petrograd. The
author of the telegram in all probability was Radek, who remained in Sweden and could not use his own
name in the telegram since he was a subject of Austria-Hungary, which was then at war with Russia.
See Fritz Platten, Lenin. Iz emigratsii v Rassiiu, (Moscow , 1991), p. 184; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, p. 438.
70 .
This is a reference to permission granted to Kollontai to come to Stockholm. At the end of 1914,
Kollontai was expelled from Sweden on charges of violating Swedish neutrality by publishing anti-war
articles in the Swedish socialist press . Thereafter, she had to request special authorization from the
Swedish authorities every time she wished to reenter Swedish territory. In this instance, permission was
granted with the assistance of the mayor of Stockholm, Karl Lindhagen (1860-1946). A Social Democrat
himself, Lindhagen at that time was on friendly terms with members of the Bolshevik Foreign Bureau .
(Kollontai, Iz moeizhizni i raboty, p. 275; idem., V tiur'me Kerenskogo , (Moscow, 1928), p. 6; Lenin,
PSS, vol. 49, p. 431. Also see Outgoing no.1687, 10/23 December, 1914. Index XIIIb(I), Coli.
Okhrana , HA).
71.

Karl Lindhagen.
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Telegram 26
220 Crokr-oners. 10 23/5 12 50.
K03.nOBCKOMY Cepr-aeackas 81 neTporpall.
Bceraxa socxpeceuee nplilelly67 Torlla yper-ynapyea MAHLlAT. 68
220 Stockholm, 1023/5 12 50.
[Fo] KOZLOVSKlI Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
All the same arriving Sunday then [we 'll] settle MANDATE.

Telegram 26a
25-ro Ma.l'l 1917r.
npaBlla. neTporpall.

Cane rurafiazreu 2109/25 10 25/5 10 5.
nYCTb .neHlilH ceauac nor'oaopar K03.nOBCK~M zteny KY6bl. 69
May 25,1917
Pravda , Petrograd
Saltsjobaden 2109/25 9 25/5 1650
Have Lenin now talk [toJ KOZLOVSKl1 [about the] KUBA question.

Telegram 27
CTOKrOIlbM 302/25 9 25/5 16 50
Anekcaazipe KO.n.nOHTAIi1 KOMlilTeT pafiouax lil conaar Ilerporpan,
Pa3peweHlile70 nOIlY4eHo[.] .n~HLlrArEH.71
Stockholm 302/25 9 25/5 16 50
Aleksandra KOUONTAl Committee of workers and solLiiers Petrograd.
Permission received[.] LlNDGAGEN.
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72.

.

This date is given according to the Old-Style Calendar (see note 74 in this section).

73 .
This probably refers to the Bolshevik Central Committee 's agreement with the FB on Worowski's
participation as a delagate in the Third Zimmerwald Conference.
74.
Waclaw W. Worowski (1871-1923), an Old Bolshevik . Also known as Orlowski and Borowski
Which, according to Russian police records , was his real name. From the end of 1915, Worowski lived
in Stockholm , where he worked as a commercial representative for the Petrograd branch of the
Siemens-Schuckert Company. This branch was headed by another Old Bolshevik, Krasin. Until the end
of January , 1917 Worowski also served as the main business representative of the Parvus-Furstenberg
Kozlowski firm in Stockholm . The families of Furstenberg, Worowski and Kozlowski also had political
and personal ties (Worowski 's daughter later marr ied Kozlowski 's son). On April 21IMay 4, 1917
Worowski came to Petrograd, where he met with Lenin and returned to Stockholm on May 29fJune 11.
(Soviet historian Vorobtsova mistakenly dates Worowski 's departure from Petrograd as May 29 in the
New-Style Calendar. See her Deiatel 'nost' zagranichnogo predstavitel'stva TsK, pp. 32-33). This
telegram (that is, no. 28) was sent the day of Worowsk i's departure and was intended for Radek , the
only member of the Bolshevik Foreign Bureau in Sweden at that time. See files 9073, 9080, RMP.
FNA ; Bol'sheviki. Dokumenty po istorii bol'shevizma s 1903 po 1916 god byvshego Moskovskogo
Okhrannogo Otdeleniia, third ed. (Moscow , 1990), p. 276; N. Piiashev, Yorovskii. (Moscow , 1959),
p. 184; N. E. Krasnopol'skaia, Vo imia liubvi k chelovechestvu ... Dokumental 'naia povest ' 0 Vorovskom
(Moscow , 198\), pp. 142, 183; "Knizhka adresov faprel'-iiun' 1917 g.l ," Leninskii sbornik, vol. XXI,
p. 84; Futrel1, op. cit., pp.174-192; RTsKhIDNI, f. 92 [Y . V. Vorovskii] . op. 1, dd. 31, 45.
75.
LelualLelia is the diminutive for Elena Georgievna Danielsen (nee Vitovskaia), an old friend of
Kol1ontai and Shadurskaia. Prior to World War I she married a Norwegian (Wilhelm Danielsen) and
went to live in Christiania. From 1915 to 1917 Lenin used Danielsen's address for correspondence with
Kol1ontai and Furstenberg-Hanecki. In spring and summer 1917 the Bolshevik FB continued to use her
for contacts with Petrograd . See Kollontai, Iz moei zhizni i raboty , p. 183; Leninskii sbornik, vol. 2,
pp. 292-293; "Adresnye knigi TsK RSDRP (1912-1917 gg.)," lstor icheskii arkhiv, no. 3, 1959, pp. 39,
41; Bjorkegren, Ryska Posten, p. 359 . Also see telegram 33.
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Telegram 28
CaJ1bTW35a.lleH

1i13

Ilerpor-paaa roc. nyMa 88460 29/5 72

OTs .[eT] ynn. jaueu] 10 <l>IOPCTEH6EPr CaJ1bTW35a.lleH.
73
74
Mbl SnOJ1He COrJ1aCHbI [ . ] BaCJ1as yexan ].] K03JlOBCKV1111.
Saltsjobaden (rom Petrograd SUateZ Duma 88460 29/5
Rep .[ly] pd 10 FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
We agree[.] Vaslav left[.] KOZLOVSKII

Telegram 29
XpliICTlilaHIiISl Flerporpazi 103260 14 31 5 17 4
WAnYPCKOMY POTreli1M CKbSlJ1bCOHCraTe 19 XplilcTlilaHIiISl.
75
Jlenya / JleJ1Sl/ npueaxaer].] xor-aa Tbl npaezieuiel.] 050lilM npaser
KOJlJlOHTAlI1.
Christiania Petrograd 103260 14 31 5 17 4
SHADURSKII Rotheim Skjalgsonsgaten 19 Christiania.
Lelua !Lelia/ is coming[.] when you arrive[.] regards to both KOLLONTAI.
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76.
This is probably a reference to the family of Gustaf Magnus Solomon Melli, who owned a
shipping agency in the Finnish port city of Turku (about ninety miles west of Helsinki). Melli 's finn
transported some commercial goods across Finnish territory for the Fabian Klingsland finn (see delo
12, chast' IT, File S.II, RMP . FSA; also see note 2).
77 .
The author of this telegram was Furstenberg's wife, who took care of her husband's business
while he was away (see Futrell, op . cit., p . 183 and telegram 34). Giza Adol'fovna Fiirstenberg
Hanecki (nee Adler) (1889-1937) was a Polish socialist, and a member of the SDKPiL from 1910. She
was related to Victor Adler, a leader of the Austrian Social Democrats. Shortly before the war she
graduated from the Commercial Institute in Cracow, and from 1915 worked as the bookkeeper for her
husband's firm . In 1917 she participated in the work of the Bolshevik FB. In the 1920s she worked in
the Moscow party committee, Polish communist organizations , the People's Commissariat of Trade,
and the Marx -Engels-Lenin Institute. In 1937 she was arrested and shot. Her son (Stanislav, Stas) was
also shot and her daughter (Khana, Khanka) was sent to the camps but survived and returned to Moscow
after Stalin 's death. tKsiega polakow, p. 303 ; Cadres file no. 13717 [Ganetskaia G. A.], in
RTsKhIDNI).
78 .
Members of the Bolshevik FB were regularl y sent issues of Pravda from Petrograd. However,
because of frequent inspections by the military censors, the newspaper often arrived late and irregularly
in Stockholm (see, for example, Vorobtsova, op. cit., pp. 32-40 ; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, pp. 438-439) .
79.
Vevey is a small spa on Lake Geneva . The well known Henri Nestle food-processing plant was
located there. For many years the Nestle representative in Petrograd was Iurii L. Fridliand, a longtime
business associate of Victor Moraciewic (see note 23 in this section). In 1917 Nestle began to sell flour
and foodstuffs in Petrograd through the Fabian Klingsland firm . (Vsia Rossiia na 1911-1912 gg.; Yes'
Peterburg, 1912-1914; Yes' Petrograd, 1915-1917; Pototskii to Ogenkvar Fedorov, 9 August, 1917.
Coli . Pototskii . Box 7, f. 24 . HA; GARF, f. 1826, op . 1, d. 18,11. 135-142). Many Russian Social
Democrats lived in Vevey during the First World War. See A. S. Kudriavtsev et aI., Lenin v Zheneve .
Pamiatnye mesta, second ed. (Moscow , 1985), p. 329; Literaturn oe nasledstvo. V.l. Lenin i A. V.
Lunacharskii. Perepiska. Doklady, Dokumenty (Moscow , 1971), vol. 80, pp. 643, 645 . Also see
Incoming no. 994, 1916. Coll. Okhrana, HA.
80.
This refers to a telegram from a representative of the Nestle factory in Vevey, with whom
Sumenson communicated regarding delivery of its products to Russia. She also carried out a telegraphic
correspondence with FUrstenberg regarding the sale of these products in Petrograd (see telegrams 60,
62; also see telegram 65) .
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Telegram 30
2038 Cane'rursfiazrea 290/21 1431/5 11 25
K03JlOBCKOMY CeprlileBCKa51 81 flerpor-pan.
76
CeMb51 MeIllil Tpe6yeT HeCKOIlbKO TbIC514[.J 4TO n:eIlaTb[.J77 ra3eT He
78
nOIlY4aeM.
2038 Saltsjobaden 290/21 1431/5 11 25
KOZLOVSKJI Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
Meli's family demanding several thousand[.] what to do[.] [we] aren't receiving
newspapers.

Telegram 31
1013 Ilerpor-pazra 245714 13 1/6 2 25
79

HECTJlE <1>a6plilKa BeB3.
LITO Bbl xorjrre CKa3aTb sauiea TeIlerpaMMoiil naanuare n:eB51Tb[.tO
CYMEHCOH Han:e)f(n:lilHCKa51 36.
From Petrograd 24571413 1/625
NESTLE Factory Vevey.
"Mult do you want to say [in] your telegram twenty nine[.] SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia
36.
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81.
With the exception of the date of transmission (3 June), this telegram is identical to telegram 29
of 31 May. Thus, the actual date of transmission is uncertain.
82.

Vera Shadurskaia (Iureneva) .

83.

Elena Danielsen, who was in Petrograd at the time.

84.

Erika Rotheim.

85.

Zoia Shadurskaia.
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Telegram 32
XpliICTlilaHliUI Ile rpor-pan 103260 14 3/6

81

17 4

lUALIYPCKOMY POTreii1M CKb.flnbCOHrcraTe 19 XpIiICTlilaHIiI.fl
Jlenya/Jlens / npaeaxaer xor'zra Tbl npaezreuie 060lilM npaser KOJlJlOHTAIi1.
Christiania Petrograd 103260 14 3/617 4
SHADURSKI1 Rotheim Skjalgsonsgaten 19 Christiania
Lelua/Lelia/ is coming['J when you arrive [.] redards to both KOLLONTAl.

Telegram 33
V13 XplilcTlilaHliI1iI 70 35 4/6 2 30
nOJlblHOBOIi1 KOJlJlOHTAIi1 Klilp04Ha.fl 12 Flerporpan.
82
LIOn>KHa euie OT.llOXHYTb ne41i1Tb 3y6bl[.] n04eMY Bepa
HIiI4ero He OTBe4aeT
MOIiI TenerpaMMbl npocana 1i13BecTIilii1 [0] MaMe 200 KpOH nplilrnauiana
npwexarel.] uenyio scexi.] nlilwIiITe[.] npowy JlenKl8 3 BcnOMHIiITb 6e.llHyKl
Anpaaaoae].] 3pIiIKa 8 4 uenyerj.] 30.fl. 8 5
From Christiania 70 35 4/6 2 30
POLYNOVA, KOLLONTAl Kirochnaia 12 Petrograd.
Must rest more [.] take care of teeth[.] why Vera doesn't answer my telegrams [J] asked
news [about] mama 200 crowns invited [toJ visit.l.] kisses Itol all[.J write[.] [J] ask Lelia
[to] remember poor Adrianova[.] Erika [sends] kisses[.] Zoia.
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.

See telegram 17.

87.
That is, the Nya Banken, a Stockholm commercial bank through which the Fiirstenberg finn
carried out some of its frnancial transactions. The director of Nya Banken was Olof Aschberg (1877
1960), a socialist sympathizer who maintained close personal and business ties with Fiirstenberg
Hanecki and Krasin. In 1917-1919, Aschberg helped the Bolshevik government with the illegal purchase
of foreign currency and stored Bolshevik funds in his bank. During the New Economic Policy he was
director of a so-called Russian commercial bank. See Futrell, Northern Underground, pp. 166, 224;
Pototskii to Kandaurov, 3 June 1919, Collection N. Iudenich, box 4, file 19, p. 22, HA. Also see
Report V.P.M. no. 968, 12 October, 1918, SPR . SNA.
88.
Kozlowski sent this telegram from the telegraphic office of the Soviet but its author , judging
from the business information it contains and the intimate character of the final phrase, must have been
Fiirstenberg (see responding telegram 37).
89.
According to Nikitm (see his Rokovye gody, p. 117), Surnenson's responsibilities did not go
beyond financial transactions for the Fiirstenberg firm. However. this telegram and several others (57,
60) proves that she was also responsible for the receipt and sale of various shipments.
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Telegram 34
CaJlbTW35a1leH ~3 Ilerporpana rOC.[Y1lapCTBeHHa5l] llyMa 117670 32 5 18 30
OTB.[eT J ynn.jauea] 15 rlo13a <l>IOPCTEH6EPr CaJlbTW35a1leH.
<l>Io1HaHcbl BeCbMa sarpy1lHIo1TeJlbHbl[.] aficornorxo HeB03MO>KHO 1laTb[.]
KpaiiiHeM cnyuae n5lTbCOT KaK nocJle1lHlo1iii pas].] xepaaaaurax rpOMa1lHble
6
87
y5bITKIo1[. ] 0plo1rlo1HaJl 5e3Ha1le>KeH[.t rtycre HblO5aHKeH renerpaeapyer
OTHOCIo1TeJlbHO HOBblX CTO TbIC5I4 CYMEHCOH. Cep1le4HO rockyjo u,eJlYIO[.]
K03JlOBCK~I7I . 88

Saltsjobaden From Petrograd Stratel Duma 1176703251830
Rep. pd. 15 Giza FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Finances extremely problematicl.] absolutely impossible [to] give[.] [In] emergency five
hundred as last time[.} enormous losses [on} pencils[.] original is hopeless[.} have
Niubanken wire regarding new hundred thousand [to] SUMENSON. Miss [you} deeply
kisses[.] KOZL0VSKlI.

Telegram 35
1902 BeB3 154/9 18 7/6 13
EBreHlo1101 CYMEHCOH 36 Ha1le>K1lIo1HCKa51 Ilerpor-pan.
HeB03MO>KHO nOJlY4101Tb paspeureuae BB03 B HblO-l7IopK[.] He MO>KeM
89
nOCTaBIo1Tb B HaCT05llUee BpeM5I. HECT JlE.

1902 Vevey 154/9 18 7/6 13
Evgenii SUMENSON 36 Nadezhdinskaia Petrograd.
1mpossible [to] get permission Uor] import to New York[.] [we are] unable [to] supply at
present time. NESTLE.
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90.

.

The Shadurskiis had close relatives in Kiev whom they often visited (see Vera Iureneva, Zapiski

aktrisy (Mosco w, 1946), pp . 150-153).
91. The reference is to 200 crowns that Shadurskaia requested from Kollontai in a telegram of June
4 (telegram 33). Also see telegrams 40, 50.
92.
This probably refers to the first letters Fiirstenberg sent back to Stockholm after his arrival in
Petrograd . Giza Fiirstenberg is the most likely author of the telegram .
93.
This is a reference to the receipt of 100,000 rubles by the Nya Banken from Sumenson 's account
at the Russo-Asiatic Bank. (See telegram 34.)
94.
This is probably a referen ce to Giza Fiirstenberg's request for the names (kto) of those
individuals who had deposited the 100,000 rubles into Sumenson's account. Rather than listing the types
and quantity of goods sold in Russia, these names would tell Giza Fiirstenberg which goods had been
sold (see, for example, telegram 56).
95.
Georgii Aleksandro vich Solomon (sometimes Salomon; party pseudonym Isetskii) (1869 - 1934),
an Old Bolshevik and profes sional man of letters who had long known Lenin's family; he was
particularly close to Lenin's brother-in-law Mark Elizarov (see note 10 in this section). Solomon lived
in Brussels for several years after the 1905 Revolution and then returned to Petrograd . He worked in
a large bank there, Russkii dlia Vneshnei Torgovli. He was an old friend and business associate of
Leonid Krasin. After the February Revolution Solomon became a member of the Petrograd Soviet and
worked in the editorial offices of Izvestiia. He also maintained contacts with Lenin and the leaders of
the Petrograd group of the SDKPiL. In May 1917 he left for Stockholm, where he was in close touch
with Fiirstenberg, Worowsk i and the Swedish Left Social Democrats . He returned to Petrograd only
after the October Revolution, because he had been a subject in the Provisional Government's
investigation of alleged Bolshevik-German ties. In summer 1918 he served as Soviet consul in Hamburg .
That fall, together with Krasin , Parvus and the German industrialist Hugo Stinnes, he organized a large
shipment of German coal for Petrograd. He was a member of various Soviet trade delegations. In 1922
he left Soviet service and settled in Belgium. See G. A. Solomon , Lenin i ego sem'ia (Ul'iano vyi,
(paris, 1931), pp. 7, 8, 76-79, 85; idem, Sredi krasnykh vozhdei. Lichno perezhitoe i vidennoe na
sovetskoi sluzhbe, vol. I, pp . 1-13, 18-21; Lenin , Biograjicheskaia khronika, vol. 5, p. 88. Also see
Report V.P.M. no. 1553, 12 April, 1920, file: 1052-2548 , folder E 3:4 and Report B.223 , 30
November 1918, file B.I-225 , folder E 2:1, Polisbyro, SPR. SNA; GARF, f. 5881 , op. 2, d. 658.
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Telegram 36
~3

neTpOrpalla rOC.[YllapCTBeHHa5lJ nyMa 129460 13 8/6 18 11

WAnYPCKOMY POTre~M 19 CKb5lJ1bCOHCraTe Xpll'lCTll'laHII'I5I
Bepa yexana Kll'leB[.J 90 nouiruo lleHbrll'l91 aaarpa 06HII'IMalO KO.n.nOHTAI7I.
From Petrograd SUateZ Duma 129460 13 8/6 18 11
SHADURSKII Rotheim 19 Skja/sonsgaten Christiania
Vera left [for] Kiev[.j will sent money tomorrow hugs KOUONTAI.

Telegram 37
CaJ1bTW36alleH 24/9 21 8/6 17 16
K03.nOBCKOMY Ceprll'leBCKa51 81 neTporpall.
Ilepame nlilcbMa92 n0J1Y411'1J111'1[. J HblO-SaHKeH TeJ1erpa4>lI'IpOBaJ1[. J93
95
renerpaenpyare KTO[.J94 CaJ10MOH npezrnaraer COBMeCTHoe rerierpaeaoe
ar-eacrso'" CCblJ1aeTC5I SpoHeKa97 CABE.nbEBA. 98 AB~.nOBA. 99
Saltsjobaden 24/9 21 8/6 17 16
KOZLOVSKII Sergie vskaia 81 Petrograd.
Receivedfirst letters[.j Niu-Banken wired [.] wire who!.] Salomon proposesjoint telegraph
agency referred to Bronek SAVEL 'EV. A VlLOV.
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96.
The reference is probably to a proposed telegraphic agenc y (sovmestnoe telegrafnoe agenstvo)
which was to involve leading party publicists from the three Petrograd Social Democratic newspapers
of an internationalist bent: Bronislaw Wesolowski of the Polish Trybuna, Maksimilian A. Savel'ev of
Pravda and Boris V. Avilov of Gorky's Novaia zhizn', The establishment of such a telegraphic agency
in Stockholm was apparently motivated by the need to provide a quicker and more reliable exchange
of information between the Russian and Scandinavian leftist press . At this time, telegraphic
corre spondence had to be sent through the Petro grad Telegraphic Agency (PTA) in order to insure on
time delivery and to expedite passage through Russian military censorship.
97.
Bronislaw (Bronek) A. Wesolowski (1870-1919), an old Polish revolutionary and one of the
founder s of the SDKPiL. In 1917 Wesolowski was a member of the Petro grad Soviet and the Bolshevik
PK, and later became a member of the Petrograd Military-Revolutionary Committee and the Central
Executive Committee of Soviets (VTsIK). Wesolowski also represented the SDKPiL in the Bolshevik
Central Committee and was on the editorial staff of both Pravda and Trybuna. In spring and summer
1917 he was suspected by Petro grad counterintelligence of being a contact between Lenin and Parvus.
In July in his testimony to the Provisional Government's commission investigating the Bolshevik
German connection, Wesolowski denied that Fiirstenberg-Hanecki had any connection with Parvus, or
that Kozlowski participated in any commercial activity. See Ksiega polakow, pp. 902-903; V. A.
D'iakova et aI., Ocherki revoliutsionnykh sviazei narodovRossii i Pol'shi /915-1917 (Moscow, 1976),
pp. 531 ,543, 555; Leninskii sbornik, vol. XXI, p. 85; Nikitin, Rokovye gody, pp. 59, 114; Sovokin,
Voprosy istorii KPSS, no. 4, 1991, p. 74.
98.
Maksimilian (Maks) Aleksandrovich Savel'ev (1884-1939), an Old Bolshevik and one of the
party's main publicists. Before the war he was Lenin's so-called trusted person (doverennoe Litso) in
Petersburg, where he worked in the Volga-Kama Commercial Bank . He was also the editor of Pravda
and the Bolshevik monthly Prosveshchenie. In 1917 he worked in the editorial offices of Pravda; after
October he continued to work in the party press and was one of the editors of the party-historical
journal Proletarskaia revoliutsiia. From 1928 to 1930 he was the director of the Lenin Institute, and
edited the first and second editions of Lenin's works . He was arrested in 1938 and died in prison a year
later.
99.
Boris Vasil'evich Avilov (1874-1938), an Old Bolshevik , statistician , public ist and lawyer. In
1915, together with Worowski and Elizarova (Ul'ianova), he was a chief editor of Prosveshchenie in
Petrograd. In 1917 he was a member of the Petrograd Soviet and the PK. (PR, no. 5 [17], 1923, pp.
381-383; nos. 2-3 [61-62], 1927, p . 321; nos. 7-8,1930 , p. 178; Kollontai, Iz moei zhizni i bor'by, p.
97; Larin to Martov, 19 August 1916, Coli. Nicolaevskii, box 51, f. 26 , HA). From March to April
Avilov worked on the editorial boards of Izvestiia and Pravda, and then with Novaia zhizn ', In the
summer, Avilov traveled to Stockholm, apparently to discuss the organization of Solomon's proposed
telegraphic agency (see delo 7, File 13689, RMP. FNA). In August 1917, Avilov became one of the
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Telegram 37
Cane'ruisfiazrea 24/9 21 8/6 17 16
K03JlOBCKOMY CeprllteBCKa.Sl 81 Ilerporpaa.
Ilepasre nlltCbMa92 nonyuana]. J HblO-6aHKeH rener-paeaposan]. J93
95
Tenerpaclllltpyii1Te KTO[.J94 CanoMoH npennaraer COBMeCTHoe renerpaeaoe
97
98
ar-eacrao'" CCblnaeTC.SI 6poHeKa CABEJlbEBA. ABV1JlOBA. 99
Saltsjobaden 24/9 21 8/6 17 16
KOZLOVSKII Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
Receivedfirst letters[.] Niu-Banken wired [] wire who[] Salomon proposesjoint telegraph
agency referred to Bronek SAVEL 'EV. A VlLOV.

Telegram 38
V13

Ilerpor-paaa 335629 16 11/6 19

OTB.[eTJ ynn.Iauea] 75 <1>IOPCTEH6EPr Canorurafianea.
Tp.... [e5yeMJ nOllTBep)KlleHlIt.Sl[.roo zteaare lleC.SITb U.K. 5e3ycnoBHo npocar
Y4acTlIt.Sl CTOKronbMcKoii1 KOHcIlepeHUlltllt[. J Hane4aTaH 55 Ilpasne.'?'
From Petrograd 3356291611 /619
Ans.[wer] pd. 75 FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
[We] req... .[uire] confirmation[] nine ten[th] [of] C.C. definitely requests participation
[in] Stockholm conference[.] Printed [in] 55 [of] Pravda.
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organizers of the group "Social Democratic Internationalists." In 1918 he withdrew from politics, and
until his arrest in 1938 worked as a legal consultant for various state organizations (see Slovar' sotsial
demokratov, vol. 5, pp. 15-18 and Voprosy istorii KPSS, no. II, 1989, p. 91).
100.

That is, to confmn that the telegram had been received. The telegram was a response to telegram

9.
101. In early May the Bolshevik Central Committee voted nine to one against Lenin's proposal to
break with the Zimmerwa1d movement and approved the sending of a delegation to the Third
Zimmerwald Conference. This decision was reflected in the resolution published in issue 55 of Pravda.
See Pravda, 12/25 May, 1917, p. 2; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, p. 55 and vol. 31, pp. 184-186,441-442;
Sed 'maia (Aprel 'skaia) Vserossiiskaia konferentsiia RSDRP(b). Aprel' 1917 goda (Moscow, 1958), pp.
228-234 . It may be argued that Lenin was the author of this telegram and that it was intended for
Radek. On the day the telegram was dispatched, Lenin gave a letter for Radek to Worowski, who was
returning to Stockholm , in which he refers to the issue of Bolshevik participation in the conference and
his dissension with the majority opinion of the Central Committee. (Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, pp. 440-441;
also see telegrams 9,28 and RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. la , ed. khr . 122).
102. This is probably a reference to the fall in the value of the ruble on the Scandinavian exchange.
The telegram , intended for Fiirstenberg-Hanecki, was probably written by Giza Furstenberg (see
telegram 34).
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Telegram 38
\013 Flerpor-pana 335629 16 11/6 19
OTB.[eT] ynn.jaueu] 75 <1>IOPCTEHSEPr CaIlbTW36al1eH.
Tp.... [e6yeM] nOl1TBep)f(l1eHIilSl[.]'oo l1eBSlTb necare U.K. 6e3ycIloBHO npocar
Y4acTIilSl CToKroIlbMcKOiil KOH41epeHUIilIil[.] Hane4aTaH 55 Ilpasne."?'
From Petrograd 3356291611/619
Ans.[wer] pd. 75 FURsTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
[We] req.. . .[uire] conjirmation[.] nine ten[th] [oj] C.C. definitely requests participation
[in] Stockholm conference[.] Printed [in] 55 [oj] Pravda.

Telegram 39
CaIlbTW36al1eH 77/16 14 15/6 17 15
K03J10BCKOMY Cepnaeackan 81 Ilerpor-pazr.
HblO-SaHKeH rpefiyer nonnatst 15.300 KpOH 111il41epeHUIilIil aanor-al.]
nplil41ilHa yna110K Kypca.'02
Saltsjobaden 77/1614 15/6 17 15
KOZLOVSKl1 Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
Niu-Banken requires additional payment 15,300 crowns as security deposit[.] reasonfall
[of exchange] rate.
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103. The transfer of 200 crowns to Z. Shadurskaia (see telegrams 33, 36) was carried out by
Kozlowski. In April 1917, 2000 rubles to Lenin and 800 rubles to Zinov'ev were also transferred
through Kozlowski from Furstenberg's account in Stockholm. Although transactions of such insignificant
sums were exaggerated by the Provisional Government , which believed these sums were just a cover
for larger German subsidies to the Bolsheviks, neither the Bolshevik leaders in 1917 nor Soviet
historians thereafter have been able adequately to explain why these presumably personal exchanges
required use of the fmancial channels of Ftirstenberg-Parvus' firm. See PR, no. 5 (17), 1923, p. 282;
no. 9 (2 1), 1923, p. 231; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, p. 438; Zinov'ev , God revoliutsii, p. 198.
104. Porembskij was a Polish socialist and a Stockholm business contact of Furstenberg and
Krzeczeckowski (see note 17). Evidently , as a result of Porembskij 's urgent request, Furstenberg cut
short his visit to Petrograd and left for Stockholm on June 8/21.
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Telegram 40
XplilCTlllaHllHI

1il3

[lerpor-pana 09128 14 15/6 14 10

WAnYPCKOMY POTreiilM 19 CKbSlJlbCOHCraTe
o3
XplilcTlilaHIilSI nsecTIil KpOH nocnauo].] ornpaaarene K03JlOBCKV1I71[.r YCTaJla
o6HIilMalO[. ] KOJlJlOHTAI71.
Christiania from Petrograd 09128 14 15/6 14 10
SHADURSKII Rotheim 19 Skjalsonsgaten Christiania
Two hundred crowns sent[.] sender KOZLOVSKl1[.] [am] tired hugs[.] KOLLONTAI.

Telegram 41
Canerurafiazrea 2258/19 10 19/6 21
K03JlOBCKOMY Cepr-aescxaa 81 flerporpan.
Tpe6yIO HeMellJleHHOrO npaeaaa KY6bl. nOPEM6CKV1I71.,o4
Saltsjobaden 2258/19 10 19/6 21
[To] KOZLOVSKII Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
Demand immediate arrival [of] Kuba. POREMBSKl1.

Telegram 42
Cane rurafianea 2258/19 10 19/6 21

K03JlOBCKOMY Cepr-aeacxan 81 flerpor-pan.
Tpe6ylO HeMellJleHHOrO npaeazta KY6bl. nOPEM6CKV1I71.
Saltsjobaden 2258/19 10 19/6 21
[To] KOZLOVSKlI Sergievskaia 81 Petrograd.
Demand immediate arrival [of] Kuba . POREMBSKJI.
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105. That is, Genrikh (Henri) Furstenberg, Hanecki's elder brother and a close business associate of
Fabian Klingsland. Furstenberg-Hanecki was most likely the author of this telegram, the contents of
which relate to telegram 53.
106. Pavlovsk is a suburb of Petrograd, located about 10 miles southeast of the city, where many
Petrograd residents would have their summer dachas.
107. This date probably accords with the Old-Style Calendar. An agent of Petrograd
counterintelligence who shadowed Sumenson reported that she moved to the dacha in Pavlovsk not
earlier than the third week in June (Old-Style). Still, she continued to use the address on Nadezhdinskaia
Street and sometimes made trips back to Petrograd . She was arrested in Pavlovsk by counterintelligence
agents on July 5/18. (See note 3; Nikitin, Rokovye gody, p. 116, 151; P. A. Polovtsov, Dni zatmeniia,
(paris., n. d.), p. 150.)
108. That is, with Mieczyslaw Kozlowski. Furstenberg-Hanecki most likely could not have written
this telegram. On June 24 he was still en route to Stockholm - a trip which took at least four days.
It appears that the author of the telegram was Radek, who was an old friend of Tat 'iana Iakovlevna (see
next note).
109. Tat'iana (Tereza) Iakovlevna Rubinstein (nee Mark) [1887-1955], a Russian Social-Democrat
from a Jewish family in Latvia. In 1906 she emigrated to Switzerland, but soon moved to Berlin where
her first husband, the prominent Aleksandr N . Stein (Rubinstein) [1881-1948], worked as an editor for
the Social Democratic Vorwarts. At the end of August 1914, along with Kollontai, Larin , Vladimir N.
Rozanov, and Moisei S. Uritskii, she was allowed to leave Germany with the help of the German Social
Democrats and went to Copenhagen. She lived there until 1917 with a daughter from her first marriage
(Nina A. Rubinstein, b. 1908) and her common-law husband, the well-known Menshevik internationalist
Vladimir (V olik) Nikolaevich Rozanov (1876-1939). After the February Revolution, she was one of the
first (along with Parvus' common-law wife and assistant Ekaterina P. Groman and their son Lev) to
return to Russia. She worked in the International Relations Department of the Petrograd Soviet. In
August 1918, with the help of Uritskii, the head of the Petrograd VChK, she was given permission to
leave Russia . She lived in Berlin until 1933 and then in France until 1940. She spent the last fifteen
years of her life in New York . (Author 's interviews with Nina A. Rubinstein on 29 April and 20 June
1989, New York City; B. I. Nicolaevskii to B. K. Souvarine. 22 June 1955, Archives of Boris
Souvarine, file: Correspondence, V. N. Rozanov (Sazonov) to P. B. Aksel'rod . 27 July 1914, Aksel'rod
Archives. A. Letters . no. 40. XIII, International Institute of Social History (hereafter IISH) Amsterdam;
File 2874 . RMP. FSA; Stefan T. Possony, Lenin: The Compulsive Revolutionary (Chicago, 1964), p.
176.)
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Telegram 43
Ca11bTW36alleH 2232/21

11 21/6 11 10

Cp04Ha5l. CYMEHCOH Halle>KllIi'IHCKa51 36 Ilerpor-p. Ian]
CTp041i'1Te Mory 111i'I ceauac npaexars reHpli'lX' 05 xzrer.
Saltsjobaden 2232/21 11 21/6 11 10
Urgent. SUMENSON Nadezhdin skaia 36 Petrogr.[ad]
Wire whether [lJ can come now Genrikh's waiting.

Telegram 44
Ca11bTW36alleH naB11oBcKa'06 220 10 25/6'07 10 20
Cp04Ha51 <1'>HlPCTEH6EPr Ca11bTW36alleH
CMory OTBeTIi'ITb T011bKO KOHLJ,e Helle11li'I. CYMEHCOH.
Saltsjobaden Pavlovsk 220 10 25/6 10 20
Urgent FURSTENBERG Saltsjob aden
[Will be] able to reply only [at] end of week. SUMENSON.

Telegram 45
Ca11bTW36alleH 2074 11 24/6 16 30
CYMEHCOH Halle>KllIi'IHCKa51 36 neTporpall. 06paTIi'ITeCb [c] MeCIi'IC11aBOM '08

Tarenae .fIKoB11eBHe '09 ysepeu nOMO>KeT.'10
Saltsjobaden 2074 11 24/6 16 30
SUMENSON Nadezhd inskaia 36 Petrograd .
Go see Tat 'iana Iakovlevna [with] Mesislav [.] [I 'm] sure she'll help.
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110. This probably refers to Tat' iana Rubinstein's assistance in sending business letters from
Sumenson in Stockholm via the diplomatic pouch (which was not examined by the military censors).
There are grounds to believe that Rubinstein helped to send correspondence to the members of the FB
through Rozanov who, as de facto head of the Soviet's International Relations Department , had
unlimited privileges to use the diplomatic pouch (see Ganetskii, 0 Lenine, p. 67; Vorobtsova , op. cit. ,
pp. 24, 27, 30, 34-35 . Russkaia volia, 9 July 1917, p. 5; GARF, f. 1826, op. 1, d. 14, 11.16,18). It
was also Rubinstein who apparently obtained a diplomatic passport for Fiirstenberg to ensure his safe
return from Russia (see delo 16, file 13690, RMP. FSA).
Ill . This should read" Unshlikhtu" , Josef S. Unszlicht (1879-1937) was a well known Polish socialist
and a member of the SDKPiL from 1900. After the party split in 1912 he sided with Hanecki's
"rozlamowcy" faction. In 1917 he worked with the Petrograd group of the SDKPiL and the editorial
board of Trybuna . He also was a member of the Bolshevik Military Organization and the PK. On the
evening of July 6/19 he was arrested with Kozlowski at the latter's apartment, but was soon released.
He later became deputy chief of the ominous Cheka-OGPU. In 1937 he was arrested and executed
(Ksiega polakow, p. 880; RV, 8 July, 1917, p. 4).
112. Znamenskaia Street ran between Nevskii Prospect and Kirochnaia Street, which joined
Znamenska ia with the parallel streets of Nadezhdinskaia and Preobrazhenskaia. It also joined with
Nadezhdinskaia and Preobrazhenskaia by Sapernyi, Baskov and Kovenskii pereuloks. 37 Znamenskaia
Street stood on the comer of Baskov pereulok, where it bore the number 22 . In 1917, Kozlowski's first
wife, Maria E. Kozlowska was registered at 22 Baskov and this address was used by Lenin to contact
Kozlowski and Mieczslaw Bronski-Warszawski. Curiously, in Petrograd city directories for the war
years, Kozlowska alternately listed her address as 22 Baskov and 37 Znamenskaia . This was apparently
done to confuse the military censorship monitoring correspondence. Across the street from this building,
also on the comer, stood Znamenskaia 41IBaskov 21, where Unszlicht lived, and only three short
blocks away was Mieczslaw Kozlowski's apartment (see Yes' Peterburg, 1913, 1914; Yes' Petrograd ,
1915-1917; Leninskii sbornik, vol. XXI, p. 85; Zinov'ev, God revoliutsii , pp. 85-86; GARF, f. 1826,
op. I, d. 14, II. 6-15; also see Telegram 63 and Novaia zhizn ', 24 Septemberl7 October, 1917, p. 3).
113. That is, Vladimir (Volodia) Lenin . In early June, the Petrograd socialist defensist newspaper
Den' published an article by one of the Bund leaders, David I. Zaslavskii, in which Furstenberg
Hanecki was accused of contraband trade and close business ties with Parvus. (D. Zaslavskii ,
"Nechestnye i naivnye" , Den', 6/18 June, 1917, p. I). This telegram refers to the list of signatures to
be collected by leaders of the SDKPiL in Petrograd in order to refute Zaslavskii's "slanderous"
accusations against their party comrade . Radek probably wrote this telegram . During summer and fall
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Telegram 46
CaIlbTW36an:eH 2073 20 24/6 16 30
K03J10BCKOMY YTIlI>1XTy111 3HaMeHCKaSl 37112 Ilerporpazr.
Henpeaeuao C06epl>1Te non:nl>1cl>1[.J peWI>1Te ny6IlI>1KaLJ,1>11>1 OCTaBIlSleM BaM
114
coaeryarece Bonozrea]. J113 anece ny6IlI>111HO HI>1KTO He BblcTynaIl.

Saltsjobaden 2073 20 24/6 16 30
KOZLOVSKII Utlikhtu Znamenskaia 37 Petrograd .
Be sure to get signatures {.} decision [on] publications [we] leave [to] you to confer [with]
Volodia{.} no one here has made public statement.
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1917 he handled most of the responses on behalf of the Bolshevik FB to allegations about Bolshevik ties
with the German government. The text of such refutations was usually carefully coordinated with Lenin
before it went to press. (See Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, pp. 445-447, Katkov, The February Revolution, pp .
113-114,193; Zeman, Scharlau, The Merchant of Revolution, p. 227; RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. la, ed.
khr. 122).
114. Only in July, after Furstenberg-Hanecki was officially charged by the Provisional Government,
did Russian correspondents of the major newspapers in Scandinavia come out openly against him. They
published a signed declaration in the Stockholm press accusing Hanecki of having commercial ties with
Parvus and the Germans (See RV, 19 July 1917, p. 5; BLS, no. 3,27 July, 1917, p. 7. Also see Zeman,
Germany and the Bolshevik Revolution, p. 69; Dagens Nyheter, 22 July 1917.) Ironically, some of
these journalists were acquaintances of both Purstenberg-Hanecki and Parvus, and while remaining in
Scandinavia, they actively cooperated with the Bolshevik government. (See Parvus, Pravda glaza kolet!
Lichnoe raz'iasnenie PARVUSA (Stockholm, 1918), p. 32; L[I'ia] Trotskii, "Ganetskii i Radek v
Skandinavii (iz vospominanii zhumalista)," Dni, 12 May 1928, p. 3. Also see Incoming no. 98,
November 24, 1919. Collection Russia. Posol'stvo France. Correspondence. Box 7, dossier 24. RA).
It appears that in his accusations against Hanecki, Zaslavskii relied heavily (and often uncritically) on
information coming from the Russian correspondents in Scandinavia.
115. See CoIl. Pototskii. Box 28, delo 20, p. 63. RA; RV, 12 July, 1917, p. 4. BLS, no. 1, 11 July
1917, p. 3.
116. Pseudonym of Furstenberg-Hanecki. This telegram followed the publication of a second article
by Zaslavskii which appeared in Den' on June 10/23. In addition to his initial accusations against
Furstenberg-Hanecki, Zaslavskii also suggested that there was political cooperation between
Furstenberg-Hanecki and Parvus (Den', 10/23 June, p. 1. Also see BLS, no. 2, p. 6.) After this
telegram was received in Saltsjobaden, the members of the FB and the Polish Social Democrat M .
Warszawski-Bronski (who was staying in Stockholm at the time while on his way to Russia) gathered
in Furstenberg 's apartment in Neglinge to discuss their response to Zaslavskii's charges. Shortly after
this meeting two telegrams were sent to Pravda: one, signed by Hanecki, contained a denial of the
charges of contraband trade and political ties with Parvus; the second, signed with the pseudonyms of
the internationally known socialists Bronski, Radek and Orlowski (Worowski) maintained the innocence
of their party comrade. See Report V.P.M . no. 781,2 March 1918. SPR. SNA; Pravda, 5 July122
June, 1917, p. 1; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, p. 561. Also see RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. la, dd. 29, 41, 42, 59,
358.
117. Smutnyi was the party pseudonym of Bronislaw Wesolowski. In addition to the accusations in
Zaslavskii's second article, the urgency of Wesolowski's request may be explained by the fact that a
declaration from the Executive Committee of the SDKPiL groups in Russia had been submitted to the
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Telegram 47
lt13 flerpor-pana 30160 11 25/6 12 40 .
l1>IOPCTEHSEPr Canorurafiazieu.
Heaezrneaao TeIlerpaeJ>HO C nozizi. . . . [m1CJlMIil]115 noKyMeHT onpaenereaiouiaa
l 16
CMYTHbliil. 117
KYSy
From Petrograd 30160 11 25/6 12 40.
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Immediately wire with sig... .[natures] document vindicating KUBA. Smutnyi.

Telegram 48
flerpor-paa 260381 7 28/6 11 28
l1>IOPCTEHSEPr Cane'ruiafiaziex .
Hazteioce nOIlY41ilTb )f(nIilTe.11 8 CYMEHCOH. CYMEHCOH Hane)f(nlilHCKaJl 36.
Petrograd 260381 728/6 11 28
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Hope to recei ve wait. SUMENSON.
SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.
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Bolshevik Central Committee Jurid ical Commission. They demanded that Purstenberg-Haneckirespond
to the accusations appearing in Den'. Lenin subsequently sent a letter to the Juridical Commission on
June 13/26, defending his trusted aide. He also managed to exclude the point in the SDKPiL declaration
demanding an explanation from Furstenberg-Hanecki. See Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, pp. 441-442 , 560;
"Delo Ganetskogo i Kozlovskogo [Iz protokolov zasedan ii TsK RSDRP(b) v iiune-noiabre 1917 g.]";
Kenta vr (Moscow), nos. 1-2,3-4, 1992.
118. This probably refers to the delay in Sumenson receiving payments from some of the dealers. Also
see telegrams 54. 57, 58.
119. This refers to the anti-government demonstration held on Sunday, June 18/July 1 in Petrograd,
which was organized by the Soviet.
120. The author of this telegram was Lenin, but it was sent by Wesolowski through the Petrograd
Soviet 's telegraphic office (see Vorobtsova, op. cit., p. 18; Nikitin, op. cit., p. 58; Novoe vremia , 8
July 1917, p. 2). The text of the telegram was first published in Russkaia voLia in July 1917, where the
date of the telegram was mistakenly identified according to the Old-Style Calendar . It thus would appear
that the telegram relates to the upcoming July Upr ising (July 3-5). The newspaper also reported that
Furstenberg then immediately transmitted the telegram to the German newspaper Berliner Tageblatt.
Accordingly, Furstenberg 's actions were interpreted as informing the Germans prior to the uprising and
thus said to support the charges of state treason brought against him (RV, 12 July 1917, p. 4; NV, 8 July
1917, p. 2; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, pp. 442-443).
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Telegram 48

Ilerpor-pazt 260381 7 28/6 11 28
<l>IOPCTEHSEPr Canerursfiazreu .

Hazteioce nOJlY4l11Tb )I(,llIl1Te.118 CYMEHCOH. CYMEHCOH Ha,lle)l(,llIl1HCKa51 36.
Petrograd 260381 7 28/6 11 28
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Hope to receive wait. SUMENSON.
SUMENSON Nadezhdlnskaia 36.

Telegram 49
Ilerporpan. 40660 57 29/6 13 3.
OTB.[eT]

ynn.Iauea] 80 <l>IOPCTEHSEPr Canerurafianea.

Bocxpeceaee MaHII14>eCTaUIl151 1 19 acea peBOJlIOUlI1111 HaWIil Jl03YHrll1,llOJlO~ KOHTp
peBOJlIOUlI11O ueraepry» nyMy rOCY,llapCTBeHHbl~ COBeT II1Mnepll1aJlIl1CTOB
opraaaayiouiax KOHTp-peBOJlIOLI,II1IO BC5I BJlaCTb COBeTaM zta anpaac'rayer
KOHTpOJlb

pa604l11X Ha,ll np0Il13BO,llCTBaMIil BoopY)l(eHlI1e Bcero Hap0,lla Hlil

cenaparaera
aHrJlIl1~CKIilM

Mlilp C BII1JlbreJlbMOM Hlil Ta~Hblx nor-oeopos C 4>paHLI,Y3cKIilM 111
npaBII1TeJlbCTBOM

,lle~CTBII1TeJlbHO

cnpaaennaasrx

HeMe,llJleHHOe
YCJlOBII1~

ony6Jlll1KOBaHlile
Mlilpa.

nporue

COBeTOM
non lilT II1KII1

HacTynJleHII1~ . xnefia Mlilpa csoboner. 120

Petrograd. 40660 57 29/6 13 3.
Ans.[wer] pd . 80 FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Sunday a manifestation of entire revolution our slogans {are] down with counter
revolution{ary] fourth Duma State Council {with] imperialists organizing counter
revolution all power to the soviets long live workers' control ofproduction {the] armament
of all the people no separate peace with Willhelm no secret agreements with the French
and English governments the immediate publication by the Soviet of the truly fair
conditions for peace. against the policy of {military] offensives, bread peace freed om.
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121. This should be in the feminine as poluchila. The sum of 167 crowns is most probably what
remained of the 200 crowns transferred to Shadurskaia due to fluctuation in the value of the ruble (see
telegram 40) .
122.

This refers to Shadurs kaia's departure for Russia.

123. This is the first known telegram from Sumenson to Furstenberg after his return to Sweden from
Petrograd (see telegram 24).
124. That is, the Russo-Asiatic Commercial Bank, one of the largest Russian banks, with its main
branch in Petrograd. Krasin , an Old Bolshevik and a business associate of Worowski and Aschberg, had
served on the bank's board of directors (see Ves' Petrograd, 1916, 1917; Futrell, op. cit., p. 170).
125. On June 26/July 9 Kollontai went to Stockholm for the meeting of the International Socialist
Comm ittee (lSC), the executive organ created at the 1915 Zimmerwald Conference , respons ible for
. organizing the Third Zimmerwald Conference. She then traveled to Christiania , where she joined up
with Shadurskaia before returning to Russia. On July 12/25 they were both arrested by Russian
counterintelligence in Tornio. While Kollontai had long been suspected of maintaining contact with
Furstenberg and Parvus, Shadurskaia was arrested only because her name was mentioned in telegrams
to Kollontai (see telegrams II, 19,22,29, 32, 36, 40). Because her name appeared in the telegrams
only in the masculine form (Shadurskii), she managed to convince the confused counterintelligence
agents that her arrest was mistaken, and she was released while still in Tornio (see Lenin ,
Biograjicheskaia khronika, vol. 4, p. 262; Meynell, op. cit., part 2 , p. 219; Kollontai, Iz moei zhizni,
pp. 286, 294,296,297 ; idem, V tiur'me Kerenskogo, pp. 31, 34-35 ; also see Outgoing no. 12 July,
1917, delo 19, File 9434 and File 13577, RMP. FSA).
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Telegram 50
XpIiICnilaHliI51 79/3 11 23 45 2/7
flerpor-pan nernlpHaSl 25 KOJlJlOHTAII1.
167 KpOH nOIlY4Ii1Il'21 yeaxato Ha 6y.nYlUeiil He.neIle[.f22 WAnYPCKV1I11.
Christiania 79/3 11 23 45 2/7
Petrograd Degtiarnaia 25 KOLLONTAI.
167 crowns received will leave next week[.] SHADURSKIl.

Telegram 51
V13 naBIloBcKa neTporpa.n 365 10 2/7 18 56
CaIlbTW36a.neH <1>IOPCTEH6EPf.
HOMep neBSlHoCTO[.r 23 BHeCIla PyccKo-a3Ii1aTcKIiIL"i1 124 CTO TbrCSl4.
CYMEHCOH.
From Pavlovsk Petrograd 365102/71856
Saltsjobaden FURSTENBERG.
Number Ninety[] deposited [into] Russian-Asiatic one hundred thousand. SUMENSON.

Telegram 52
Iletpor-pazt. Foc.jyzrapcraeauas] nyMa 45860 15 2/7 15 37
WAnYPCKOMY POTreL"i1M 19 CKbSlIlbcOHcraTe XplilcTlilaHIiISl.
- 125
)K.nlil MeHSl XpliICTlilaH1iI1iI Sl Bble3)1(alO cy660Ty B CTOKrOIlbM. KOJlJlOHTAV1.
Petrograd. Stratel Duma 45860 15 2/ 71537
SHADURSKII Rotheim 19 Skjalsonsgaten Christiania.
Wait for me [in] Christiania 1 leave Saturday for Stockholm. KOLLONTAl.
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126. The Grand Hotel was a fashionable hotel in the center of Stockholm and a well known meeting
place for wartime profiteers (Report P.M. no. B.28 , 15 May 1918. Polysburo, ftle: 1915-1919, folder
E2:1 , SPR. SNA; Segodnia [Riga] 20 January 1929, p. 3). Soon after his return from Russia,
Fiirstenberg stayed temporarily at the Grand Hotel, from where he carried out communications with
Petrograd (see telegrams 53,54 ,55 ,57 ,58,59,60,62 ,66) .
127. See telegrams 48, 43.
128. The reference is probably to a proposed second trip by Fiirstenberg-Hanecki to Russia in order
for him to settle difficulties with the delivery and sale of goods from there (see telegrams 57-59, 60,
62; also see GARF, f. 1826, op. I, d. 20, 11. 175-1760b.).
129. The reference is probably to telegram 46.
130. This refers to the campaign against Fiirstenberg-Hanecki which began in Den' in early June (see
telegrams 46, 47).
131. David losifovich Zaslavskii (1880-1965) was a Russian Social Democrat and a journalist. He
began his revolutionary career in 1900 in Social Democratic circles in Vilnius; he joined the Bund in
1903. In 1910 Zaslavskii graduated from the law faculty of Kiev University, where he became close
friends with Andrei la. Vyshinskii, who later gained notoriety as Stalin's chief Prosecutor. In 1917
Zaslavskii became a member of the Bund Central Committee and was one of the bitter opponents of the
Bolsheviks . In 1919 he was expelled from the Bund for working in Kievan newspapers under Denikin,
and subsequently served the Bolsheviks, his new masters . In the 1920s, Zaslavskii often contributed to
Pravda and Izvestiia. He joined the Communist Party in 1934 and until the 1950s he was one of the
most renowned Soviet journalist s. See Kratkaia Evreiskaia Entsiklopediia (Jerusalem, 1982), vol. 2, p.
541; Incoming no. 1160,1 August 1911, Coli. Okhrana . HA; S.M. Shwarts to G.M. Aronson . 21
March , 1959, S.M . Shwarts Archive, Correspondence, f. 22, Centre for Russian and East European
Jewry , The Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
132. Although Zaslavskii did not seem to possess any documentary proof of Fiirstenberg-Hanecki's
political cooperation with Parvus, neither Fiirstenberg-Haneckinor the Bolshevik FB attempted to have
him brought to court on charges of slander. They also did not request that the Soviet Executive
Committee create a special commission to look into these charges . It was only after the party leadership
was accused of collaboration with the Germans in July that such an investigative commission was
requested . The commission was established by the Executive Committee on July 6/19 , but it never
seriou sly looked into the matter, and was soon dissolved . (See Rech' , 7 July 1917, p. 2 and 11 July
1917, p. 4; RV, 7 July 1917, p. 1. Also see NZh, 11 July 1917, p. 3; BLS, no. 1, 11 July 1917, p. 4;
GARF, f. 6978, op. 1, d. 159,1. 2; d. 250.)
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Telegram 53

1113 Ilerpor-pazra 470640 23 5/7 14 17
<I>IOPCTEHSEPf Fpaazr Orerie 126 CTOKrOJlbM.
YBbl noxa MaJlO WaHCOB rener-paenpyare MO>KeTe JlIII zionr-o xzrar» 127 IIIJlIII
npennouaraere npaexare BTOpOii1 paa MOii1 Bbl30B n1llWIIITe. 128 CYMEHCOH
Ha.lle>K.llIIIHCKa.fl 36.
From Petrograd 470640 23 5/ 7 14 17
FURSTENBERG Grand Hotel Stockholm.
Alas as of yet few chances[.] wire whether [you] can wait longer or prefer to come a
second time [upon] my request write SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.

Telegram 54

1113 flerporpana 58360 20 5/7 12 46.
<I>HlPCTEHSEPf Canurursfiaztea.
Bawy nOJlY4I11JlIII[.f 29 KaMnaHIII.fl npO.llOJl>KaeTC.fl[. ]'30 norpeoyare
HeMe.llJleHHO 06pa30BaHIII.fl 4l0pMaJlbHoii1 KOMIIICCIIIIII .llJl.fl paccnezroeaaan ztena
xenareneuo npIIIBJle4b 3ACJlABCKOf0 131 o41lllu.lllaJlbHOMY CY.lly.132
K03J10BCKII1~.

From Petrograd 58360 20 5/7 12 46.
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden .
Yours received[.] campaign continues[.] demand immediate formation of formal
commission for investigation ofaffair[.] preferable to bring Z4SLA VSKIl to official court.
KOZLOVSKII.
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133. Th is probably refer s to telegram 53. After Fiirstenberg-Hanecki 's return to Sweden a new
numeration was started for telegrams Surnenson sent to him at the Stockholm Grand Hotel (see
telegrams 55, 66). Telegrams addressed to Saltsjobaden continued to be numbered according to the
order established prior to Ptirstenberg-Hanecki's trip to Petrograd (see, for example, telegrams 24, 51,
64). It would appear that the existence of two parallel series of telegrams reflects that Sumenson had
to report separately on business at Furstenberg 's finn and those dealings carried out by the Fabian
Klingsland firm. The complexity of this system is also indicated by the fact that accounts in Surnenson's
name were opened in several Petrograd banks (Azov-Don, Russo-Asiatic, Siberian Commercial and
others) for profits made by both firms (see telegram s 8, 62 and RV, II July 1917, p. 5).
134.

This telegram was written by Furstenberg (see telegrams 43, 53).

135. This should read Krzeczeckow ski (or Krzezkowski ), that is Kazimir Krzeczeckowski , who was
managing director of the Odessa trading house Prince Iu. Gagarin & Co . (see note 17 in this section).
This telegram was sent in response to Furstenberg 's telegram of 17 May (telegram 7). The return
address on Krzeczeckowski's telegram was the Petrograd Grand Hotel, located at II Gogol Street which
ran between Nevskii and Voznesenskii prospects.
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Telegram 55
~3

CTOKrOJlbMa 2097/6 6/7 0 20

CYMEHCOH Ha,lJ.e)f(,lJ.Ii1HCKafi 36 neTpOrpa,lJ..
nOCJle,lJ.HfIfi sawa renerpaaaa 28[.]133 ,lJ.a~Te OKOH4aTeJlbHbl~ OTseT zroneure
xaar» He Mory. 134
From Stockholm 2097/6 6/7 0 20
SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36 Petrograd
Your last telegram 28[.] give jinal answer can 't wait longer.

Telegram 56
neTpOrpa,lJ. CaJlbTW36a,lJ.eH X/5788 10 6/6 21 20
<I>I{)PCTEH6EPr CaJlbTW36a,lJ.eH.
C4eT nli1CbMO SbICJlaJl[.] 5905 py6Jle~ SHec CYMEHCOH[.]
KP3PEWKOBCK~W35 rpaH,lJ. Orerre ynaua roroJlfl.
Petrograd Saltsjobaden XJ5788 10 6/6 21 20
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Account letter dispatchedj.] deposited 5905 roubles [into] SUMENSON['s account.]
KRERESHKOVSKII Grand Hotel Gogol street.
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136.

.

See telegram 35.

137. Gertrud E. Jungbeck was a business associate of Fab ian Klingsland and Genrikh Furstenberg in
Malmo, a port city in southern Sweden. In 1915-1917 she often traveled between Petro grad and Malmo
(her address in Malmo was Pilbanks vagen 12; see telegram 59). She worked for the Swedish Red Cross
and the Malmo-based shipping agency of S. M. Hallbaeck & Soner. This agency was responsible for
transporting German goods through Sweden for the Klingsland firm, The Melli firm (see note 76 in this
section) was then responsible for shipping these goods across Finland to the Russian border, where they
were taken over by the Alperovich's shipping agency and Sumenson. See Incoming no. 1548, 3 July
1917 and Outgoing no. 1979, 10 July 1917, delo 18, file 7235, RMP. FSA . Also see Maximilian
Harden, "Mit eisener Schaufel. Die Mordegrube," Die Zukunft (Berlin), 20/27 December 1919, p. 386;
Abonn enter a Rikstelefon. Januari 1917. Rikstelefonkatalog N:o 29 Dell Omfattande Skane, Blekinge
m.m. (Goteborg, 1917).
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Telegram 57
CTOKrOIlbM. 1113 neTpOrpalta 470340 10 5/7 14 11
<1>IOPCTEHSEPr rpaHlt Orerre Croxr'onea.
HECT.flE He npacunaer MYKIII[.f36 XIlon04I11Te[.] CYMEHCOH.
E.M. CYMEHCOH Hanexzraacxaa 36.
Stockholm. from Petrograd 470340 10 5/7 14 11
FURSTENBERG Grand Hotel Stockholm.
NESTLE sends no flour[.] requestj.] SUMENSON. E.M. SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.

Telegram 58
CTOKrOIlbM [lerpor'pana 470440 16 5/7 14 14
<1>IOPCTEHSEPr rpaHlt Orerre CTOKrOIlbM.
MalteMya3eIlb IOHrSEKK 137 BepHeTCjI Ha ltHjlX MaIlbM3 1113 Ilerpor-pana
nonsrraarece nOrOBOpIIITb C HeHl. [B] CTOKrOIlbMe CyMeHCOH.
Stockholm Petrograd 470440 16 5/7 14 14
FURSTENBERG Grand Hotel Stockholm.
Mademoiselle Jungbeck returns any day [toJ Malmo from Petrograd try to talk with her
Iinl Stockholm Sumenson.
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138.

.

That is, Malmo.

139. This probably should read Zverinskaia Street, since there was no Zverinitskaia Street in
Petrograd. Zverinskaia Street was situated on the Petrograd side and ran between Bol'shoi and
Kronverkskii Prospects. Kshesinskaia's villa, the Bolshevik headquarters from March to July 1917,
stood at the beginning of Kronverkskii. This telegram was also reproduced in two other sources
(Nikitin, op. cit., p. 113., BLS, no. 3, 1917, p. 2), which provided different return addresses:
Zverinskaia 38 and Nadezhdinskaia 36.
140. The incorrectly placed period here could lead one to the mistaken conclusion that Nestle was the
author of this telegram. Instead, the most likely author of the telegram was Fiirstenberg, who was
asking Sumenson about the sum of money due to the Nestle fum.
141. This refers to the brochure written in Polish by Bronski, "The Socialist Propagandist," which
he had left with the FB in Stockholm while on his way to Petrograd in late June 1917. The brochure
was published in Petrograd in July. (A. la. Manusevich, Pol'skie internatsionalisty v bor'be za pobedu
Sovetskoi vlasti v Rossii. Fevral'<Oktiabr' 1917g. [Moscow, 1965], p. 265). Mieczyslaw Bronski (real
name Warszawski) (1882-1941) was a Polish Social Democrat, publicist and economist. During World
War I, Bronski lived in Switzerland and worked closely with Lenin. He represented the SDKPiL in the
Zirnmerwald Left. In March 1917 Bronski had tried to arrange Lenin's trip through Germany in
discussions with Parvus' close associate, Georg Sklarz. After returning to Petrograd, Bronski settled
in the apartment of Kozlowski's first wife and began to work for the Polish Trybuna. He was arrested
by the Provisional Government in the wake of the July Days (July 6/19), but was released a week later.
After the Bolshevik revolution, he became People's Commissar of Trade; he also worked with
Fiirstenberg-Haneckiin the Petrograd State Bank, and later in the Comintern. He was arrested in 1938
during the Stalinist purge of the Polish Communists and died in prison. See Slownik. Biografictty
Dzialaczy Polskiego Ruchu Robotniczego. vol. 1, A-D. (Warsaw, 1978), pp. 243-244; Gautschi, op.
cit., p. 251; Alfred Erich Senn, "New Documents on Lenin's Departure From Switzerland, 1917,"
IRSH, vol. XIX, 1974, pp. 250-251; Istoricheskii arkhiv, no. 3, 1959, pp. 32, 50.
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Telegram 59
MaJlbM3

13 8

flerpor-pan 470540 15 5/7 14 15

fepTpy.ll IOHfSEKK nlilJlb.llaMCBereH 12 MaJlbM3.
lloxanyacra nosanaarece <l>IOPCTEHSEPfOM [n]o sauiea B03BpauteHlillil
CTOKrOJlbMe fpaH.Il Orerie ].] CYMEHCOH.
139
E.M. CYMEHCOH 3BeplilHlilLl.Kall 30.
Malmo Petrograd 470540155/71415
Gertrud JUNGBECK Pildamsvegen [Piibanksvagen] 12 Malmo.
Please see FURSTENBERG [upjon your return [to] Stockholm [atJ the Grand Hotel[.]
SUMENSON [.J E.M. SUMENSON Zverinitskaia 30.

Telegram 60
~3 CTOKrOJlbMa

2093 10 6/7 23 15

CYMEHCOH Ha.lle>K.IllilHCKall 36 Ilerpor-pazr.
Tener-paeupyare CKOJlbKO lilMeeTe .IleHer .140 HECT 11E.
From Stockholm 2093 10 6/723 15
SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36 Petrograd.
Wire how much money [youJ have. NESnE.
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142. The reference is most probably to Arshak Gerasirnovich ZURABOV (1873-1919), a former SD
deputy to the Second Duma who in 1914-19171ived in Copenhagen. In January 1917, Furstenberg had
been arrested in Copenhagen for exporting thermometers and other medical goods without a license .
His commercial activities subsequently became a subject of invest igation by the Ministry of Justice's
commission against contraband trade . Yet, the investigation did not yield sufficient evidence to convict
Furstenberg of violating Danish export regulations, nor did it unco ver any information linking his
business with any political activity . To be sure, Furstenberg and his associates did not want the
investigation to go any further , exposing additional damaging information about the firm 's illegal
dealings and its ties with the German government. Furstenberg 's attorney managed to settle the case
with the Danish authorit ies by having Furstenberg leave Danish territory and pay a nominal fme . A
group of Russian Social Democratic Internationalists in Copenhagen, headed by Zurabov, expressed
outrage at the commission 's decision to expel Purstenberg-Hanecki. They adopted a resolution
maintaining the innocence of their fellow socialist. Thus, the so-called postanovlenie TURABA could
have been used in Petrograd to refute accusations made by Zaslavskii in Den'. (Futrell, op. cit., pp .
179-187 ; I. Trotskii , "Ganetskii i Radek v Skandinavii", Dni, 12 May 1928, p. 3. Also see Outgoing
no. 411 ,28 March 1917, delo 8, file 13690, RMP . FSA ; Outgoing no. 96,30 March 1917, Coli .
Pototskii, box 7, f. 24 , RA ; B. Mehr to P.B. Aksel'rod, 2 April 1917, Aksel'rod Archi ves , A. Letters,
f . 23, IISR .)
143. That is, Vasiliev Island, Line 6, Building 47, Apartment 8. This was the address of Georgii
Solomon, who was living in Stockholm at the time (see note 95 in this section).
144. This refers to Furstenberg's decision not to come to Petrograd again and risk arrest, as he
apparently became aware of the investigation of his ties to Parvus and the Germans. (Nikitin, op. cit.,
pp . 111, 118; delo 16, file 13690, RMP. FSA; RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. la, ed. khr. 122). This
telegram, along with telegrams 53 , 55 , 64 and 66, indicates that Furstenberg-Hanecki changed his plans
for another trip to Petrograd at least a week before the July Uprising. This seems to undermine
Aleksandr Kerenskii's repeated statements that Minister of Justice Pereverzev's premature release (on
Jul y 4/17) of evidence alleging German-Bolshevik collaboration was the prevailing factor in
Purstenberg-Hanecki 's dec ision . See , for example , The Russian Provisional Government, vol. ill, p.
1332; A. F. Kerensky , Izdaleka . Sbornik statei (paris , 1922), pp. 169-173; A . Kerensky , "Letter to the
Editor," International Affairs (London), vol. 32, no. 4 , October 1956, p. 538.
145. The reference is most likely to Mieczyslaw Kozlow ski's younger brother Sigizmunt, who was
also involved in the import-export operations, traveling often between Scandinavia and Poland (GARF,
f. 1826, op. 1, d. 14, I. 14).
146.

That is, to wire the funds.
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Telegram Texts

Telegram 61

vb

neTpOrpa,lla 357928 21/20 8/7 12 21

<I>HlPCTEHSEPr Ca11bTW36a,lleH.
Beuunare HeMe,ll11eHHO pyiconuca 0 n011bwe iii 6powIOpy 0 rurreparype
couaanacrauecxoa 6POHCKOrO 141 iii KOnlil1O nOCTaHOB11eHIiI.H TYPASA142
143
K03110BCKOMY. BECE110BCK\I1If1. SpOHIiIC11aB BECE110BCK\I11f1 6 11.47 KB. 8.
From Petrograd 357928 21120 8/7 12 21
FURSTENBERG Saltsobaden.
Send immediately to KOZLOVSKJI manuscripts on Poland and BRONSKII'S brochure
about socialist literature and fa} copy fof} TURAB 's resolution. VESELOVSKII. Bronislav
VESELOVSKJI6 lfine}. 47 apt. 8.

Telegram 62
CTOKr011bM 106/9 21 9/7 12 30
CYMEHCOH Ha,lle>K,llIilHCKafl 36 neTpOrpa,ll.
HeB03MO>KHO npaexare aropoa pa3[.J144 yeaxaer ClilrIil3MYH,llT[.J 145
Te11erpa~liIpyj;1Te'46 TY,lla OCTaTKIiI 6aHKax iii eC111iI B03MO>KHO yn11aTIiITe no
c4eTY HECT11E.
Stockholm 106/9 21 9/ 7 12 30
SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36 Petrograd.
Impossible to come second time[.} Sigizmundt leaving[.} wire there remaining [funds in}
banks and if possible pay NESTLE according to account .
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Commentary

.

147. Helena Warszawski-Brodowski (nee Tannenbaum) (1888-1937?), a Polish socialist and a member
of the SDKPiL. Starting in 1905 she lived in Switzerland , where she married Bronski-Warszawski.
After graduating from the chemistry faculty of Zurich University in 1913 she worked in the AARGAU
chemical laboratory in the small city of Menziken , about 20 miles south of Zurich. She later worked
as a Comintern agent in Germany and Poland. She moved to the USSR in 1928 together with her
second husband, the Polish Communist Stefan Bratman-Brodowski (1880-1937). She worked for the
Supreme Economic Council (VSNKh) and at several chemical factories in the Urals. She was arrested
in May 1937. (Slownik , vol. 1, p. 239 ; Spisok russkikh poddannykh, zastignutyklt voinoiu za granitsei.
Vypusk 4, [s 13 po 30 sentiabr ia 1914 goda), Petrograd, 1914, pp. 37-38; Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, p. 433;
S. S. Dzerzhinskaia , V gody velikikh boev. second ed. (Moscow, 1975), pp. 242-245, 270, 484.)
148. This should have a singular , masculine ending and be in the past tense ("doekhal" ). In this
telegram Bronski-Warszawski was asking to inform his wife Helena Warszawska at her business address
in Menziken of his arrival in Petrograd on June 21/July 3. (See File 13690, RMP . FSA. Also see
handwritten minutes, "Protokoll del' Untersuchungskommissioniiber die Umstande del' Ausre ise Lenins
und Genossen aus del' Schweiz und Deutschland im Friihling 1917,", pp. 62-63, IISH.)
149. Th is should read Kozlowski . In Petrograd, Bronski-Warszawski stayed at Mar ia Kozlowska's
apartment (no. 8) at 22 Baskov pereulok (see note 112).
150. The previous telegram from Sumenson was numbered 90 (see telegram 51); telegram 91 is
missing .
151. This probably refers to the 100,000 rubles which Sumenson transferred to the Nya Banken (see
telegram 51). This transaction, however, could not be completed, apparently as a result of the
Provisional Government's decree prohibiting .money transfers to foreign banks ("Vospreshchenie
denezhnykh perevodov iz Rossii za granitsu ," Skandinavskii listok (Stockholm), 4 July 1917, p. 3;
Sobran ie Uzakonenii i Rasporiazhenii Pravitel'stva [petrograd, 1917), no. 138, 16 June 1917).
152. By the time this telegram was sent, Sumenson was already under close surveillance by Petrograd
counterintelligence and may have been expecting imminent arrest. (See Incoming no. 4903 , 29 June/12
July 1917, File 9435. RMP. FSA; Nikitin, op. cit., pp. 115-117. Also see telegram 62. )
153. On July 3 Tat'Iana Rubinstein arrived in Stockholm with Rozanov, who had gone there as a
member of the Soviet delegation to negotiate the convening of the Socialist Peace Conference (see
newspaper clippings in possession of Nina A. Rubinstein shown to this author on 20 June 1989 in New
York City). Also see Rech', 21 July 1917, p. 3; N.S. Rusanov , "1917 g. K istorii Mirno i kampanii
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Telegram Texts

Telegram 63
Cane'rursfianea flerpor-pan 65660 15 9[7J 13 45.
<I>IOPCTEHBEPr Cane rurafiaztea.

Tenerpaeapyare MeHUlilKeH AAPrAY BAPWABCKA5I[.J 147 xopowo
lloexaJla[.f 48 azrpec KOCTOBCKlili;ii,149 Bacxoa nepeynox 22 KB.8.

Saltsjobaden Petrograd 64660 159m 13 45.
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden.
Wire MentsikenAARGAU VARSHAVSKAlA[.] arrived safely[.] [My] address Kostovskii,
Baskov pereulok 22 apt. 8.

Telegram 64

Ilerpor-pazr 220001 23 9/7 17 8
<I>IOPCTEHBEPr Cane rurafiazrea CTOKrOJlbM.
HOMep 92[.JI50 6aHK aepayn B3HOC CTa Tb1C.H4 151 TOllKa npaexare renepe
HeB03MO)l(HO[.J I 52 nonpocare TaTb.HHY 51KoBJleBHy
aepayeurace noaoue MHe OHa TaM. 153 CYMEHCOH.
Petrograd 220001 23 9/7 17 8
FURSTENBERG Saltsjobaden Stockholm.
Number 92[.] bank returned deposit of one hundred thousand period impossible to come
now[.] ask Tatiania Iakovlevna upon return to help me she 's there. SUMENSON.
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Commentary

.

Sovetskoi demokratii sredi evropeiskikh sotsialisticheskikh partii. Argonavty mira (leak my
podgotavlivali Stokgol'mskuiu konferentsiiu). Vospominaniia chlena Stokgol'mskoi delegatsii N.S.
Rusanova," typescript, pp. 6, 17,30, 130. CUBA.
154. See telegrams 35, 31.
155.

See telegrams 55, 53.

156. The reference is probably to telegrams 57 and 58. Also see note 142 in this section.
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Telegram Texts

Telegram 65
[lerpor-pan 219901 13 9/7 17 10.
HECT JlE $a6p\llKa BeB3.
DeC.fITb nocnezraax CIlOB sauiea TeIlerpaMMbl rpanuar» 154
Hepa36op4\1lBbi npowy noaropare. CYMEHCOH.
E.M. CYMEHCOH Halle>Kll\llHCKa.fl 36.
Petrograd 219901 13 9/71710.
NESTLE Factory Vevey.
Last ten words of your telegram thirty illegible request repeat. SUMENSON.
E.M. SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.

Telegram 66
Ilerpor'pan 220101 31 9/7 17
$IOPCTEHSEPr rpaHll Orene CTOKrOIlbM.
KpOMe 28 155 nocnaau Tp\ll TeIlerpaMMbl[.]156 nOe311Ka 'renepe
HeB03MO>KHa[.] nocnana n\llCbMO Hap04HbIM[.] xor-na cMory npnr-nauiy Bac
npaexare].] Han\llW\llTe[.] He OTKa>K\IlTe nnarwre MoeMy TeCTIO aaecra py6IleJi1
npaser. CYMEHCOH Halle>Kll\llHCKa.fl 36.
Petrograd 220101 31 9/7 17
FURSTENBERG Grand Hotel Stockholm.
Besides 28 three telegrams sent[.] trip now impossible[.] letter sent by courier[.] when [IJ
can will invite you to come].] writel.] please pay my father-in-law two hundred roubles
greetings. SUMENSON Nadezhdinskaia 36.
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Interpretation and Implications of the Telegrams
By the end of September 1917, the judicial investigation of the Bolshevik leaders and
their alleged receipt of German financial support was essentially complete. A
majority of the imprisoned Bolsheviks had been released after having been shown the
material from the investigation, and awaited the impending trial. tOO Some of them,
such as the Petrograd party operatives Samuil M. Zaks-Gladnev, Josef S. Unszlicht
and Mieszyslaw Bronski-Warszawski, who had been arrested during the July Days,
were freed within a week, probably due to the absence of evidence of their
immediate involvement in the transfer of German money to Lenin. Other more well
known party leaders, such as Kollontai, Lunacharskii and Trotskii, regained their
freedom later, at the end of August, when the Kerenskii government desperately
sought support from the Left in its confrontation with General Kornilov and his
followers. 101
Evgeniia Sumenson and her business associate, the Bolshevik
Mieszyslaw Kozlowski, who were accused of being the main recipients of German
money on behalf of the party, were released under heavy bail on September 20 and
October 9 respectively.l'" After that, the Procurator of the Petrograd Judiciary
Chamber announced the appointment of representatives for the prosecution and
defense . The court hearings were to have begun at the end of October in the
Petrograd district court. 103 The Bolshevik takeover, however, prevented the
prosecution from presenting its case before the jury.
The main evidence against the Bolsheviks was the telegraphic
communications that had been exchanged during May-July 1917 (Old-Style) between
the party leaders in Petrograd and their associates in Scandinavia. The Provisional
Government claimed that the telegrams to and from Fiirstenberg-Hanecki, Kollontai,
Kozlowski and Sumenson-ostensibly business communications-contained coded
messages about the transfer of German funds to the Bolsheviks , and that Parvus '
Stockholm-based firm acted as the intermediary. 104 This same interpretation has
remained basically unchallenged to the present day.
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While the majority of historians today seem prone to accept the 1917
allegation that finances were conveyed from Berlin to Petrograd by way of Stockholm
through the mediation of Parvus' trade firm, there is disagreement among them
concerning both the origin of the transferred money and the nature of the Stockholm
firm's activities. According to one view, the trade firm was set up specifically to
oversee the distribution of subsidies allocated by the German government to promote
the revolutionary movement in Russia. lOS Another more judicious opinion holds that
the business was real and even quite profitable, but that, in addition to commercial
activity, it "provided a channel for money through which German subsidies for the
Bolsheviks could be pumped. "106 Finally, a third opinion claims that the money for
"Leninist propaganda" came from commercial profits of the Parvus-Fiirstenberg
trading business, which operated under German protection.!" The problem with all
of these views, however, is that they see the Stockholm firm as the key player in the
financial transactions to the Bolsheviks-an assumption that rests on the telegrams
used as evidence against them in July 1917.
The present work provides an analysis of each individual telegram as well as
of the entire group of 66, and finds no support in them for the July accusations. In
fact, the telegrams contain no evidence that there were any funds transferred from
Stockholm to Petrograd, let alone funds that wound up in Bolshevik coffers . It is true
that the transfer of huge sums of money, at times up to 100,000 roubles, occupied
a prominent place in the telegraphic correspondence. But these sums represent
payments for goods exported by the Parvus-Fiirstenberg firm from Scandinavia to
Petrograd. Goods were sent to Petrograd, and payments traveled back to
Stockholm-but never in the opposite direction. Although Sumenson managed these
financial transactions, she was the sender, not the recipient, as was claimed by the
Provisional Government. 108 This conclusion, incidentally, finds additional support
in the newly released records of the July investigation. Notwithstanding a persistent
search for proof that the Bolsheviks received German funds through the Parvus
Fiirstenberg-Kozlowski-Sumenson network (the Provisional Government thoroughly
examined not only the records of Sumenson's commercial activities but also all
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foreign monetary transactions into Russia between late 1914 and July 1917), the
investigation concluded that there was no evidence of the "German connection. "109
There is likewise no evidence that the telegraphic correspondence maintained
between Petrograd and Stockholm was coded . While the telegrams represent a rather
confusing collection-some of them refer to commercial activities, others deal with
political issues, and both refer to the Bolshevik leaders-their content can be
explained when viewed against the background of the commercial-cum-political
activities of their senders and addressees. For example, the business telegrams,
accounting for the majority of the communications , appear not to carry any hidden
meaning. The events mentioned in them can be explained rather easily when they are
considered impartially in the context of what is known about the business operations
of the Parvus-Furstenberg firm. It has been suggested, for instance, that the telegram
from Sumenson to Furstenberg in Stockholm-which read "Nestle sends no

flour. Request. Sumenson" -contained a coded request for money (in the guise
of flour or, as it has been insinuated on a different occasion, in the guise of "mythic
pencils") for the Bolsheviks in Petrograd."? More careful research, however, leads
to an entirely different interpretation. The Parvus-Furstenberg firm acted as an
intermediary for Nestle, the well known Swiss food-processing plant that imported
flour and other foodstuffs to Russia. III These goods were shipped through Stockholm
to Petrograd, where Sumenson was responsible for their receipt. The sale of the
imports was conducted by Sumenson's Odessa and Moscow associates, who would
deposit money for them into one of her accounts in Petrograd. Sumenson would then
send the final payment to Nestle. Her request for flour, in other words, corresponds
completely to what is known about her business activities, and has nothing at all to
do with "German money." In fact, the records of the official investigation, which
looked specifically into Sumenson's financial transactions on behalf of Furstenberg's
business, conclude that they actually were "of a purely commercial nature" (chisto
kommercheskogo kharaktera). 112

The telegrams dealing with political matters also contained no double
meaning. For instance, the one from Radek and Fursrenberg-Hanecki in Stockholm
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addressed to Kozlowski and Kollontai in Petrograd ("have Volodia [Lenin-S.L.]
wire [us] whether [we] should send telegrams for Pravda and what should be their
size ") was interpreted as an encoded inquiry about the amount of German funds to
be sent to Lenin.!" Actually, as members of the Bolshevik Foreign Bureau and
regular contributors to the Bolshevik press, Hanecki and Radek were referring to the
number of words appropriate for a short news item in the information section of
Pravda. In accordance with the interpretations offered by the present study , then, it
can be concluded that the charges that the Bolsheviks received German subsidies for
which the exchange of coded telegrams between Petrograd and Scandinavia served
as a cover do not stand up under careful scrutiny ; and in light of this conclusion, the
entire case against the Bolsheviks lacks validity .
It would seem that such poorly prepared charges could have been refuted by
the Bolshevik leaders themselves, by merely presenting their own detailed explanation
of the telegrams. But this was done neither in 1917 nor any time later. Lenin and
Zinoviev went no further than ridiculing the claims that they were receiving German
money and denying the existence of any contacts with Parvus and the other socialists
suspected of having links with the German government. 114 Soviet historians have also
been remarkably silent about the telegrams. And, as this study demonstrates , they
have had good reason to be.
Although the telegrams do not show that the Bolshevik Party was drawing
on German subsidies during the summer of 1917, they do reveal the existence of
close contacts between prominent party figures from Lenin's immediate circle and
German agents in Scandinavia . It is quite certain that these ties were close enough
to prevent the Bolsheviks from openly acknowledging them. They can be traced
through the business activity of the Parvus-Fiirstenberg firm and its many associates
in Germany, Russia and Scandinavia, some of which are reflected in the July
telegrams.
The outbreak of the First World War brought ruin to a large part of trade
between Russia and Germany, and the belligerents soon found themselves in short
supply of many imported goods. The situation continued to worsen with the
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introduction of a series of bilateral sanctions and restrictions on the import and export
of urgently needed items. Russia, for example, experienced an acute shortage of
many brands of pharmaceuticals , contraceptives and other medical goods. If before
the war these goods were obtained directly from Germany, after it started numerous
intermediaries were required to smuggle the goods through neutral countries. In this
manner, Scandinavia gradually became a major route by which supplies from
Germany and Central Europe reached Russia. Medical goods were usually imported
from Germany to Denmark under the condition that there be no re-export . In
Denmark, the goods would be re-sold among local middlemen, requiring with each
exchange the preparation of new documents for the goods. As a result, the traces of
their German origin were gradually erased. Only then would the goods be sent to
Russia, as Scandinavian exports, where they would again pass through the hands of
several middlemen before finally reaching the consumer . Naturally , the prospects of
high commissions attracted many smart dealers at every step of the long route. By
the end of the first year of the war, a sizable community of Russian, German and
Polish profiteers had emerged in Scandinavia. 115
The export-import firm Labor was one of the first to enter the promising
Russian market of medical supplies. From autumn 1914, Grigorii M. Waldman, an
engineer and member of the Jewish Bund, served as the firm's representative in
Stockholm. His partner in Petrograd was the Bolshevik Samuil Markovich Zaks
Gladnev. Although Zaks served on the board of Labor, and was even one of its
biggest shareholders, all imports of medical supplies were transacted through the firm
of his father, Markus I. Zaks . The elder Zaks was a rather well known Petrograd
producer and distributor of medical goods and equipment. 116 His well established
business provided Zaks junior with the necessary contacts and a convenient cover for
his rather dubious commercial dealings. Moreover, in order to earn greater profits,
Zaks junior set up an underground trade exchange in Petrograd , where illegal
German medical imports were sold at exceedingly inflated rates. 117
His intensive business activity apparently did not hamper Zaks from
participating actively in party work. Throughout the war years, Zaks was, along with
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Kozlowski and Lenin's older sister Anna I. Elizarova, one of the key Bolsheviks in
Petrograd entrusted with maintaining communications with the Central Committee
abroad.!" Although this privileged position was in part due to the fact that he was
Zinoviev's brother-in-law, 119 his outstanding organizational skills and experience in
conspiratorial work also made him equal to the task. Upon his return from Germany
in 1910, Zaks became one of Lenin's most trusted contacts in Petrograd, operating
under the pseudonym Ivan Ivanovich Gladnev. Approximately at this time, he was
also put in charge of the finances of all Bolshevik publications in the capital.!"
This experience proved useful when Zaks began importing German medical
supplies. He used his extensive connections in the socialist world to pursue business
interests, while at the same time placing his business contacts at the disposal of the
revolution. His business association with Waldman, for example, arose from their
previous acquaintance in the Petrograd Social-Democratic community. In February
1915, the Swedish socialist Gustav Moller delivered to Zaks party correspondence
from Stockholm, and brought back to Waldman an order for several hundred
thousand contraceptives of various brands.!" Another channel by which Zaks could
convey business and political messages between Petrograd and Stockholm was
Waldman's wife, Elenora Solomonovna. In 1914-15, she often traveled to Stockholm
for her husband's business. On some of these trips she was accompanied by the
Finnish Social Democrat Karl Wiik, who is known to have helped the Bolsheviks
with underground communications. Wiik also served as the main link between Lenin,
in hiding after the July Days, and Fiirstenberg-Hanecki in Stockholm.F'
Thus, when Parvus and Furstenberg moved to Copenhagen in June 1915 to
pursue their commercial-cum-political undertakings, informal channels of
communication with Russia were already in operation. Wasting no time, they secured
with the help of Kozlowski (who beginning in autumn of 1914 traveled on business
between Russia and Scandinavia) an agreement with Zaks to collaborate on the
distribution and sale of German imporrs.F' At first they conducted their dealings
under the guise of an advertising business: Parvus obtained a license for a poster
company in Copenhagen, while Zaks joined the board of a similar office in
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Petrograd. Later in the summer, Parvus founded the Handels og-Eksportkompagniet
(Trading and Export Company), investing in it part of the fortune he had made
through commercial operations in Turkey before the war. Fiirstenberg became the
company's managing director, and Kozlowski served as its legal consultant.P' Zaks,
though not formally a member of the board, became the company's key
representative in Russia, responsible for the distribution and sale of medical goods.
Financial operations were carried out by the Warsaw banking family of Mavrikii
Nelken through its branches in Petrograd and Copenhagen. The trade representatives
were for the most part from the Polish and Lithuanian provinces who, after these
areas had fallen to the German armies, moved their businesses into Russia. And to
varying degrees, almost all of them had a revolutionary background. 125
In late autumn 1915 two prominent Bolsheviks, Waclaw Worowski and
Leonid B. Krasin, became partners of Parvus and his associates. Krasin served as
managing director of the Petrograd branch of the Siemens-Schuckert Company and
was a senior member of the board of the Russo-Asiatic Bank. Worowski headed the
purchasing department in the same firm. !" In November, Worowski went to
Stockholm to open an export-import office for Siemens-Schuckert . Less than two
months later, he moved with his family to Stockholm to head the office himself. 127
At this time Worowski also became the chief Stockholm representative of the Trading
and Export Company. He would receive consignments from Fiirstenberg, who was
buying them from international dealers in Copenhagen, and would then sell part of
the goods to local representatives of the Russian Red Cross, which needed medical
and other urgent supplies for the Russian Army .P" The remaining goods Worowski
would ship to Russia as imports of the Siemens-Schuckert firm.
In April 1916, a German profiteer, Georg Sklarz, joined the Trading and
Export Company. According to their agreement , Parvus and Sklarz would jointly
own the company, each providing half of its capital. 129 Another of Sklarz's important
contributions to the business was the shipping agency that had earlier operated in
Germany under the name Intemationale Verkehrs- und Transport-Gesellschaft. It was
headed by the Russian emigre Khaim Witkin , who, in accordance with the deal, was
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elevated to the board of the Trading and Export Company .!" It is curious that Sklarz
was not officially counted among the company's board members (nor was Parvus,
incidentally) . This was probably due to the nature of his wartime activities. Since
1915 he had been known in the Copenhagen business community as the owner of a
Berlin export company and one of the main international smugglers operating in
Scandinavia. But there was another, less-known reason for his presence there: he was
carrying out a secret mission in economic espionage on behalf of the military
intelligence of the German General Staff. Furthermore, his two brothers, Waldemar
and Heinrich, were running an intelligence agency in Copenhagen. All three
specialized in collecting information about the economic conditions in the Allied
countries. 131
Sklarz's affiliation with the Germans has given rise to much speculation
among historians that his business was financed by official sources. While it is true
that the German government overlooked his violations of export rules, there is little
evidence that his business dealings drew on government subsidies. Instead of paying
Sklarz for his intelligence information, the General Staff helped him receive the entry
permit for the German goods and their shipment across Scandinavia. 132
Besides his share of the capital, the shipping business, and his connections
with German Intelligence, Sklarz also brought the Trading and Export Company his
extensive contacts in the business world .!" The range of the company's operations
spread to Switzerland, the Netherlands and as far as the United States. From these
countries it exported to Russia flour and other foodstuffs, chemicals and machinery,
while continuing to import German chemicals, women's silk clothing and medical
supplies on a much greater scale than before . 134 A separate distribution system was
set up in Russia to deal specifically with these new imports. As soon as the goods
crossed the border, they were taken over by the Petro grad intermediary firm Fabian
Klingsland . Evgeniia Sumenson, who worked for both Klingsland and brothers
Furstenberg, distributed the goods among commercial agents and dealers, and then
sent payment for them back to Scandinavia . It was she who maintained telegraphic
communications with Furstenberg . 135
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The old commercial network of Zaks and his associates continued to operate
concurrently to that of Sumenson. They, however, were dealing only with those
goods that had been traded before Sklarz joined the company. Kozlowski provided
general oversight for the smooth functioning of both networks .!" In each case,
financial transactions with Scandinavia were conducted through the Petrograd Russo
Asiatic Bank, where Krasin was a member of the board, and the Stockholm Nya
Banken (New Bank), whose head, Olaf Aschberg, was a socialist sympathizer and
a long-time business associate of Krasin. 137
While 1916 was for the most part a successful year for the Trading and
Export Company, developments taking place at the end of that year and the
beginning of the following one appear to have adversely affected its operations. First,
the Russian government, worried by the steady rise in contraband trade, introduced
strict import regulations which forced businessmen to complete more paperwork and
pay higher duties , taxes and other fees. Both the number of countries from which
goods could be imported, and the list of items permitted for import, were severely
cUL l38 In January 1917 the firm suffered an additional setback when Danish
authorities arrested Furstenberg for exporting medical supplies without a license.
After a short court hearing he was ordered to leave Copenhagen and denied
permission to return . As a result, the Trading and Export Company transferred its
hub to Stockholm, where from the beginning of February its operations were
managed jointly by Furstenberg and Worowski.!" In April, Lenin chose both men
to be the party's representatives in Stockholm. Together with Karl Radek, they
formed the Foreign Bureau of the Central Committee, which was to provide the
Bolsheviks in Petrograd with links to the outside world. Aleksandra Kollontai,
another of Lenin 's trusted aides, worked with the Foreign Bureau to maintain contact
with left-socialist parties in Europe.
By the end of April, an uninterrupted exchange of telegraphic
communications concerning party activity had been established between Furstenberg
Hanecki , on the one hand, and Lenin, Zinoviev , Kollontai and Kozlowski, on the
other. 140 At the same time, Furstenberg continued exchanging business-related
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telegrams with his associates, most notably Kozlowski and Sumenson . It appears
from these telegrams that the spring of 1917 brought increased delays in both the
delivery of imports to Russia and the return of payments for them to Stockholm.!"
This, coupled with the sharp fall of the rouble on the Scandinavian market had a
disastrous effect on the trading company 's profits. Worowski, and after him
Furstenberg, traveled to Russia to acquaint themselves with the situation first-hand,
and try to get the business back on its feet. (On those same occasions they met with
Lenin to discuss party matters.)
The trips, however, did not yield the desired results. In the middle of June,
soon after his return to Stockholm, Furstenberg began considering another journey
to Russia. By this time, however, it was too risky . Petrograd Counterintelligence had
already begun shadowing Sumenson, and the right-wing Menshevik newspaper Den'
had accused Furstenberg-Hanecki of cooperating with German agents . Sumenson was
consequently able to talk her employer out of making a second trip. 142 After this, the
business 's chances for survival decreased even more . At the end of June , Furstenberg
wired Sumenson to suspend trade operations and transfer abroad all remaining money
from her accounts. 143 Some she did manage to transfer, while others were allegedly
confiscated by authorities after her arrest. 144
When at the height of the July Uprising the Ministry of Justice obtained a full
set of telegraphic communications between Petrograd and Scandinavia, it was
confronted by a rather confusing picture. The telegrams were an odd mixture , some
dealing with political issues, others concerned with monetary transactions , with
references to Bolshevik leaders in both types. Some telegrams simultaneously
addressed party and financial matters .145 Sorting through all this conflicting and often
misleading information would have required time and a great deal of motivation, both
of which the authorities seemed to have lacked. As a result, the Ministry of Justice
hastily accused the Bolshevik leaders of receiving German money through Parvus'
business, and claimed that the telegrams were a cover for the transactions. These
accusations , as the present work has demonstrated, were never substantiated.
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This conclusion does not necessarily eliminate the possibility that Parvus may
have supplied funds to the Bolsheviks by different channels. There is some
probability, for instance, that funds reached the Bolsheviks through Parvus'
intelligence agents. In 1915, after the Germans put at his disposal the first million
rubles to promote revolution Russia, Parvus set up a special organization in
Copenhagen, which operated concurrent to both his "Institute for the Study of the
Social Consequences of the War" and his import-export business. The organization
had its network of agents who maintained contact with and apparently provided
financial assistance to different revolutionary groups in Russia. 146 Another important
function of these agents was to keep Parvus informed about political and economic
conditions in Russia. Parvus evidently considered their information more reliable than
that coming from the Bolshevik underground. After all, his agents were free from
allegiances to any parties. Parvus' famous 1915 memorandum to the German
Chancellor (the blueprint of his Revolutionierungspolitik), was written, for example,
on the basis of secret reports from one of his most confidential agents, the Warsaw
meshchanin Vladislav L. Shatenstein.!" Shortly after the February Revolution,
Shatenstein was sent again on a secret mission to Russia. Among other things, he
would send information back to Copenhagen about the political situation in
Petrograd, which Parvus would then share with a representative of the German
intelligence network. 148 This may also indicate that Parvus used Shatenstein and
other agents to finance the Bolsheviks, although so far no direct evidence has
emerged to confirm such a supposition.
Of course, this is not to say that the Bolsheviks did not receive financial
assistance from the German government. The documents of the German Foreign
Ministry indicate that substantial funds were allocated to support Bolshevik anti-war
activities in 1917. But since the present research disproves the generally accepted
view of how the assistance reached the Bolshevik organization (that is, through
Fiirstenberg-Kozlowski-Sumenson's business), it appears more likely that the
Germans used other intermediaries than the banking system. There is documentation
of at least one occasion on which a significant sum of money was delivered to the
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Bolsheviks through other channels. In August 1917, Carl Moor, the Swiss socialist
and agent of the German (and before that, Austrian) government, approached the
members of the Bolshevik Foreign Bureau in Stockholm with an offer of financial
support to the party . Nikolai A. Semashko, the future People's Commissar of Public
Health, who at the time was on his way back from emigration, reported the proposal
to Petrograd. Party leaders immediately took it up for discussion and, according to
the published Minutes of the Central Committee, officially declined the offer . 149 The
recorded decision, however, did not entirely reflect what had actually taken place.
Recently declassified records of the Central Committee reveal that in summer 1917
the Bolshevik Foreign Bureau in fact did receive from Moor a contribution in an
amount then valued at 230,000 German rnarks.!" Moor, it is worth adding , was
working independently of Parvus.
At the same time, the new information also reveals that this money never
reached the Bolshevik organization in Petrograd. Instead, it was used by the Foreign
Bureau to finance the so-called Third Zimmerwald Conference of anti-war socialists
(including German!), which met in Stockholm in September 1917.151 Thus far, this
is the only documented proof that the Bolsheviks received German funds before
coming to power.
By way of conclusion it should be noted that the present reassessment of the
July 1917 accusations does not limit itself to demonstrating that the Provisional
Government's case lacked validity. It represents the first major step towards the
reinterpretation of the entire issue of German support to the Bolsheviks , thus bringing
a new focus to the much-debated issue of foreign involvement in the Russian
Revolution. Another and potentially more important implication of this study is that
it raises previously unposed questions about the functioning of the Provisional
Government, its justice apparatus, and its members' notions of legality. Exploration
of these and other related issues promises new insights into largely overlooked realms
of Russian legal, administrative and law-enforcement practices during the crucial
period between the Tsarist and Bolshevik regimes.
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reappeared under different titles-Slovo and Novoe slovo. The old revolutionary Mikhail A. Umanskii
was the paper's editor (see "Iz prikazov i rasporiazhenii Petrogradskogo Voenno-revoliutsionnogo
komiteta po voprosam pechati v dni Oktiabr 'skogo vosstaniia," Krasnyi arkhiv, no. 5(84), 1937, p. 190;
B.1. Kolonitskii, "Bor'ba s petrogradskoi burzhuaznoi pechat'iu v dni kornilovskogo miatezha,"
Rabochiiklass i ego soiuznikiv 1917g. (Leningrad, 1989), pp. 297-298, 303. Also see B. 1. Kolonitskii,
"Antibourgeois Propaganda and Anti-'Burzhui' Consciousness in 1917," The Russian Review, vol. 53,
no. 2, April 1994, pp. 183-196 and "Ot chernosotenstva k fashizmu. Pravoekstremistkie sily v marte
oktiabre 1917. (Na materialakh petrogradskoi pechati)," in Natsional'naia pravaia prezhde i teper'.
Istoriko-sotsiologicheskie ocherki. Part 1 (St. Petersburg, 1992), pp. 111-124).

48.

ZhS, 5 July 1917, p. 2; T. Aleksinskaia, Novyi zhumal, no. 90, pp. 140. Two days later it was
reproduced in Rech', 7 July 1917, p. 2.

49.

As translated in The Russian Provisional Government, vol. ill, p. 1365.

50.

ZhS, 5 July 1917, p. 2.
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51.
Among western historians , the view has gained currency that Lenin avoided arrest by being
tipped off about it beforehand from Procurator Karinskii. (Rabinowitch , p. 203; Pipes, p. 421; George
Katkov, The Kornilov Affair, p. 38. Also see Kerensky, Russia and History 's Turning Point, pp. 316
317). The only source for this supposition are the memoirs of the Bolshevik V. D. Bonch-Bruevich,
Na boevykh postakh fevral'skoi i oktiab'rskoi revoliutsii (Moscow, 1931), pp. 83-86 (first published in
1928). According to Bonch-Bruevich, Karinskii (b. 1873), a liberal lawyer from Kharkov, who replaced
Pereverzev as Procurator in May , called him late on the afternoon of July 4 and warned him about
Lenin's impending arrest. Karinskii, at that time in emigration, flatly denied these allegations. (N.
Karinskii, "Sovetskii Khlestakov (pis'mo v redaktsiiu," Novoe Russkoe Slovo (New York), 8 August
1928 in Coil. Nicolaevskii , Box 216, f. 10. Also see N. Karinskii, "Iz vospominanii byv.[shego]
Prokurora petrogradskoi sudebnoi palaty," Zelenyi zhumal (New York), no. 10, 1924, pp. 23-24).
Although there is no other direct evidence corroborating one side or the other, there are sufficient
reason s to question the veracity of Bonch-Bruevich 's account. First , the planned arrest of Lenin was
known about by 1 July : Karinskii, who was defmitely in a position to know, would not have waited
to warn Bonch-Bruevich . Moreover, Bonch-Bruevich has been known to have included spurious facts
in his memoirs to enhance his own merit. See, for example , his Vospominaniia 0 Lenine 1917-1924
(Moscow , 1963). Bonch-Bruevich's recollections of this episode were published after the death of
possible witnesses-Lenin and la. M. Sverdlov-the two of whom spent the day of 4 July together.
Karinskii was in emigration in the US and therefore unable to disprove Bonch-Bruevich effectively.
Thus, Bonch-Bruevich depicted himself as the savior of the Bolshevik leader and-what might have been
especially important during the internal party struggle at the end of the 1920's-as one who had always
been a loyal and true Leninist. Second, and most important, Bonch-Bruevich himself gives reason to
doubt his account when he writes that the Soviet government let Karinskii emigrate in token of gratitude
for the assistance he had rendered Lenin. (Bonch-Bruevich, Na boevykh postakh, p. 86). Karinskii had
no need whatsoever for permission from Soviet authorities to emigrate . During the Civil War he was
in the South of Russia and evacuated to Turkey with the remainder of Wrangel's army. (From there he
made his way to the United States, where he lived until his death in 1948.) Curiously enough, Bonch
Bruevich says nothing about Karinskii leaking any additional information to the Bolsheviks. After all,
as Procurator and head of the investigation of the Bolsheviks he had unrestricted access to the material
of the case. Bonch-Bruevich also states that when he told Lenin of his planned arrest he (Lenin) was
already aware of it. It is possible that the Bolsheviks' informer was Major -General Nikolai Mikhailovich
Potapov (1871-1946), who, according to a classmate and Bolshevik, M.S. Kedrov, "offered his
services" to the Bolsheviks beginning in July 1917 (see Ot Fevralia k Oktiabriu (lz anket uchastnikov
Velikoi Oktiabr 'skoi Sotsialisticheskoi Revoliutsii) (Moscow, 1957), p. 174). Potapov was the head of
the Division of the General Quartermaster of the General Headquarters, a position that obligated him
to know about the investigation of Lenin's case. According to his service record, he was removed from
the high post in late July and appointed Military Attache to Italy. (See Potapov to Pototskii, Telegram
no. 28355, 21 July, 1917, Coil. Pototskii, Box 10, f. 27; Box 10, folder: Telegrams incoming 1916
1918; Box 7, f. 24 . HA ; Voenno-istoricheskii zhumal, no. 10, 1989, pp . 75-78. On Karinskii see Otchet
Konstantinopol'skogo Soveta Prisiarhnykn Poverennykh za vremia s 17 aprelia 1921 g. po 17 aprelia
1922 g . (Constantinople, 1922), p. 14; N. Karinskii, "Epizod iz evakuatsii Novorossiiska," Arkhiv
russkoi revoliuts ii (Berlin, 1923), vol. XII, pp. 149-156; idem., "Teni proshlogo," Parus, 1933, no.
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16, pp. 49-50; B. Peres, "Partiinaia rabota v Orle (1902-1903 gg.) (Iz vospominanii )," PR, no. 5(17),
1923, pp. 262-268; N. Karabchevskii, Chto glaza moi videli. Revoliutsiia i Rossiia (Berlin, 1921) Part
2, p. 129; V.A. Obolenskii , Moia zhim'. Moi sovremenniki (paris, 1988), p. 231) .
52.
The Bolsheviks were also accused of organizing an armed uprising (RV, 22 July, 1917, p. 5).
The Provisional Government hastily tried to join this accusation with that of receiving German money
in order to show that the July uprising had been organized by the Bolsheviks upon instructions from the
Germans and the receipt of money from them. The preliminary (pre-trial) investigation was conducted
under the supervision of the prominent Petrograd jurist Pavel A. Aleksandrov (1866-1940). After the
October revolution Aleksandrov lived in Moscow and was legal consultant for the Sugar Trust.
Ostensibly for his role in the 1917 investigation, he was arrested twice by the Soviet secret police-in
1925 and 1939-and finally shot in prison in summer 1940.
53.
T . Aleksinskaia, Novyi zhurnal , no. 90, pp. 140-141; Ziokazov, Voprosy istorii KPSS, no. 5,
1990. pp. 44-47; A.F. Kerenskii, Rossiia na istoricheskompovorote. Memuary. (Moscow, 1993), pp.
220-222 .
54.
See Ms . Coil. Aleksinskii, Box 10. Folder : World War I and Revolution. CUBA. Most likely
Aleksinskii was helped by his long-time correspondent, leader of the Swedish SDs Karl H. Branting
(1860-1925), who was known for his anti-Leninist sentiments. (See Ms. ColI. Aleksinskii, Box 10,
Letter to J. Guesde , July 1916. CUBA; Index XIc. IG, folder 1. Coli. Okhrana, HA; Kerensky, Russia
and History's Turning Point, pp. 313-314; Marat Zubko, Shvedskaia vertikal' (Moscow, 1989), p. 90).
In addition, the veracity of at least some of the telegrams was later indirectly confirmed by Soviet
editions of Lenin's collected works. (See Lenin, PSS, vol. 49, pp. 445-451; Leninskii sbornik, vol. Xlll,
p. 280 ; Telegrams 3,9, were referred to in "Obysk u Lenina. Protokol ," PR, no. 5(17),1923, p. 282;
Part of the telegram 49 was reproduced in Lenin , PSS, vol. 49, pp. 442-443. Also see Lenin , PSS, vol.
31, pp. 466-467 ; Lenin v 1917 g. Daty zhizni i deiatel 'nosti. Mart-Oktiabr ', (Moscow , 1957), p. 54;
Vorobtsova, Deiatel'nost' TsK, p. 34; Kollontai, Iz moei zhizni i raboty ; p. 296) .
55.
The office of Bez lishnikn slov was in Dobronravov's apartment in the center of Petrograd. Just
like Aleksinskii, Dobronravov belonged to Plekhanov's Social-Democratic group Edinstvo. After its
third issue (27 July), Plekhanov pressured Aleksinskii into stopping publication of the weekly , because
he no longer wished to antagonize the Soviet leaders (see T. Aleksinskaia , Novyi zhurnal, no. 90, pp.
143-145; RV, 10 August, 1917, p. 1). The only copy of Bez lishnikh slov this author was able to locate
in the West was one in the Aleksinskii archives (Ms. ColI. Aleksinskii, Box 17. CUBA). After the
Bolshevik Revolution Leonid M. Dobronravov (1887-1926) lived in Bessarabia and the United States.
56.
Tat 'iana Ivanovna Aleksinskaia (nee Evtikhieva) (1886-1968) took part in the Social-Democratic
movement from 1904. She returned to Russia from France during World War I, and worked as a
volunteer nurse in military hospitals. Beginning in May 1917 she worked in the Central Committee of
the SoD group Edinstvo . From 1919 on, she lived in Paris . (G.A., "T.I. Aleksinskaia ," Novyi zhumai,
no. 94, 1969, pp. 271-273) .
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57.
BLS, no. 1, II July, 1917, pp. 3-4. The protocol of Ermolenko 's interrogation, taken at the
front's general headquarters on 16 May 1917, was also published in this issue. Also see RV, 11 July
1917, evening edition, p. 4 and RV, 12 July, p. 4.
58.
A. Amfiteatrov, "Parvus." Russkoe slovo, 3/16 October 1915, p. 2. Also see Ms. Coli.
Aleksinskii, Box 10, f. "Delo Parvusa. " CUBA. Amfiteatrov, Aleksandr Valentinovich (1862-1938) was
a liberal journalist and writer. Before World War I, he published the revolutionary monthly Krasnoe
znamia in Paris . In 1914-1916 he lived in Italy, where he was a correspondent for the major liberal
newspaper Russkoe slovo. He returned to Russia at the end of 1916 and became editor-in-chief of
Russkaia volia. He emigrated in 1922 and lived in Prague, Berlin and Paris, before settling in Italy.

59.

BLS, no. 2, 19 July 1917, p. 3.

60.
Compare Coil. Pototskii, Box 28, delo 20, pp. 50-59 with BLS, no. 1, 11 July 1917, pp. 3-4 and
BLS, no. 2, 19 July , p. 3.
61.

For example, in telegrams 4,5 ,6,9, 10 , 12, 13, 19,28,31 ,32,43,47,54 .

62.
Comparison of the two "Western" sets to those preserved in Russian archives confirms that all
the telegrams come from the same source (see GARF, f. 1826, op. 1., dd. 14, 15; RTsKhIDNI, f. 4,
op. 3, d. 39, 11. 119-126).
63.
Coli. Pototskii, Box 28, file 20, pp. 44-45 . HA. Also see "Delo #87 Tsentral'nogo Kontr
razvedyvatel 'nogo Otdeleniia GUGSH," in RTsKhIDNI, f. 4, op . 3, d. 39.
64.
Incoming telegram, 1 December 1916, File S 12, delo no. 4 , RMP. FSA. Also see Helsingfors
telefonkatalog utgiven / Januari /9/7 AF Helsingfors Telefonforening (Helsingfors 1916), p. 314.
65.
See Questionnaire (oprosnoi list): Anna Rung. File 9071. RMP. FSA. Her dealings with German
businessmen in Stockholm also drew the attention of the Swedish Federal Police. See Report B.124,
1 September, 1917, Riksarkivet (Swedish National Archives). Polisbyro File (Swedish Police Records):
B. 1-255. 1915-1919 maj. E 2:1 (hereafter SNA. SPR).
66.
Delo po 0PISI no. 2889. RMP. FSA;
(petrograd ), 1916-1917.

Yes ' Petrograd. Adresnaia i spravochnaia kniga

67.
Separate "black lists" (chernye spiskiy were compiled by the Russian Ministry of Trade and
Industry. See K. Gul'kevich to B.V. Shtiurmer, 15/28 August 1916. Russia. Missiia Norway, Box 7,
folder 20; Outgoing no. 305,2/15 September 1916. Missiia Norway , Box. 7, folder 21, HA; Russkii
chernyi spisok (petrograd, 1917).
68.

Coli. Pototskii, Box 28-20, pp. 45-49, 60-62. HA. Also see RTsKhIDNI, f. 4, op. 3, d. 39.
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69 .
In 1917 a total of three trainloads of emigres crossed Germany, carrying a total of approximately
650 people (see Files 2952 , 13690, RMP. FSA).
70.
See, for example, Files 2952, 13690, RMP. FSA; Outgoing no. 96, 30 March 1917. Coll.
Pototskii . Box 7, f. 24. HA ; Outgoing no. 411,28 March 1917; outgoing no. 453, 30 March 1917,
delo no. 8, File 13690. RMP. FSA; RTsKhIDNI, f. 4, op . 3, d. 39, 11. 31, 114, 116.
71 .
Detailed information about political emigres was periodically distributed by the Foreign Agency
of the Department of Police in Paris (see Coil. Okhrana, Index VIIIb. F. lA, HA) .
72 .
The Allies also had an intelligence station on the Russian-Swedish border to monitor return of
the political emigres (see Files S. 7-12,1915-1917. RMP . FSA); RTsKhIDNI, f. 4, op . 3, d. 39; f. DP,
op . 17, ed . khr. tedinitsa khraneniia) 38644.
73.
Abram L. Zhivatovskii (sometimes Zhivotovskii) was a relative of Lev Trotsky on his mother's
side, and a prominent Petrograd banker. After the Bolshevik Revolution he emigrated to Paris, where
in the 1920's he was on the board of directors of the Russian Bank for Industry and Trade. (See
Incoming no. 1780,1911, Incoming no. 275,1910. Coil. Okhrana, HA; Ves' Petrograd, (1914-1917);
F.F. Raskol'nikov, Kronshtadt i Piter v 1917 godu. Second ed. (Moscow , 1990) p . 52; E. Semenov ,
Russkie banki zagranitsei i bol'sheviki (iz ankety] (paris, 1926), pp. 61-62.
74 .

In actuality, Trotskii (Trotsky) returned to Petrograd on 3/16 May.

75.
Internatsional was a small socialist journal published in Petro grad by Mikhail Iu. Larin (Moisei
I. Lur 'e). See D. Kin, "Bor'ba protiv "ob'edinitel'nogo ugara" v 1917 godu," PR, no. 6 (65), 1927,
p. 3. A. I. Gordon (see next note) also worked on the editorial board.

76.
A. I. Gordon (1884-1937?) (full name: Abe-Shael' Itskov-Iudelevich Gordon) was a member of
the Jewish Bund . During the period 1914-1917 he first lived in Stockholm, and then in Copenhagen.
On 15/28 April 1917 he returned to Russia and joined the Petrograd Bolshevik organization. He
perished in the Stalinist purges . See Futrell, Northern Underground, pp. 119, 126-7, 135,212-213,226;
Istoricheskii Arkhiv; 3, 1959, pp. 39,48; Bjorkegren, Ryska Posten, p. 36; Deiateli SSSR i Oktiabr'skoi
revoliutsii. (Avtobiografii i biografii). Entsiklopedicheskii Slovar' Russkogoliibliograficheskogo Instituta
Granat (Moscow, 1927), vol. 41 , Part I, pp. 103-105; and File 13690. RMP. FNA.
77.
Trotskii, Il'ia Markovich (1879-1969). Prior to World War I he was a Berlin correspondent for
a Moscow liberal daily Russkoe slovo. During the war years he reported for the paper in Copenhagen.
After the October Revolution he moved to Berlin, and then to New York. (See Ms. Coll. Trotskii .
Bakhmeteff Archive, CUBA; Novoe russkoe slovo, 2 December 1962, pp. 3, 5; ibid ., 3 July 1967, p.
3) .
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78.
Coil. Pototskii, Box 28-20, p. 60; Russian Consulates in Stavanger and Christiania.
Correspondence. Coli. Russia. Missiia Norway. HA; There were also telegrams separated out which
were sent by a namesake of Lev B. Rozenfel'd (party pseudonym Kamenev), see Coil. Pototskii, Box
28-20, p. 65.
79.
Coil. Pototskii, Box 28-20. pp.47-48; Iosif Adam Iaroslav Iosifovich Kolyshko (1862-1938) was
an adventurer of unsavory reputation without any particular political inclinations. In 1915-1917 he lived
in Stockholm and Copenhagen, where he maintained regular contacts with German officials. He also
had business ties with Parvus and was later suspected of being a go-between for Parvus and the
Bolsheviks . Reportedly. he was to go on trial together with the Bolshevik leaders in October but was
released on bail and disappeared. After 1921 he lived first in Berlin, and then in Nice (see Baian
[Kolyshko - S.L.], "Velikii raspad.Nyne otpushchaeshche ...• " typescript (no date). chs. XXX-XXXVI.
Collection B.I. Nicolaevskii, Box 193, folder 9. HA; Russkie vedomosti, 18 August 1917, p. 5;
Kolyshko-Baian to V.L. Burtsev, 8 November, 1935. Coil. Nicolaevskii, Box 149, folder 7 . HA; Klaus
Epstein, Mathias Erzberger and the Dilema of German Democracy (princeton, 1959). pp. 165. 175
178).
80.
See Incoming telegram no. 1023,20 May 1917, Delo 18, part 1, File 7235, Incoming telegram
no. 3985,4 December 1915. File 9057. RMP. FNA; Russkaia volia, 25 May 1917, p. 2; Den '. 26
May 1917, pp. 2-3; B. Nikitin, "V dni revoliutsii, Vospominaniia b.[yvshego] nach.[al'nika] kontr
razvedki i gen.[erala] kvartirmeistera . Priamye uliki," PN, 25 July 1932. p. 2.
81.
See, for example, Delo 18, part I, File 7235. RMP. FSA; Nikitin, PN, 25 July 1932. p. 2;
Baian [Kolyshko], op. cit.• Chapters XXIV-XXXV, Coil. Nicolaevskii, Box 193. folder 9; Kolyshko
to Pavel N. Miliukov. 26 July and 11 November 1932. Coli. Nicolaevskii, Box 639, f. 22. HA.
82.
Of the remaining individuals mentioned in this set of telegrams, counterintelligence either knew
little (e.g . about Kozlowski, Kollontai), or became aware only from the telegrams (for example. K.
Krzeczeskowski, Iu. Rozenblatt, M. Stieckewicz). Counterintelligence compiled the set of 66 telegrams
in such a hurry that on two occasions it included duplicate copies of the same telegram (no. 31 repeats
no. 29; no. 42 repeats no. 41).
83.

See Coil. Pototskii, Box 7, HA and Delo no. 18, File 7235, RPM. FSA.

84.

See, for example, telegrams 35,41,42, 60, 62.

85.
The set contained. for example. several telegrams between Fiirstenberg-Hanecki and Aleksandra
M. Kollontai, as well as 7 of a personal nature between Kollontai (from Petrograd) and her friend, Zoia
L. Shadurskaia, then located in Christiania (Oslo). See telegrarnms 4, 10, II, 19, 20, 22. 29. 32, 36,
40, 52. But by far not all of the telegrams between Fiirstenberg-Hanecki and Russia wound up at the
Petrograd Telegraph Office. and thus could not have been included in the set of 66. For instance,
several telegrams from him addressed to Lenin were discovered only after the July uprising, during a
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search of Lenin's apartment and the Bolshevik headquarters at Matil'da F . Kshesinskaia's villa (see
"Obysk u Lenina," PR, 5 (17), 1923, p. 282; Rech', 22 July 1917, p. 5; Nikitin, Rokovye gody, p.
114). Moreover, the number of telegrams exchanged between Furstenberg and his Petrograd aide
Evgeniia Sumenson was much greater than those ultimately included in the 66. Sumenson alone sent
over 92 telegrams to Furstenberg in Sweden (see, for example, telegram 64). In addition, some of the
telegrams he sent to the editorial board of Pravda were detained by the military censorship , while others
never reached the Petrograd Telegraph Office due to technical failures (see Vorobtso va, Deiatel 'nost '
zagranichnogo predstavitel'stva TsK, p. 21; Telegrams 53,55 ,57,58,62 , 66).
86.
The order in which this information appeared on the telegram blank, and in which it reached the
addressee, differed from the format in which it was recorded on the telegraphic tape (see, for example,
PR, 5(17), 1923, p. 282; Lenin, Biograficheskaia khronika, vol. 4, p. 68; Coli . Russia. Missiia
Norway . Consulate General in Christiania, file: Correspondence. Incoming 1917. HA). Several
difficulties arise in the analysis of such complex source s as old telegraphic texts. The first is the specific
nature of telegraphic language , characterized by short, often fragmentary phrases, a certain convention
of abbreviations, and the absence of punctuation. Second are the language difficulties brought about by
the exchange of telegrams between Russia and Scandinavia. Their interpretation is further complicated
by the fact that they were insufficiently investigated by counterintelligence: there are many examples
of inaccurate chronology, mistaken dates, misspelled names and places and omitted words . The simple
fact that the July accusations were made on the basis of only partially decoded texts warrants a more
careful investigation of them.
87.
French was the language of international telegraphic communication at that time. Moreo ver, it
may be defmitely assumed that not all of the addressees knew Russian (see for example , telegram 59).
88.
Only in the cases of the correspondences between Kollontai and Shadurskaia can one say with
some certainty that the texts had been translated (see telegrams 11, 19,22,29,31-33,36,40,50,52).
The grammatical contruction as well as the lack of distinction between masculine and feminine gender
suggest that they were translated from French. In addition, one of the telegrams was sent to Shadurskaia
in Paris , where she had lived for many years; and it is well known that Kollontai had a strong
command of French. See telegram 11; V. Erofeev, "Desiat' let v Sekretariate Narkornindel a,"
Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn' (Moscow), August 1991, p. 120. The grammatical structure of telegram 61
suggests that it was originally written in Polish. The same is true of telegrams 15 and 28 .
89.
The system of transliteration between Latin and Cyrillic alphabets at that time also contributed
to the distortion of the original text. For example, Russian "e" was transliterated as "ie"; "e" as "0";
"u" as "ou"; "v" as "f", etc. (see telegram 29).
90.

Telegram 56 . Also see telegramms 46, 61, 63.

91.

See, for example , telegram 52.
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92.

See telegrams 18, 28, 43, 44. Also see telegrams 49, 56 .

93 .
Since the telegrams were received at the Petrograd Telegraph Office on 28 June Old-Style, all
telegrams dated July must be New-Style (see telegrams 56-59, 61, 63-66 . Also see notes 72, 74 to
telegram 28).
94 .

Telegrams lla, 24a, 26a.

95.
The presence of an oblique stroke in the telegram number distinguishes those sent from
Scandinavia to Russia.
96.
This number, however, does not always correspond to the actual number of words in the
telegram. In some, for example, the address of destination is not produced in its entirety (see note 5
to telegram 1). In others, the word "urgent" is omitted (telegram 17).
97.
In telegram 11 the date is not indicated . The digit 13 printed in its place refers to the number
of words . Telegrams 11a, 24a , and 26a also include the date of their reception at the Telegraph Office.
It appears at the upper right of the text.
98 .
The name of both the sender and the addressee was printed in upper case letters and underlined
in red pencil. This indicated that the Military Attache was to collect information on these individuals .
99.
In telegrams 2, 6, 9, 18, 37-39, 46-47 and 49 , for instance, the name of the sender is not
indicated. Telegrams 20 and 47 are signed with party pseudonyms of their senders. Moreover, not all
those persons listed as the senders of the telegrams were actually their authors . For example, while
Fiirstenberg was on a clandestine visit to Petrograd in May-June, telegrams sent from his Swedish
address continued to be signed in his name. And he did not sign his own name to his return telegrams
from Petrograd . Instead, these were either signed by Kozlowski or sent without a signature (see, for
example, telegrams 18,26, 34).

100.

Novaia zhizn'(NZH), 29 September 1917, p. 3; Novoe vremia (NY) , 10/23 October 1917, p. 3.

101. Russkaia volia (RV) , 13 July 1917, p. 5; 25 July 1917, p. 6. Manusevich , Pol'skie
intematsionalisty, pp. 236-237.
102. NZH, 19 September/2 October 1917, p . 2; 1/14 October, p. 3; Also see Trybuna (petrograd) 23
September/6 October 1917, p. 4; NY, 10/23 October 1917, p. 3; GARF, f. 1826, op. I, d. 16, I. 321;
P .N. Maliantovich, Revoliutsiia i pravosudie (Neskol'ko myslei i vospominanii), (Moscow, 1918), pp.
93-117.
103. NZH, 20 September/3 October 1917, p. 3; 10 October 1917, p. 3; 19 September/2 October 1917,
p.2.
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104. Rech', 22 July 1917, p. 5; RV, 22 July 1917, p. 4.
105. Pipes, The Russian Revolution , pp . 377-381,412; Pipes almost exclusi vely follows the memoirs
of Nikitin (see especially chapters 11 and 12 in Nikitin 's Rokovye gody) which are not always reliable .
Also see Katkov, The Kornilov Affair, pp . 33-35.
106. Zeman and Scharlau, The Merchant of Revolution, pp. 164-165. This version is based primarily
on the accounts of Austrian and German diplomats in Copenhagen, whose information was greatly
influenced, however, by the Russian press campaign in the aftermath of the July uprising (see, for
example, Politische Studien, no. 91, 1957, pp. 232-234 and Politisches Archiv Auswartiges Amts ,
Weltkrieg Akten , Nr. 2 Geheime, Bd. 46, 47, July-August 1917).
107. Futrell , Northern Underground, pp. 160-163, 221. Also see Possony, Lenin: The Compulsive
Revolutionary, pp . 229-232; Stone, Soviet Studies, pp. 90-92; Volkogonov,Lenin , vol. 1, pp. 208-214.
108.

See, for example, telegrams 34, 51, 56, 62, 64.

109. See GARF , f. 1826, op . 1, d. 24 and dd . 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,20. Also see delo 14, II. 88-90,
101-102 . This important conclusion by the Provisional Government's officials in charge of the July
investigation was overlooked by Volkogonov. It appears , instead, that his interpretation of the nature
of Parvus-Fiirstenberg-Sumenson-Kozlowski's business trans actions was shaped by the circumstantial
information originating from an Austrian diplomat in Copenhagen. (See Volkogonov , Lenin, vol. 1, pp .
208, 444 no. 43; see also my note 106 above.)
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Ul'ianova, A. I. See Elizarova-Ul'ianova,
A. I.
Ul'ianova , M. I 22, 30; telegrams 3, 9
Umanskii, M. A. III

Unszlicht.T. 24, 70 , 93; telegram 46
Uritskii , M. S. 68
Vakhtangova , S. B. 26
Vladimirova, V. 106
Volkogonov, D. 106, 119
Vorobtsova,lu. 52, 54, 70, 74, 106, 113,
117
Vorovskii See Worowski, W.
Vygovskaia See Steckiewicz, M. I.
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Worowski, W. (Orlowski/Borowskil
Vorovskii) 22, 36, 46, 60, 62, 64, 72,
76,99, 101, 102, 121; telegram 28
Wrangel, P. 112
Zaks, S. M. (Gladnev, 1. 1.) 93,97-99, 101
Zaks, M. I. 97, 120
Zaslavskii, D. 1. 72, 78, 86; telegram 54
Zeman, Z. A. B. 20, 22, 24, 34, 72,
106-108, 119, 120, 122-123
Zetterberg, S. 107
Zhivatovskii, A. L. 14, 115
Zinov'ev (Radomysl'skii), G. E. 11,48,66,
70,96, 98, 101, 120, 122; telegram
23
Ziokazov, G. 1. 108, 113
Zubko, M. 113
Zubov, N. 24
Zurabov, A. G. 86; telegram 61
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